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The New Independenl-Television Network s.h. granger, a.m.i.e.e.1

U.D.C. 621.397.743
The network planned to meet -he needs of -he new independenl-television service which opened in London on 22nd September, 1955, 
is described and -he basic structure of the network is outlined. A description of -he London studio links and -he inter-city network is 

-hen given, followed by performance -arge-s and specimen test results.

Introduction
HE independent Television Authority (I.T.A.) did 
not come in-o exis-ence until 4th August, 1954, but 
-he Government’s in-ention to in-roduce a com

petitive tolevision service was made known as early as
May, 19512, when a Whi-e Paper was published announcing 
“‘an element of competition in -he expanding field of 
television.”1 Preliminary inquiries revealed -hat only a 
limited number of frequencies in -he V.H.F. Band 3 couLd 
be made available for -he new broadcast stations, and -hat 
-he service was therefore likely to develop on similar lines 
-o -hat of -he B.B.C., with high-power regional stations, and 
not on -he American principle of smaH privately-owned 
independent stations. Hence -he need was foreseen for a 
second inter-cRy network connecting London and -he 
principal centres of interest in -he provinces with -he 
broadcast -ransmi-ters. Tentative plans were therefore 
drawn up during 1953 to expteR all spare plant -o -he full 
and, if necesssay, to adapt existing circui-s shouM -he new 
service be required during 1954.

Severaa problems could not be resolved until after -he 
I.T.A. had become firmly tstablishtd;<tnn of -he most 
important being -hat of obtaining details of -he studio sites 
and scale of circuit provision required in -he London area. 
This was further complicated by -he fact -hat -he I.T.A. 
would not iteelf be responsible for producing -he pro
grammes and was -herefore only able to provide -he Post
Office with information about -he requirements for -he 
main inter-crty network and -he shorter circui-s -o trans- 
mirter sites, i.e., -he “transmitter tails.” Production of -he 
programmes from each -ransmitter became -he responsi
bility of -wo programme contrac-ors settcted by -he I.T.A.; 
one being allotted -he Monday-to-Friday programmes and 
-he o-her -he week-end programmes. Thus i- became clear 
-hat -wo more or less independent studio networks might: 
be required in -he area served by each -ransmitter, par
ticularly in -he London area, but -he precise circuit arrange
ments could not be determined until -he programme 
contrac-ors were able -o sta-e -heir definite requirements. 
In some cases -his meant waiting until sui-able property had 
been acquired for use as studios and master control centres; 
but, evl^nliialll-, -he pattern of studit-circuit provision 
became clear, althougll orders for several of -he many 
important circuits were received as late as May, 1955. 
Nevertheless, -hrough -he enthusiastic co-operation of -he 
installation, maintenance and ou-side-broadcast staffs, all 
of -hese circui-s were provided, some in -heir permanent 
form and o-hers using temporary equipment, in -ime for 
-he opening of -he new service in London on 22nd 
September, 1955.

Basic Plan of the New Network

When planning -he first television network for -he B.B.C. 
i- was considered -hat repeated modulations and demodula
tions of -he video signal should be avoided as far as possSble, 
as any such process must intioduce some degree, however 
Slig]ht:, of non-linear distortion, which cannot be removed 
by -he normaa equaliser and. corrector networks designed 
around linear elements. The ideaa network, it was argued, 
should employ a common mode of tiansmission and at 
junction pointe -he inter-connections should be made by 
using-equipment operating in -his mode. For example, in 
a coaxial-cable carrier system all inter-connections would 
be made at carrier frequency, -he video signal being 
recovered only a- monitor pointe, in parallel wi-h -he main 
-ransmission path, and a- -he ends of -ransmitter -ails. 
The equivalent concept in a point-to-point radio -rans
mission system would be to operate -he junction pointe at 
-he radio intermediate frequency. An approach -o -he 
principle of through-carrier switching was made at Man
chester on -he Birmingham-Mfanchester coaxial-cable circuit 
and later a- London on a similar coaxial-cable ^ircui.'t -o 
Wenvoe. However, -he complete application of -his 
principle proved too restiictive because i- would have 
prevented development of -ransmission systems of slightly 
different, and of more satisfactory, characteristics. it was 
also found -hat -his principle could not be applied in practice 
because -he London-Scotiand link consisted of -wo entirely 
different coaxial-cable systems in -andem with a super-high- 
frequency radio link which required a video input- signal.

The abandonment of through-camer working, and -he 
introductitn of cen-res for -he switching of links at video 
frequency, was made practical by -he development of a 
satisfactory video waveform corrector2 known as an ‘‘echo- 
-ype” corrector, which reduces -o very small magnitude -he 
linear distortion of video waveforms on ltng-distanct 
point-to-point links. This corrector consists primarily of 
a -apped delay line along which -he video signal passes and 
from which echoes of controlled magni-ude and sense can 
be obtained and added -o -he video signal in such a manner 
as to modify and correct -he waveform. it is esssntiaHy 
a linear network and -herefore cannot correct non-linear 
distortion due to repeated modulations and demodulations. 
However, careful measurement and study have shown -hat, 
if -he number of point-to-point links in -andem does not 
exceed four, and if -he ‘linear distortion is accurately 
corrected at -he receive end of each ptint-to-point link, -he 
cumulative non-linear effects are tolerable because -hey do

1 Temporary Senior Executive Engineer Transmission and Main 
Lines Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office. 

1 For references see end of article.
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not last long enough to cause appreciable impairment of 
the received picture.

The case for recovering the video signal at the receive 
end of each point-to-point link was established even more 
firmly when it became evident that the new network 
required by the I.T.A. would be more complex, and would 
need to be more flexible, than that previously provided for 
the B.B.C. The many short links serving studios in London 
might require 1n1ei’-tonne•tarn one with another, and with 
the main network, on frequent occasions and at short 
notice. Also, the main network serving the master control 
of any one programme company on week-days would need 
to be switched to that of some other programme company 
at week-ends. Such flexibility could be obtained only by 
the introduction of the equivalent of the telephone exchange 
distribution frame, i.e., all vision circuits, adjusted to a 
specified level and impedance, should be arranged to 
terminate on video distribution racks.

The work of extending the circuits, if required, to any 
Network Controller is simplified by concentratmg, within 
the control repeater station, the inputs and outputs of all. 
television circuits, at uniform levee and impedance. It will 
also facilitate the addition of remote or automatic switching 
at a later stage.

Additional support for the decision to introduce the 
video distribution racks at control repeater stations. came 
with the development,by the Post Office Research Station, of 
simple video equipment for the provision of short tie 
circuits on coaxial cable to the programme companies 
studios and master control centres. The short tie circuits 
proved to be practicaly distortionless; and it became 
possible to reduce maintenance costs on many circuits by 
installing all active transmission equipment, irrespective of 
the transmission directions, at the controlling repeater 
stations. Similar equipment for balanced-pair cable is also 
being developed.

The main inter-dty network, the loca studio networks, 
and the'short links to transmitters are focused on the 
control repeater stations, which, ideaaly, are situated near 
the centre of television interest and activity. This is 
generafly towards the centre of the city in which a link 
terminates, e.g., Museum Exchange for London, and 
Telephone House for Birmingham. The operation of 
snitching and re-routing circuits in accordance with the 
wishes of the programme companies is carried out at these 
stations, which are now known as “Network Switching 
Centres” (N.S.C.). . .

Music circuits which have to be switched with their 
assoccated vision circuits are also concentrated at the 
network switching centres and are arranged to appear on 
a programme frame at specified standard levee and 
impedance. Audio control circuits, being much cheaper, 
have been provided in sufficient quantity to make switching 
unnecessary.

Programme Switching Centres.
The key point in the vision circmt network of any 

programme company is its Master Control or Programme 
Switching Centare (P.S.C.). Here the outputs from .several 
studios, outsidebroadcast circuits, or “tele-Cine” equipments 
are seected as required to form the finished programme, 
which is then connected to a circuit to the N.S.C. for 
connection to the local transmitter tail or to the mam 
network. The switching carried out at the P.S.C., including 
mixing, fading, and changing from one programme service 
to another without a gap in the transmitted programme., is 
known as “'continuity switching;” a form of switching 
which, in normal circumstances, is outside the respons- 
bility of the N.S.C. To enable the programme company 
to have complete control over all the programme services 
at its command, together with adequate pre-view facilities, 

a considerable number of vision circuits are needed between 
the N.S.C. and the P.S.C. It is therefore preferable that 
the programme company shmfld locate its P.S.C. within 
a reasonabby short distance of the N.S.C. so that a simple 
and relatively inexpensive mode of transmission without 
intermediate stations can be used on the vision circuits. 
Direct transmission of the video waveform is used;the 
circuits being fully corrected and adjusted to a gain of 
unity. Two forms of short tie circuit are available and 
both have been used in the London network.

Signal Levels, at Switching Points.
At the N.S.C. and P.S.C. the vision signals appear at 

a standard switching level of 1 volt peak-to-peak across 
an impedance of 75 ohms unbalanced to earth, the level 
being defined as the voltage difference between that part 
of the waveform corresponding to picture white and that 
corresponding to the tips of the synchronising pulses.

Similarly, permanent music circuits are switched at a 
standaad level of 1 mW, the switching impedance being 
600 ohms balanced to earth; the switching level is defined 
as that of a test signa! of smusoriial waveform at a nominal 
frequency of 800 c/s. The circuits are fully equalised and 
adjusted to zero loss.

Coaxidl--Cdbl,e Vdeeo Ti'atlsmissirn.
The first form of short: video tie circuii: operates over 

coaxial cable; typical examples in the London network are 
the circuits on the i-mile route between Museum and 
Britalian House, Foley Street. The low loss of coalxial 
cable, 7 db. per mile at 3 Mc/s for g-in. coiadal pairs, makes 
it prssible to operate circuits not exceeding 1 mile in length 
with the amjplifiers at the sending end, i.e., the signaa is 
pi■e-rlm[pifie'i and the transmitted level is ^uch that the 
signal arrives at the receiving end of the Circiit at the 
S;andaid levee of 1 volt peak-to-peak. Thus, although 
circuits operating in either direction may be provided 
between the N.S.C. and the P.S.C.. the active amplifier 
equipment need be installed only at the N.S.C. where it 
will be under the continuous supervision of Post Office 
maintenance staff during programme hours. Prssi’el 
waveform-corrector networks are assotiated with the 
amplifiers on such. circuits, pre-correction being applied to 
the outgoing circuits and post-correction to the incoming 
circuits at the N.S.C. The circuit arrangement is outlined 
in Fig. 1 (a).

WAVEFORM LINE LONGITUDINAL. LONGITUDINAL
CORRECTOR AMPLIFIER CHOKE CHOKE

WEB.LLBU-. 
convertor

iV

(n) Coaxial-Cable Transmission.

EXTERNAL 
CABLE

BAI..-UNBAL. WA/IEFORM RECEivE 
convertor corrector amplifier

(b) Balanced<Paix Transmission.
Fig. 1.—Block Schematic dagrams OF Video Tie Circuits.

Owing to the rapid deterioration in the ihielding effect 
of the toaxial outer comduct^r as the frequency falls beow 
about: 10 kc/s, it is necessary to adojpt certain precautions 
to prevent low-frequency interference when the coaxial 
pair is used for direct: video transmission. At the very 
low frequencies, particularly 50 c/s, the pen2ltrd:irn of the 
outer conductor by lrngitudinal currents is complete and 
a transverse interfering turrent: appears in the man 
transmission path, due to the common touip1tg impedance 
of the outer conductor. The dircuuit for the lrngitudinal
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current is completed through the equipment earth at each 
end. Hence, elimination of the interfering signal by simply 
breaking the earth continuity would appear possible; but, 
unfortunately, no suitable transformer capable of passing 
the video waveform without severe distortion is yet avail
able. In practice, the longitudinal current is co:n!siii<SI■al^l;y 
reduced by adding a longitulinal inductance, or coaxX.ial 
choke, at each end of the circuit. Correct choice of core 
materia for any choke of this type is essential. A high 
value of incremental permeaaillty is required; firstly, to 
enable the inductance to be obtained within a reasonable 
bulk and, secondly, because the longitudina current may 
contain a large D.C. component of magnitude up to 
50 mA. The present design of coaxid choke has 
a longitudina inductance of 0-3 henry at 50 c/s and 
consists of a polythene-insulated coaxiial cable of smaU 
diameter wound on a core of -adiometal laminations. 
Saturation of the core due to the D.C. component is pre
vented by including an air gap which is obtained by butting 
instead of interleaving the laminations. Fig. 2 shows four 

approximately 1% miles. It 
con-tains six screened bal
anced pairs, seven pairs of 
20-lb. copper conductor, in 
twin formation, and 12 pairs 
of. 10-lb. copper conductor 
made up as six quads. Each 
screened television pair con
sists of two 40-lb. copper 
conductors located by means 
of spiral lappings of poly
thene string within a cylin
drical copper screen. In a 
later design of this cable 
additional mechanical stab
ility has been obtained by 
replacing the polythene 
string with an insulant of 
expanded polythene, which 
is more robust. At 3 Mc/s, 
the nominal maximum video 
frequency transmitted on 
British circuits, the screened 
balanced pair has a loss of 
13-7 db. per mile at 10°C 
and the loss/frequency char
acteristic follows approxi-

Fig. 3.—Balanced-Pair Teae< 
VISION CABLE.

mately the law:—
7‘7^/f +0-3 db. per mile, where f 2 frequency in Mc/s.
Each pair equipped for television will employ balanced- 

pair line equipment of new design. This will include an 
unbalanced-balanced unit; capable of accepting the signal 
from the switching point at the standard levd of 1 volt 
peak-to-peak in 75 ohms unbalanced to earth and con - 
verting it to a balanced output signal. At the receiving end 
the signal will be restored to the unbalanced form and
applied to a passive waveform corrector network followed 
by an unbalanced recdve amplifier. The circuit is shown 
in outline in Fig. 1 (1).

Miscellaneous Equipment at Switching Centres

Two main video flexiibli-ty points are provided at the 
N.S.C., the first at the video distribution rack for all vision 
circuits and the second at the monitor distribution rack for 
all picture monitor circuits. Network switching in accord
ance with schedules supplied by the programme companies 
is carried out at the video distribution rack. Those circuits

coaxiial. chokes mounted within a standard repeatee-ssation 
rack framework. A single coaxial choke weighs 451b, and 
the winding consists of approximately 90 yd. of coaxial 
cable. The nature of the waveform distortion due to the 
chokes is broadly equivalent to that introduced by an 
extension of the circuit length and is corrected in the tie
circuit waveform corrector. The insertion of coaxial chokes 
in circuits of about one mile in length resuuts in the 
suppression of 50 c/s hum and its harmonics by about 30 db. 
As an additional precaution against impulsive interference, 
unbalanced audio circuits, including those momentariiy 
unbalanced during signalling, are routed in separate 
cables. NormaHy the interstice pairs of the coaxial cable 
are reserved for balanced music circuits.

Fig. 4.—Video Distribution Racks at Museum Exchange.

Balanced-Pair Video Transmission.
For the second form of shojT-t video tie circuit the line

signal is balanced to earth and the connection between the
switching centres is made by a television cable of new
type containing screened balanced pairs. The cable shown
in Fig. 3 is similar to the one laid in London between
Museum and Television House, Kingsway—a distance of
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which require frequent inter-connection are arranged to 
appeal? at adjacent points so that the connection can be 
made via a coaxial U-link, other circuits being inter
connected by means of coaxial cords made from polythene- 
insulated coaxial cable fitted with clamped end-sockets. 
The complete flexllb.li.ty provided at the monitor distribu
tion rack between the suite of picture monitors and all the 
vision-circuit monitor points is especially useful when a 
change of routing of the network is required. A section 
of the monitor suite can be connected to the monitor points 
on the required new routing so that when the change has 
been made the correctness of the new arrangement is 
instantly displayed. Fig. 4 shows a section of the distri
bution racks at Museum Exchange,

connect an audible alarm at the instant the fault is cleared. 
This is a buzzer alarm as distinct from the circuit fault 
alarm which operates the station alarm bell. The provision 
of distinctive alarms enables the “lost programme time” 
of the vision circuit to be precisely defined and logged; 
a very important matter in the maintenance of any 
television service.

The London Network
The London Television Control Centre at Museum 

Exchange is the focal point and N.S.C. of the London 
network, shown in Fig. 6. Short video tie circuits connecc

London.
The central obseevation suite of 

picture monitors consists of a number 
of 7-ft. 6-in. racks, on each of which 
are assembled four picture monitors. 
These monitors are designed to accept 
the video waveform at the standard 
level of 1 volt peak-to-peak across 
75 ohms unbalanced to earth, and all 
vision-circuit monitor outlets are ar
ranged, if necessary by the inclusion 
of permanently-connected amplifiers, 
to provide that levd at the monitor 
distribution rack. The relatively
simple picture monitors reproduce
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the picture on a 9-in. cathode-raytube using conventional 
circuit: techniques. A diode D.C.-restorer circuit: of long 
time-constant operating on the tips of the synchronising 
pulses ensures that hum and other low-frequency inter
ference or long-period waveform distortion does not 
pass unnoticed.

An additional aid to tie-circuit supervision and main
tenance is provided by “‘Programme On’" indicators which 
are connected across the inputs and outputs of each circuit 
where the waveform is at the standard level. Esssntiahy 
the indicator consists of a frequency-selective amplifier 
tuned to the fundamental-frequency component of the line-

ASSOCIATED 
REDIFFUSION LTD. 
IELEVISION HOUSE 

KINGSWAY

G.PO.
MUSEUM 

EXCHANGE

LIVINGSTONE 
EXCH.

ASSOCIATED
VISION LTD. 

BRITAL1AN HOUSE 
FOLEY STREET

BEULAH
FRANS- un I
MITTER n

Fig. 6.—The London Network.
ByANhroAiTiAg-pulTe repetition rate, i.e. 10,125 c/s. The
rectified output of the amplifier is arranged to coutrol a 
sequence of relays which remain energised until the input 
level to the indicator falls 6 db. below the IcvcI of the line 
synchronising pulses when an all-black picture is being 
transmitted. The elements of the relay circuit shown in 
Fig. 5 illustrate the arrangements at the N.S.C. for display-

Museum and the P.S.C. of Associated Rediffusion Ltd. at 
Television House and of Associated Television Ltd. at 
Britalian House." Links from the programme companies' 
studios are terminated at Museum; and, outgoing from 
Museum, is the transmitter tail to the site of the I.T.A. 
temporary London transmitter station at Beulah Hill,

Fig. 5.—Relay Circuit of “Programme ON” Indicator.

ing the condition of the vision circuit. Relays LI and LO 
are controlled by the input and output indicators respec
tively. Normafiy, both of these relays will be operated and 
a PROGRAMME on indication will be given. Disconnection 
of the programme from the draiiit by the programme 
company resuhs in the simultaneous release of both relays 
thereby giving the programme off indication. A circuit 
fault alarm is operated when LO releases with LI held; 
and, for the rare condition of L0 held and LI released, a 
supervisory fault warning is given. The display unit: at 
the N.S.C. is equipped with receiving attention and 
reset keys, the circuiit of the latter being arranged to

Croydon. Operation of most of the existing studio links, 
and of further links now planned, is in the 3-7 Mc/s carrier 
speccrum on 0-375-in. coaxial cable using equipment 
similar to that of tle London-Birmingham 0-975-in. coaxial 
cable system.3 Exceptions are the links from the Palladium 
Theatre and Campden Hill Water Tower, which transmit an 
unbalanced video signal over coaxial cable.

The London network was required to open with the 
commencement of the new television service on 22nd 
September, 1955, but, to enable the programme contractors 
to rehearse their switching and programme building, the 
links were in fact made available some two to three weeks 
beforehand. In order to meet this date it was necessaay 
initially to equip many of the links on a temporary basis, 
particularly those needing 3-7 Mc/s carrier equipment and 
balanced-pair line equipment. Fortunatdy the Posit Office 
had already placed orders for the manufacture of 
Amplifiers No. 98A, the new dessgn of balanced video 
repeater for outside broadcasts,4 which is equipped with 
variable equalisers for operation over different types of line. 
Extra quantities of the amplifiers were then ordered and 
were used throughout for the initial provision of the 
Museum-Television House tie circuits and for several of the
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longer studi0 circuits. Studio links planned to work 
ultimately in the 3-7 Mc/s carrier spectrum were made to 
work initially as video-frequency balanced-pair circuits 
using the inner conductors of two 0-375-in. coaxial tubes. 
All the balanced video links operate without intermediate 
repeaters and, therefore, the Amplifiers No. 98A at the 
terminals are connected to give an output of 1 volt peak-to- 
peak across an impedance of 75 ohms unbalanced to earth. 
All 3-7 Mc/s carrier circuits provided by the opening date, 
namely those to Wembley Studios, Granville Theatre, 
Western Exchange, and Wood Green Empire, used 
temporary line equipment which is scheduled for early 
replacement.

The transmitter tail to Beulah Hill is a unidirectional 
circuit of approximately 9% miles in length operating in the 
3-7 Mc/s carrier speccrum and using one tube of. a 3-tube 
0-975-in. coaxial cable as far as Crystal Palace and then 
continuing as a single-tube 0-975-in. cable to Livingstone 
Exchange.5 Working and reserve carrier equipment is 
installed at Museum and Livingstone. Rnmotn-contro0 
equipment is provided at Museum for normal-to-standby 
changeover at Livingstone The video signal continues 
from Livingstone over the final 200 yd. to the transmitter 
on O-375-in. coaxial cable. The coaxia! tube is equipped 
with longitudinal chokes as a precaution against low- 
frequency interference, and programme indicators fitted at 
Museum and at the transmitter itself provide a conssant 
check on the continuity of the circuit.

As a precaution against interference from the strong 
electro-magnetic field of the nearby transmitter, the 
equipment at Livingstone is installed in a screened room 
which has been erected temporarily 0n the floor of the 
apparatus room and is located over the end of the develop
ment area of the man distribution frame. The coaxial 
cables are thus able to enter the screened room vertically 
through the entry ducts already provided. At the point of 
entry all cables, including audio and power cables, are 
bonded to a copper plate which is eleccrically continuous 
with the floor-screening material. An earth connection is 
also applied at this point. Filtration, for those audio 
circuits which have become exposed to the field before 
entering or after leaving the room, is provided by suppres
sion filters mounted in a box at the point: of cable entry. 
The wires of each circuit pass through the internal screened 
compartments via two lead-through capadtors which, 
together with the inductance of the connecting wires, form 
a low-pass section having a loss exceeding 60 db. at 
frequencies above 50 Mc/s. The room, being only a tem
porary structure,is made in the form of a cage of 2--S.W.G. 
tinned-copper mesh supported on a wooden framework, 
and duplicate doors allow entry to the room without 
breaking the screen conttnuity.

The Inter-City Network

The broad outline of the new inter-ccty network, shown 
in Fig. 7, has passed the initial planning stages. To obtain 
the necessaay rapid expansion required for the success of 
the new television venture all. available spare plant will be 
used and the temporary appropriation of line plant which 
has already been provided 'in anticipation of long-term 
telephony growth will be necessary.

The London-Birmingham 900 Mc/s radio-relay link6 
which was provided in 1949 to extend the B.B.C. service 
to the Midlands, and srbtequently became spare when that 
service was transferred to coaxial cable, has been overhauled 
and fitted with new modulators. At Museum, London, 
and Telephone House, Birmingham, the radio-relay link 
has been re-terminated on the new video distribution racks, 
the short coaxial tie circuits from the roof huts have been 
modified to operate at video frequency, and echo-type 
waveform correctors have been fitted. A further uni-

Fig. 7.—The Inter-City Network.

directional circuit operating at 2,000.Mc/s between London 
and Birmingham is planned and this will share building sites 
and aerial towers with the 900 Mc/s system.

The transmitter tail to Lichfield is being provided as an 
independent radio circuit from the N.S.C. at Telephone 
House, Birmingham; two channels, including one reserve, 
operating in the outgoing direction and one channel in the 
incoming direction, using frequencies in the region of 
2,000 Mc/s. Both outgoing channels will be energised 
simultrnnousty. The radio transmitter for this tail will be 
in the N.S.C. at Telephone House, Birmingham, the output 
at 2,000 Mc/s being fed along 147 ft. of coaxial feeder to 
the aerial on the roof.

The system is so designed that the video signa is applied 
to a phrte-iShft frequency modulator-7 which translates 
the signal into the intermediate-frequency speccrum 
centred on 60 Mc/s. The application of the video waveform 
at a levd of 1 volt peak-to-peak results in a total deviation 
of 6 Mc/s. A further translation slvifts the signaa to the 
2,000 Mc/s range, the wanted fr-equency band being chosen 
by means of a coaxial-line filter. Three stages of amplifi
cation follow, using ditt-serl triodes, which raise the signal 
to a levd suitable for application to the aerial. The 8-ft. 
diameter paraboloid aerial, to which both transmitters are 
connected through a combining network, has a gain of 
31 db.

At the receiver the incoming V.H.F. signal is applied to 
a siliton-diodn mixer which translates the signal into the 
intermediate-frequency speccrum. Recovery of the video 
signal is effected in a limiter-discriminator which is followed 
by the final video amplifier.

The remainder of the network shown in Fig, 7 will be 
provided initially on coaxial cable by appropriating spare 
coaxial tubes as necessary, but the circuits may be trans
ferred to radio systems or to other cables when the 
appropriated plant is replaced. Short lengths of new cable
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will be provided in the Cardiff and Glasgow areas and over 
a difficult moorland route between Horwich and Rivington 
Moor.

Transmission throughout the main coaxial-cable network 
will be in the 0-5-4 Mc/s spectrum using the vestigial- 
sideband principle. With the exception of that between 
Manchester and Glasgow, the broadband transmission path 
between each N.S.C. will be equipped with Coaxiri-Equip- 
ment, Line, No. 4A. This is similar to the earlier form of 
television coaxial line equipments but: modification of the 
overall gain and of the pilot filter responses has made it 
adaptable for either television or multi-channel telephony. 
A number of other changes have also been made, including 
the provision of improved supervisory facilities and the use 
of balanced power feeding.

The Manchester-Carlisle-Glasgow route will be the first 
operational television route in the United Kingdom to be 
equipped with Coaxiri-Equipment, Line, No. 6A, although 
an early version of a similar type of line-regulated system 
has been installed on the section of the Continental television 
link between London and St. Margaret’s Bay. The dessgn 
of the new line equipment is based on the principle that the 
predominant changes in response of the system will be due 
to variations in attenuation of the cable with temperature. 
The changes follow a root-frequency law and will be 
corrected by using a pilot of 4,092 kc/s which will suitably 
control the gain of all the intermediate amplifiers. The 
three-stage line amplifier uses three pairs of parriie valves 
and operates at high efficiency due to the incorporation of 
networks designed to provide maximum coupling to line at 
the highest transmitted frequency. Because of the presence 
of .the output-coupling network the signa! level to line 
increases with frequency.

The power supply is balanced to earth and is fed over two 
coaxial tubes, at 1,000 volts, to six repeater stations on 
each side of the power-feeding station.

On all coaxial-cable carrier circuits the broadband 
spectrum will be temperature corrected and fully equalised 
for minimum attenuation and delay distortion.

All coaxial line links will be equipped with an improved 
design of 0-5-4 Mc/s terminal translating equipment wherein 
the video input signa! is clamped and modulated in a 
negative sense on the 1-056 Mc/s carrier; i.e., an increase in 
picture brightness corresponds to a fall in the amplitude of 
the carrier waveform. Stable balances, which are inde
pendent of power-supply variations, are obtained in the two 
modulation stages by the use of germanrnm-crystal modu
lators of lattice configuration. The 1-056 Mc/s carrier is 
transmitted to line at a high level relative to the picture 
information, the corresponding modulation depth bdng 
approximately 40 per cent. with a sitlusoiilal input: of 
peak-to-peak value equivalent to that of the video wave - 
form. At the dcmodulatol■, the use of envelope detection 
to recover the video signal results in the output under
going some sman degree of non-linear distortion due to the 
partial suppression of the lower sideband. Like the broad
band line equipment the terminal translating equipments 
are equalised to within suitable limits of attenuation and 
delay distortion. Further correction, to the required degree 
of accuracy, is then applied to the waveform response by the 
addition of corrector networks.

Each link terminating at a N.S.C. is equipped with an 
echo-type waveform corrector and a sett of test and monitor 
racks; the final overaH alignment being completed on a 
waveform basis with the aid of the echo-type waveform 
corrector.

Vision-Network Performance 
The quession of deriding suitable design objectives for

the network as a whole was considered at an early stage by
a sperial study group formed from engineering repre-
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sentatives of the I.T.A., the programme contractors, and 
the Post Office. Overall vision-network performance had 
previously been stated in terms of a total circuit length of 
500 miles made up of four main links in tandems but the 
greater complexxty of the new network seemed to demand 
the consideration of a more elaborate arrangement. The 
500-mile circuit consisting of four main links was retained 
as being representative of a typical nation-wide broadcast 
requirement. However, the need to inter-connect studios, 
programme switching centres, and transmitter tails 
indicated that the design objective should allow for the 
addition to the main 500-mile circuit of a number of short 
links at various points. It was therefore agreed that target 
performance standards should be based on obtaining satis
factory transmission over a circuit consîsting of four main 
links and nine short links in tandem, a maximum not likely 
to be exceeded during normri operation of the network.

The vision-circuit design objectives are:—
Waveform Distortion.—Waveform distortion9 can be 

analysed into a main distortionless term on which are super
imposed a number of echo terms, or attenuated replicas of 
the main term, spaced in time at equal intervals before and 
after the main term. The target performance for waveform 
distortion is expressed in terms of a distortion rating factor 
K, which is usuaUy stated as a percenf:age.i0 The factor is 
a function of the amplitudes of the echo terms relative to 
the amplitude of the main term and is closely related to the 
actual degree of picture impairment. Distortion ratings 
for individual links tend to add on a random basis, so that 
the overall rating for a number of identical links varies as 
the square root: of the number of links. More geneerily, the 
overall distortion follows the root-sum-square rule, e.g. 
three links having distortion ratings of 1 per centi, 2 per 
cent. and 3 per cent., would behave as a link of rating 
K = \/(= + 22 + 32) per cent. = 3-74 per cent. The 
overall design objective for four main links and nine short 
links in tandem is 4-5 per cent.

Distortion is assessed by observation on a cathode-ray 
oscilloscope- of a test waveform derived from a pulse-and- 
bar generator. The test waveform consists of synchronising 
pulses, similar to those of the line synchronising signal in 
the standard television waveform, and a picture signal 
consisting of a sine-squared pulseu of either 0-17 micro
second or 0-33 microsecond duration and a bar of 40 micro
seconds duration having a time-of-rise corresponding to 
that of the chosen sine-squared pulse.

AtilnuatinnDisinriinn.—Between anytwo terminal points 
on the network the gain at any frequency in the video 
spectrum should not exceed the gain at 10 kc/s by more than 
an amount in decibels numericrily equal to the percentage 
distortion rating. This restriction guards against the 
posssbility of overload.

Non-Linear Distortion.—Non-linearity affects the wave - 
form response in many different ways; but, for the trans
mission of monochrome pictures, it is usuaUy sufficient to 
consider only synchronising pulses and picture highlights. 
The design objective aims at maintaining the amplitude of 
the synchronising pulses within +10 per cent. and —20 per 
cent., and the picture black-to-white amplitude within 
+10 per cent., of their nominri levels. Measurement is 
made on a cathode-ray oscilloscope using a television-type 
test waveform corresponding to a bar at the centre of each 
line, which can be expanded from 2 microseconds to full 
line duration.

Noiss.—Noise is expressed as the ratio, 
biack-io-white picture voltage 

peak-to-peak noise voltage 
andthe design objectives for the network are that the noise 
should not be worse than:—-



(fl) (b) to
Television House—MIuseum Temporary Balanced-Pair Video Link. 

(Distance: 1-5 miles. Rating: 07%)

(0) (b) W
Granville Theatre-Museum Temporary Coaxial-Cable Carrier Link.

(Distance: 6-5 miles. Rating: 2-4%)

(a) Sine-squared pulse, 0-17-microsecond duration at half-amplitude. 
(b)Sine-squared pulse, 0■33-pieresdcond duration at half-ampHtude.
(c) Sine-squared pulse and 40-microsecond bar waveform.

(a) & (7 Timing wave: 6 Mc/s.
Fig. 8.—Waveform Responses and Distortion Ratings of Three of the Circuits in London.

(a) Uniform spectrum noise .. 35 db.
(b) Triangular speccrum noise .. 27 db.
(c) Periodic noise, excluding hum 50 db.
(d) Hum . . .. .. .. 30 db.

The normal insertion of black-level clamps at the 
transmitters and at programme presennation points will 
prevent the ovcall hum level from rising to undesirable 
proportions.

Gana-nd Gain S¿lltb¿ly.—Each link will be maintained 
to within ¿0-25 db. of its nominaa gain at 10 kc/s and the 
overaH gain of four main links in tandem should not vary 
by more than ¿1 db. in any period of one hour.

Test Results.
The waveform responses of three of the London studio 

circuits, together with their distortion ratings, are shown 
in Fig. 8. Many of these circuits were initially provided 
with temporary equipment and consequentiy some of them 
absorb an undue proportion of the overaH design objective 
of 4-5 per cent. However, the permanent replacement 
equipment will become available as the main network 
grows; so that, when the extension to Scotland is completed, 
the London circuits will have been realigned to give their 
optimum performance.

-Despite the temporary nature of much of the locaa 
network the transmission quality has been of a standard 
sufficientiy high to satisfy the exacting requirements of the 
I.T.A. and the programme companies.
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Accelerated life tests are animportant means of investigating the mechanical performance of relays, uniselectors and two-motion selectors.
In this article the authors discuss the points to be considered in carrying out such tests and the methods adopted, with particular reference 

to the control circuits used.

Introduction
N investigating the dlectricai performance of a newly- 
developed relay set or selector circuit it is normal for 
functional tests, under appropriate adverse conditions 

if necessary, to be carried out: in the laboratory before 
bringing the equipment into service or submitting it to a 
field trial. Laboratory tests are no less necessary when 
investigating the mechantcal performance of apparatus 
used in automatic telephony, and the need to produce the 
maximum amount of information in a given time has led 
to the extensive use of acceeeratdd life tests. In such tests 
the apparatus is subjected to wear at a higher rate than it 
would experience in service, and from a study of its per
formance and measurements of the wear of individual 
components, deductions as to its life in the field may be 
made, or comparisons drawn between different samples. 
The factors to be considered in carrying out such life tests 
and the methods adopted in the Telephone Branch Circuit: 
Laboratory are described below.

Factors to be Considered in Life Tests
Among the factors to be considered in conducting life 

tests, as influencing the results obtained or the conclusions 
drawn, the most important ar:—-

(a) The rate at which the test should proceed, i.e. the 
degree of acceledalion in time compared with norma! 
use of the equipment in the field.

(b) The number of samples to be tested.
(c) The frequency of inspection, re-adjustment, cleaning 

and lubrication.
(d) The atmospheric conditions, i.e. temperature, 

humidity and presence of impurities.
(e) The means of isolating faulty equipment for the 

identification and recording of faults and as a 
precaution against fire.

In the following paragraphs the significance of these 
factors and the conditions governing their choice are 
discussed.

Rate of Testing
Although the necesssty to produce as much information 

as possible from an acceleratdd life test within a given time 
points to the destrability of having as rapid a rate of testing 
as potsibld, seved■al considerations limit this rate in practice. 
The apparatus itself must generany be tested within the 
specched conditions of adjustment and operation, and the 
normaa limitations on sele-interruptdd stepping speed or on 
input pulses will therefore apply. Moreover, rest periods 
must follow succdssivd operations to avoid overheating and 
an excessive rate of wear. In general, for mechanisms the 
rest period is made at least equal to the running period. In 
certain instances, however, the rest period must be con
siderably longer, e.g. for motor-driven uniselectors, adequate 
time must be allowed for the latch magnet to cool and for 
this reason the rest period is normally four times the running 
period.

TThe authors are, respectiveey, Semor Executive Engineer and
Astistant Engineer, Telephone Development and Maintenance
Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office.
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With the above limitations, and even with the tests 
themselves running continuoussy, it may not always be 
possible under life-test conditions to reduce by a factor of 
more than two or three the time which the apparatus 
concerned takes to perform a given number of operations 
in service in the field. This, of course, applies particularly 
to the items of apparatus which are most heaviiy worked 
in service and which are therefore the most important 
items for investigation. For comparatively lightly worked 
items, however, the reduction in time under laboratory 
tests may be very considerable. The examples given in 
Table 1 indicate the degree of acceleration in time which 
may reasonably be achieved, the times quoted for the 
items to perform the given number of operations in the 
field being nrtertsriiy very approximate.

TABLE 1

Item Number of 
operations

Approximate minimum 
time to perform operations

In service
In 

laboratory 
under life 

test

3000-type Pulsing 
Relay

50 million 5 years 
(as Director “A” 

relay)

*’"-

3000-type Relay 
(Generaa Purpose)

30 million 30 years <4 years

Type 2 Uniselectors 4 million 
half - 

revolutions

2 years 
(as Director Send 

Switch)

3 year

Type 3 Uniselectors 1 million 
half - 

revolutions

35 years 
(at a P.B.X.)

6 months

Motor-driven 
Uniselectors

4 million 
half - 

revolutions

8 years
(as Trunk Group 

Seeector)

2 years

Two-Motion
Selectors

1 million 
calls

2 years
(as "A” Digit 

Seeector)

3 year

Number of Samples to be Tested
Before any useeul deductions can be made from a life 

test it is clearly necessary that a number of samples should 
be tested. PractitaI considerations, however, limit the 
number on any one test, and different considérations 
appl;y to the testing of prototype, as distinct from produc
tion, samples.

In many instances prototypes are hand-made items 
constructed in a mode shop by skilled craftsmen and, in 
some respects, are superior to samples from a production 
line. The number of prototypes to be subjected to test is 
therefore of less importance as the life tests are intended 
to indicate the suitability of a given design or the dessra- 
bility of alternative materials, rather than revea future
maintenance difficulties due to production methods, or to 
check that the manufactured product will meet the specified 
standard.



In general, with production samples of relays, uni - 
selectors and two-motion selectors, 10 samples are simul
taneously tested, or if more than one manufacturer is 
concerned, 10 from each manufacturer. UsuaHy, consiistzeat 
results are obtained in that failures due to defects occurring 
in one sample also occur at some stage in the life test on 
the other samples under test. Fig. 1 illustrates such a case,

Fig. 1.—Raccture of Uniselector Wiper Hub.

a fracture of the wiper hub of a Type 2 Uniselector, which 
occurred in the particular sample after the uniselector had 
completed 290,000 half-revolutions. Similar failures 
occurred in other samples after lives of from 750,000 to 
3,700,000 half-revolutions.

Frequency of Inspection, Readjustment, Cleaning 
and Lubrication

During a life test, the samples are under regular observa
tion, from which the necessary frequency of cleaning and 
lubrication can generally be determined. Dismantting the 
samples for inspection is avoided, unless it is spectficaliy 
required to measure the extent of wear on particuuar 
components at pre-determined intervals, because it creates 
artificial disturbance of moving parts and foreign matter. 
In this connection, it is often necessary to isolate the 
effects of purely mechanical wear and electrical wear, e.g. 
in the case of contacts and wipers breaking circuits carrying 
current, a condition which will be conssderabby aggravated 
by contact bounce. In a typical life test on production 
samples of Type 2 Uniselectors, extending to four million 
half-revolutions, the uniselectors are examined and over - 
hauled after every one million half-revolutions; similarly, 
for production samples of Type 3 Uniselectors with a total 
life test of one million half-revolutions, there is examination 
and overhaul after each 250,000 half-revolutions. With 
prototype apparatus or with modifications to standard 
apparatus, no fixed intervals can be laid down and it 
has been found advisable to carry out examinations at 
much more frequent intervals in the early stages of the 
test than in the later stages. For example, a detailed 
examination for loss of block lift on a modified 3000-type 
relay might be carried out initially at intervals of 100,000 
up to one million operations, then at intervals of one 
million up to five million and thereafter at successive 
intervals of five million operations.

Cleaning is seldom necessary during accelerated life
tests, as it is difficult to uccelerate the deposstion of dust
to a degree commensurate with the actelerated test cycle.
Lubrication, however, needs close attention throughout
the tests, if undue ucceleealion of wear is to be avoided.

Atmospheric Conditions
In certain tests; for example, in investigating the effects 

of different samples of lubricating oil at lower temperatures 
than normaUy obtain in automatic exchange working, 
speccal measures such as entlosing the apparatus under 
test in a refrigerator may be necessary. Usuaaly, howeverr 
the tests proceed at normal temperature and humidity 
although they are conducted in enclosed cubicles to permit 
the atmospheric conditions to be controlled. Sometimes 
it may be necessary to assess the effect of airborne dust in 
the atmosphere. The airborne dust may be abrasive, in 
which case it will influence the rate of wear of mechamcaa 
components, or corrosive, when it may influence both 
mechanical components and electrical connections. Again 
it may consist of organic impurities such as hair, fluff or 
textile particles, which will influence the reliabiiity of 
elcctrical connections and cause, for example, relay contact 
failures. For some tests in a “dusty” atmosphere, dust has 
been collected from an automatic exchange in London and 
agitated in a box placed in the life-test cubicle.

Control Equipment
Since the test samples are required to operate continu

ously and are, of course, unattended at night: and at week
ends, it is necessary to safeguard equipment from any fire 
risk arising from overheated magnets and coils. The 
control equipment for the life test is therefore arranged to 
isolate automatically from the battery any faulty 
equipment.

The control equipment must also impose on the test 
samples electrical conditions which will simulate their 
normal working conditions, and the control circuits are 
therefore designed to include elements from standard 
circuits. The importance of this factor is illustrated in 
Fig. 2 which shows, for a Wiper No. 12, the relatively 
slight mechanical wear involved in the completion of 
1,000,000 calls by the selector concerned when no electricul 
load was being carried, and the wear to destruction after 
500,000 cans when the wiper was used under certain speccfied. 
circuit conditions. The choice of the particular circuit

(a) Mechanncal Wear on Wiper after 1,000,000 Calis

(b) Electrical Wear after 500,000 Cals

Fig. 2.—Wiper No. 12.
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elements used will, of course, be 
governed by the aspect of per
formance being investigated.

In general it is desirable that 
the connections between the con
trol circuits and the test samples 
should be kept to a minimum. For 
example, one contact only on a 
mechanically-operated spring-set 
need be used (operating a relief relay on the 
control equipment if necessary), the remaining 
spare contacts, wipers, etc., being available for 
applying special test conditions. A common 
control circuit is used to serve a number of test 
samples as this permits a more direct comparison 
between samples, and simplifies the faulting of 
the control equipment by producing the same 
fault condition on all the samples. A visual 
display is arranged to indicate the progress of the 
test cycle and to assíst in detecting failures.

Since the control equipment will itsdf contain 
apparatus having a life comparable with that 
of the apparatus bdng tested it is essantial to 
know, and to take account of, its limitations. 
Thus standard items of apparatus, if incor
porated, are mounted and wired as replaceable 
units.

It is usual to arrange for the cycle of testing on 
selectors to include the following stagee:—

(a) Verifying that the sample is in its home or 
normal position and marking the outlet 
on which it is to stop.

(b) Driving the sample to the marked outlet.
(0) Checking that the sample has stopped at 

the marked outlet.

control & 
display 
PANEL

LEVEL < 
OUTLET 
SELECTION

CHECK
TIME 

PULSE
S BUSY

TEST 
RELAY 

SET

ALLOTTER 
CONTROL

MECHANISM 
ALLOTTER

P. WIRE 
MULTIPLE,

Fig. 3.—Test Circuit for Two-Motnon Selectors.

(d) Restoring the sample to its home position.
Uniselectors, if tested in pairs, can be arranged to be 

sdf-checking on any number of marked outlets by suitably 
cross-connecting their banks, but two-motion selectors 
require a marker on the bank multiple. These aspects of 
the control equipment are dedit with more fully in subse
quent paragraphs describing typical control circuits.

When a fault occurs on a sample under test it is not 
always necessary to stop the life test. For example, if 
during unattended periods a faulty sample mechanism fails 
to restore, a forced-release condition may be applied to 
permit testing to proceed on the remaining samples. Again, 
depending on the investigation, certain anticipated faults 
may be automaticaaly recorded during the test without 
delaying the progress on the test other than to record their 
occurrence. Examples of the tyzpus of fault which have been 
detected in this manner are:—

(a) The double homing of uniselectors.
‘ (b) Intermittent or premature disconnections on mcdl- 

anically-operated spring-set contacts.
(6) High decCrical resistance of wiper to bank contact 

connections.

Typical Control Equipment for Life Test of Two- 
Motion Selectors

This equipment satisfies the requirements of nearly all 
life-test investigations on two-motion sdector mcdlanitmt 
and is used for 2000-type and S.E.50-type mechanisms. 
Provision is made for testing a maximum of 10 mechanisms, 
which are mounted on two shelves and, together with 
the control circuits, occupy a rack 7 ft. > 2 ft. 9in. 
A block schematic diagram is reproduced in Fig. 3.

Basicany the equipment consists of a Test Rday Set
to which the mechanisms under test are allotted in turn.
The Test Rday Set comprises all the necessary circuit
elements to permit the mechanism to function as a

particular sdector (e.g. Linefinder, Group or Final Selector) 
and includes an element to simulate a subsequent switching 
stage. The type of Test Relay Set employed will depend 
on the particular feature to be investigated and the sample 
mechanisms will be equipped accordmgly. An additional 
Test Relay Set may be used if two mechanisms require 
testing timultrncousiy.

The facilities offered by the equipment and the functions 
of its component parts are listed bdow:—

(a) Control and Display Panel. Provides a means of 
initiating the start signal; registers the number of 
test calls performed by each sample; displays progress 
of the test cycle; identifies a faulty sample mechanism; 
and transfers progress to manual control and repeats 
particular phases of the test cycle when required to 
assist fault location.

(b) Start and Control Rday Set. Stores and distributes 
the start signal during the test cycle, subject to the 
test progressmg satisfactoriiy.

(c) Allotter Control Rday Set and associated Marker. 
Ensures that the sample mechanisms are allotted in 
turn to the Test Relay Set after first asccrtaining 
that the mechanism was not rejected as faulty during 
a previous test cycle. The mechanisms are allotted 
after performing a given number of test calls, usuaUy 
10, comprising one caU per levd.

(d) Mechanism Allotter. Provides connections between 
the magnets, wipers and spring-sets of the mechanisms 
and the Test Rday Set in accordance with the 
relative standard selector circuit diagram.

(3) Level and Outlet Se/eCon Rday Set and associated 
Marker. Selects the levd and outlet to which the 
sample mechanism is to be stepped. Only one outlet 
in the bank is marked at any one time and the leve 
and outlet is changed after every test call. A maxi
mum of 20 different markings is available. The type
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of marking depends on whether 
an earth-testing or battery-test
ing circuit is employed and is 
applied to the P-wire multiple of 
the mechanisms under test.

(f) Pulse Generator and Send Relay 
Set Provides pulses of 66 per 
cent. make and 33 per cent. make 
at 10 p.p.s. for controlling the 
Send Switch and the Test Relay 
Set: “A” relay. The required 
number of pulses for each test 
call is counted off on the Send 
Switch according to the marking 
provided by the level and outlet 
selection circuit. Either one or two 
trains of pulses may be obtained 
for each test call, depending on 
whether a Group or Final Seeector 
Test Relay See: is employed. The 
start signal is not conveyed to the 
pulsegeneratorwhen a Linefinder 
Test Relay See: is employed and 
the Send circuit is used merely to 
seize the Test Rday Set.

(g) Check RdaySd. This isconnected 
via the line bank multiple and 
proves that the mechanism has 
positioned its wipers on, and that 
the Test Relay Set has correctly 
switched to, the outlet selected 
by the marker. The receipt of the 
check signal permits 'the control 
circui’t to release the call and, on 
restoration of the mechanism to 
normal, to initiate another test call.

(h) Time Pulse and Busy Rday Set. If a mechanism 
develops a fault which affects the correct sequence of 
operations during a test cycle, the time-pulse circuit 
automatically “busies out” the faulty mechanism, 
signals the control circuit to app_y the necessity 
reset conditions, and permits the test to proceed on 
the next sample mechanism. In the event of all 
mechanisms becoming busied out, the start condition 
is removed from the control circuit and the test 
suspended. Alternativeey, the test may be suspended, 
if required, when any one mechanism develops a 
fault. The time pulse circuit will also suspend the 
test if failure occurs on the cionro circuits and, 
additionaaly, disconnect the battery ^ujpjply it any 
magnet coil becomes permanently energised.

Typical Control Equipment for Life Test of Motor- 
Driven Uniselectors

To provide a ready means of checking the performance 
of motor-driven uniselectors on life test the samples are 
arranged in pairs, each pair being tested in sequence. The 
cmn.roi circuit subjects the. uniselectors to the circuiit 
conditions imposed when used as a Group Selector (motor
uniselector type). During the test. cycle the uniselectors 
stop at two positions in the bank (contacts 14 and 34) and 
then return to the "home’” posstion (contact 51) under the 
control of the cam springs. A life-test control circuiit is 
shown in Fig. 4 and a brief description follows. (Noee— 
Relay HE is operated at the commencement of a test cyde.)- 

Two bridging wipers on each uniselector are used as 
testing wipers to which are connected the high-speed cut
drive relays SA and SB and their asoaated battery 
markings via 550-ohm resstors. The wiper connections are 
commoned, where shown, to the remaining samples under test.

The banks of each pair of uniselectors are cross-connected

Fig. 4.—Test Circuit for Motor-Driven Uniselectors.

in such a manner that the marking battery is extended to 
one uniselector of a pair only when the wipers of the 
associated uniselector are correctiy positioned.

A further wiper on each uniselector is used to check 
that the uniselectors have stopped on ah the marked 
contacts in turn and returned to the home contact before 
the start condition is transferred to the next pair of 
uniselectors. The uniselector mechanisms are allocated to 
the control circuiiit via changeover contacts.

If a uniselector fails to stop at the marked contact or 
home contact a release alarm relay (in series with the 
battery supply to the nnislkeC:or mechanisms) is arranged 
to suspend the test before the wipers complete a half 
revolution and attempt to test the contact for a second time.

Conclusion
Life test results for any item cannot necessarily be 

regarded as an accurate forecast of its behaviour in the field. 
For example, a recent analysis of the fault returns from the 
field for 2000-type selector mechanisms has revealed the 
fault rate per selector per million calls to be approximately 
double that experienced during a laboratory life test.

During a life test, equipment does not function under 
conditions identical with those encountered in the field; 
items are subjected to a higher rate of wear than would 
obtain in service, and an artificially high standard of 
maintenance is imposed during the life test due to the 
comparatively few items concerned and the necesssty for 
accurate diagnosis and clearance of faults to permit testing 
to continue. Therefore slight defects or deviations beyond 
the specified adjustment tolerances are likely to be observed 
and rectified more readily than would be the case in the field.

Experience has shown that life tests have contributed 
in some measure to improvements in manufacture and have 
enabled modifications to be incorporated in items which 
might: otherwise become maintenance liabilities in the field.
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A New Cable-Drum Trailer J. J. MOFFATT, A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.

U.D.C. 629.118.7:621.315.292
This article describes a new cable-drum trailer, incorporating several novel features, which can be used for transporting cable drums 

weighing up to 4 tons.
Introduction

TO the layman the handling of cable drums probably 
appears a simple matter, but when considered on a 
large scale a number of important engineering, 
economic and legal requirements must be satisfied.

It is essential that any ccble-drulmccbrying device shall 
be as light in weight as possible, consistent with the ability 
to carry the heaviest drum which it will be required to 
transport, so 'that running costs are not increased by 
repeatedly moving large masses of ironwork during the life 
of the device. The weight of a trailer also determines 
certain lega requirements, since the Road Traffic Acts 
permit trailers constructed to carry separable loads and 
having an unladen weight of under one ton to have their 
brakes operated on the over-run principle. Hence, a cable
drum trailer weighing less than one ton may be towed by 
any vehicle capable of'towing the combined load of the 
trailer and full cable drum, irrespective of the vehicle 
braking system. Large vehicles used to convey heavy 
drums to a works site can be released for other duties and 
the empty drums and lightweight trailer may be returned 
to depot using the gang vehicle.

The new cable-drum trailer described in this article has 
the advantage of light weight and also incorporates a 
number of novel features.

Description of New Trailer
A pair of heavy-duty road wheels supports the main 

chassis framework, which consssst ■ of an open-ended 
assembiy that may be whrelrd around a drum or into 
which a drum may be rolled-— the alternative methods 
catering for different conditions such as unmade ground, 
ressricted site conditions, full or empty drums, etc. When 
in posstion within the framework the drum is raised on a 
special spindle by means of a pair of lever-operated screw 
jacks mounted on the framework. A tie-bar, shown in 
the opened posstion in Fig. 1, is then clamped across the 
open end of the framework. The laden trailer is then 
coupled to the towing vehicle and the small front castor
wheel raised.

The simple operations involved reduce the time and 
manpower taken to prepare a cable drum for road trans
portation to a small fraction of that required for other 
methods, and all the operations are performed without risk

Fig. 1.—Rear View of Trailer.

of mishap or injury to the personnel concerned.
On arrival at the working site, the laden trailer may be 

suitably placed and the cable fed directly off the drum 
without further preparatory operations—other than 
removing the battens from the drum.

Main Framework.
To obtain the required simplicity in use the main 

framework has been drsignrd in the genera shape of a 
wishbone. By so positioning the load that its weight is 
centred and supported as directly as posssble over the 
main road wheels, the sti■eesre in the framework due to the 
static load are greatly confined and are so simplified that 
the predominating requirement in the design of the 
framework becomes one of catering for the dynamic 
stresses, i.e., the stresses that arise due to the momentum 
of the load when travelling, starting and stopping rapidly, 
crossing uneven ground, etc.

The tir-bbr clamped across the open end of the frame
work greatly limits the independent flexing of the limbs 
and consequmnty the fatigue that could arise on the welded 
joints of the framework it the limbs were free. To provide 
a firm attachment capable of meeting the stress require
ments while at the same time keeping the tie-bar light: 
enough for easy handling, use is made of a 4-in. diameter 
hbrrrsrr aluminium-alloy tube containing at each end a 
left- and right-hand threaded screw operating a pair of 
jaws. The jaws engage on dovetail projections provided at 
the end of the main limbs of the framework.

The towing yoke is Iiss highly stressed and is therefore 
fabricated from rollid-stne- sections smaller in size than the 
main limbs, although large enough to cater for the ebteral 
stressis dur to yawing.

Suspension. •
In an earlier design the two main road wheels were 

supported on stub axles but this was quickly proved to be 
unsatisfactory under overload test conditions due to the 
torsion applied to the main members. To eliminate this 
torsion the road wheels have been enclosed in a rectangular 
sub-frame that is hinged to the main framework at the front 
and supported on subseanStal coil springs (comprresion) 
at the rear. The wheel axle is of the push-out type and is 
equally supported at each end by the sub-frames. This 
unorthodox method of suepensinn has largdy eliminated 
the flexing of the main framework and has proved very 
satisfactory under a wide range of field conditions. '

Even when carrying a test load of 4% tons and travelling 
over specially selected rough, undulating ground at the 
highest speed the vehicle could be driven on such terrain, 
the load did not bounce but: "floated” gennty.

Jacking Features.
To enable the cable drums to be raised to their travelling 

position when within the framework, a screw jack is 
provided on each of the main framework limbs. These, 
jacks are operated from a pnsii:inn outside the man road 
wheels by means of a ratchet lever. To enable the operating 
levers to be at a uniform height irrespective of the great 
(for screw jacks) travel of the lifting hook, the motion is 
transmitted to the top of the jacks and applied to the main 
lifting screws by spur gearing. The effort required to raise 
a drum of maximum weight is of the order of 50 lb. When» 
the drum has been raised sufficienSly the operating levers
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are latched in a posStion parallel to the main limbs of the 
framework.

The main lifting hooks have phosphor-bronze bushes to 
permit easy running on the steel lifting screws, and the 
actual hook portion contains a pin to secure the cable-drum 
spindle when travelling unladen over rough ground.

Adjustable cheeks, as shown in Fig. 1, are provided 
on the cable-drum spindle to enable the drum to be cen
tralised on the spindle or to enable a wide drum to be so 
positioned that the tail end of the cable, which usuaHy 
projects through the flange of l:lie drum (see Fig. 2), will 
not be damaged when the drum is rotated to pay off cable.

Fig. 2.—Trailer with Cable Drum in Position.

For easy wheee-removal for tyre maintenance, etc., a 
simple one-piece prop is engaged on either of the cable-drum 
lifting hooks so that, by lowering the lifting hook, the 
trailer wheel can be raised .(see Fig. 3), allowing the wheel 
axle to be drawn out: and the wheel removed. The prop is 
stowed on the trailer inside one of the channel sections 
forming the main framework.

Braking Arrangements.
Although legaHy it is necessaay only to provide an 

over - run braking mechanism on trailers weighing less than

Fig. 3.—Prop for Taising Wheel.

20 cwt., it was considered wise to provide, in addition, 
vacuum-operated brakes for use when heavy drums, i.e., 
3 tons or more,' are to be carried. The larger vehicles 
capable of towing a gross trailed load of 4 tons or more are 
being equipped with vacuum-operated brakes, and by a 
simple extension of the pipe line on the vehicle it is possible 
to extend the system over a flexible connection to the 
trailer. The trailer braking cylinders then operate simul
taneously with the vehicle brakes. Road tests showed that 
the over-run brakes alone were slightly more effective than 
the vacuum brakes alone (4-9 per cent. difference) whereas 
the combined effect of both brakes gave a maximum 
retardation and tended to skid the trailer wheels.

Other Facilities.
With the concennration of the load close to the road

wheel centres, the laden trailer is approaching a condition 
of balance. Actually, a down-ward load on the tow bar is 
required and is provided in order to obtain good vehicle
road-towing conditions. This condition, of approaching a 
balance, does however have a minor disadvantage; nameey, 
that the centre of gravity of the drum may lie in a plane 
near to the plane of support given by the road wheels. 
This condition can arise only when the trailer is parked on 
a steep hill and a heavy drum is raised very high on the 
jacks. To prevent any tendency for the trailer to rock 
under this condition, and also to steady the trailer when 
cable is paid off the drum and men clamber about the 
trailer to rotate the drum, a pair of adjustable steady legs 
is provided on the rear ends of the main limbs (Fig. 1).

To meet legal, requirements and prevent unauthorised 
persons releasing the brakes when the trailer is temporarily 
parked and unattended, a means of padlocking the parking 
brake in the "'on" posstion is provided.

The front castor-wheel has been the subject of many 
changes during development. Originally the castor-wheel 
was raised only by a screw action but field conditions 
proved this to be very vulnerable to damage. The length 
of the exposed screw necessary to cater for various heights 
of vehicle towing bars prevented adequate support being 
provided and, although the castor wheel appeared at first 
sight to have been raised sufficiently to clear the ground 
by an adequate amount, at intersecting road cambers, ruts, 
pot holes, hump-backed bridges, etc., the clearance proved 
inadequate. The present method involves raising the castor
wheel a few inches by means of a screw action, and then 
unlatching the complete assembly and swinging it bodily 
forwards and upwards, securing it automatically in a 
position largely within the towing yoke and with a very 
considerable ground clearance, as shown in Fig. 2.

The detachable handle used for retracting the castor
wheel, and the tools for day-to-day maintenance, are accom
modated in a tool-box formed- by boxing-in a portion of the 
channel section limbs forming the main framework, as 
shown in Fig. 3.

Conclusion

The new trailer provides a compact lightweight means 
of transporting cable drums up to 7 ft. 6 in. in diameter 
and 3 ft. 8 in. wide and up to 4 tons in weight, with a 
minimum of ineffective time and labour in loading and 
unloading and a maximum of flexibility of use with a wide 
variety of towing vehicles. Cable drums exceeding these 
limits are sometimes encountered, but are rather exceptional 
and are outside the range of standard P.O. drums for which 
the trailer has been designed.

In conclusion, it is desired to express approbation of the 
co-operation given in the development and production of 
these unorthodox trailers by the staff of Messrs. T: C. 
Gibbins &Co., Ltd.
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Modernisation of Radio and Radar w. dolman, M.E„g. and

Equipment in H.M. Telegraph Ships p. w. j. gammonl
U.D.C. 621.396.932

The radio-communication and radio-navigation equipment in “Monarch,” “Arid,” “Iris” and “Alert” has been replaced by more 
modern equipment, during the last two years, to meet the latest Safety of Life at Sea requirements, the provisions of the Atlantic City 
Radio Conference, and the requirements for efficient working by the ships. This article briefly describee.:he main installations and 

also mentions the broadcast reditfucio„ equipment recennly provided.

Introduction
HE radio-communication and radio-navigation 
equipment in the Post Office cable ships has three 
main functions: aiding the safety of life and propeety 

at sea, both for the cable ship and for other nearby ships;
communicating with the shore and with other ships, in 
connection with the ship’s business; and así5CísCing the safe 
navigation and speedy progress of the shijo.

The technical requirements emanating from the inter
national. safety requirements1 and the 
Atlantic Qty Radio Regulations2 have been 
embodied in a series of marine radio per
formance specifications issued by the Post 
Office,3 which are used for the type
approval of commercial equipment. All the 
new equipment in the cable ships conforms 
to tliese standards.

The modernisation of the cable ships’ 
radio equipment was begun in 1952 and 
has recentiy been completed. Work began 
on“Ariel” and continued on"Iris,” “Alert” 
and "Monarch” as they became available 
for refit. The three smaller ships, "Ariel,” 
“Iris” and "Alert,” are treated together 
in the following descriptions because they 
are of much the same size, and do similar 
work.

Radio-Communication Equipment
“Ariel,” “Iris” and “Allert.”

The main channel for safety and ship's business com - 
munications uses a hand-keyed radio-telegraph transmitter 
operating on five "spot:” frequencies in the 410-525 kc/s 
band, and a main (“genera purpose") receever. With this 
equipment reliable communication ranges up to some 400 
miles over sea can be achieved in the absence of interference, 
and night-time ranges consCdertbly in excess of this are 
common. Radio-telephone equipment is also provided and 
operates in the frequency band 1,600-3,800 kc/s, enabling 
the commander to speak directly to other nearby ships or, 
via the nearest coast radio station, to headquarters; it can 
also be used for personal calls by the ship’s company. 
Reliable communication ranges up to 250-300 miles are 
achieved in the absence of interference, and at night calls 
to this country have been made from the Mediterranean.

An emergency, radio-telegraph, transmitter-receiver 
operating in the 490-510 kc/s frequency band is provided 
primarily for distress use. This equipment is fed from a 
battery of capacity sufficient to energise it continuously for 
at least six hours. It can also be used should the ship's 
main power supply fail or the main radio equipment be 
faulty—either occurrence is, however, rare in practice. 
Each ship has an automatic keying device,3 to key the main 
or emergHnicy transmitter with the alarm signal or distress 
call. The emergency receever, in addition to providing 
headphone reception over the 490-510 kc/s distress band, 

1 Mr. Dolman is an Executive Engineerr Radio Planning and
Provision’Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office, and Mr. Gammon was formerly
an AscCstant Engineer in the Branch.

1 See end of article for numbered references.

has a loudspeaker watch faciiity.
The aerial rig on each ship is similar, except that “Alert” 

has a double "top” on her main aerial to compensate for 
her shorter mainmast:, and more insulators, to maintain 
high leakage resistance in bad weather. The aerial rig, and 
the connections to equipment, on "Iris” are illustrated by 
Figs. 1 and 2. A feature of the aerial arrangement is the 
relatively large separation between the radio-telephone

The aerials are: A—Main, B—Emergency, C—Rsdio-telephone transmit, D—Receiving, E—Radio-telephone 
receive, F—Broadcas^G—Direction-finder sense H—Decca navigator, I—Diecction-finder loops J—Radar.

Fig. 1.—Arrangement oi? Aerials on “Iris.”

transmitting and receeving aerials, which assists long-range 
duplex working;however, in practice, the present frequency 
tcsignments to the ships allow duplex working with recep
tion on the main receeving aerial.

Only one radio officer is carried on these ships and he is 
normaUy on radio watch for a total of eight hours a day. 
For the remainder of the 24 hours an automatic watch, 
over the 490-510 kc/s distress band is afforded by the

a/t

Fig. 2.—Aerial Circuits oa “Iris.”
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“auto-alarm,” a device that rings bells in the wheel
house, radio officer’s cabin and radio room on the regis
tration of the international alarm signal (a series of 12 
consecutive dashes, each of 4 sec. duration and separated 
by 1 sec. intervals), sent to announce that a distress caU or 
urgent cyclone warning is following. The auto-alarms in 
the cable ships are adjusted to ring the bells on the correct 
registration of four consecutive dashes of the alarm 
signal. This ensures a high prolbablit.;y of the correct receipt 
of the signa! with a low probabiilty of false calls being 
produced by a fortuitous combination of interfering signals. 
An arrangement: of contacts on the aeriaa switches rings the 
alarm bells if the main airial is not connected to the auto
alarm. receiver when the latter is switched on. A self
contained sigma generator is incorporated in the auto-alarm, 
for test purposes, and can be keyed manually or by the 
automatic keying device.

The main (“general-purpose”) receiver in “Iris” is typical 
of modern marine practice: it covers almost all the frequency 
range 14-30,000 kc/s, with a choice of seieritiVty positions 
ranging from bandwidths of a few hundred cycles per second 
to several kilocycles per second. The automatic gain control 
can be switched on or off, and the radio-frequency and 
audio-frequency stages have separate mamua gain controls. 
The beat-frequency oscUlator has a fine frequency control 
and coarse and fine controls are provided for the main 
“—iing, which has a long logging scale. Separate outputs 

_ headphones or a loudspeaker and a built-in meter 
miters currents at selected points in the circuit. A 
uting device permits “listening through” when the 

¡sedated transmitter is keyed at speeds up to 40 words 
er minute.
§'Arid” and “Tris” are provided with prefabricated 

idio rooms, mounted abaft the captains quartern—the old 
quipment had been housed in the radio officer’s cabin. 
hese rooms are made of riveted aluminium plate, heat 
gisUalion being provided by an air cavity between the 
late and the (inner) wood walls. The floor is of bitumastic 
ompound, surfaced with a cork-based floor covering. Both 
ain and emergency lighting are fitted, the ship’s mains 
pul: to the radio room being provided with suppressors to 
iminate mains-borne interference. Intercommunication 
¡tween the radio room, the wheel-house and the com- 
iander’s day-room is by local-battery telephones.
In all three ships separate watertight compartments were 

(mit to house the rotary machines providing the speccal 
lower supplies needed by the radio equ]>nurn.; quiet radio 
‘ooms are thereby ensured.

The layout of a typical radio room is illustrated in Figs. 3 
and 4: Fig. 3 shows the equipment layout plan and Fig. 4 

■ is a view of the operating table of “‘Ariel.”
The lifeboat portable radio equipments are designed to 

be used in distress by slkilled or unskilled people and they 
are energised by built-in hand-driven generators. Type A2 
(M.C.W.) emissions, automaticay or manway keyed, can 
be made on 500 kc/s and 8,364 kc/s (a high frequency 
assignrd for transmissions from survivalcraft), and a broad
band receiver, 490-510 kc/s, is included. The aeria com - 
prises a collapsible rod which can be used to support: 
additional aerial wire to increase the radiation efficiency. 
On 500 kc/s a power of about: 2W is delivered to an average 
lifeboat a<e■ial and, in the absence of interference, the 
transmissions can be picked up by other ships (or coast 
stations) about a hundred miles away. Unde- favourable 
conditions very much greater ranges are posssble on 
8,364 kc/s, via the ionosphere.

Radio-telephony is used between a ship and its boats;
four V.H.F. “walkie-talkies” have been provided for each
ship to meet this requirement. Amplitude modulation on
a fr-equency of 156'3 Mc/s is used; only one contrr>l—the

Fig. 3.—Layout of Radio Room on “Ariel.”

Fig. 4,—Main Operating Position on “Ariel.”

“on/off" switch—is necessary, apart from the send/receiye- 
switch incorporated in the moulded handle of the handset. 
The total weight of the equipment is about 15 1b.

“Monarch.”
The new radio-communication equipment in “Monarch”' 

broadly resembles that in the other ships, with the addition 
of high-frequency (4-30 Mc/s) radio-telegraph and radio-
telephone equipment.

Although not affected by the radio refit, “Monarch” has. 
for some years carried a high-frequency singlr-sidr-band 
equipment made and installed by the Engineering Depart
ment4 for long-distance radio-telephony with the U.K. and. 
the U.S.A.; the transmitter delivers 2 kW peak power to 
the aerial- this is the highest powered single-side-band 
transmitter so far used in a slip. Lifeboat portable sets. 
are provided but no auto-alarm is necessary as three radio 
officers are carried and a 24-hour watch is kept.

The aerial arrangement on the ship is shown in Fig. 5;
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TRIAT1C

The radio-navigation equipments provided 
in “Ariel,” “Iris” and “Alert” are: radar, 
radio direction-finder and Decca Navigator 
receiver.5 The Decca Navigator equipment 

The aerials are: A—Main, B —Emergency, C—Radioteeeephone transmit, D and E—Receiving whips, F—Broad- waS fitted in all the cable ships dlOotly after 
cast, G—Dirccioon-Imder set^e, H—Decca navigaaoo, I—■Dieccioin-finder loop, J—Radar scanner, K—Loran, the inception Of the system: it pTOddeS 
L—Transmitting whips. ' ... r ... _J. __ x -

Fig. 5.—Rraoggement ofAerials on “‘Monarch.’”

the main aerial has a large dedrica! capacitance to increase 
the efficiency on medium-frequencies.

The main transmitter has five crystal-controlled fre
quencies in the 410-525 kc/s band and 18 in the 4-30 Mc/s 
band, and is arranged in two sections; the. first section is a 
low-power (65W R.F. carrier output) transmi-tter, which 
can be used alone, and the second section a radio-frequency 
power amplifier which can be used to increase the output 
power to 300-500W, depending on frequency. Changeover 
from using the first section alone to using both is automatic, 
except for a simple manual change at the aerial board. 
Power reduction in the interests of redudng interference 
to other ships can be carried out quiddy in approximately 
-6-db. steps, down to about 5W output. Either Type A1 
(C.VV.) or Type A2 waves can be emitted in the medium
frequency band, but Type A1 waves only are permissible 
in the high-frequency band?

Reception is carried out on two adjacent receivers; one 
covers the frequency range 15-40 kc/s and 100-4,000 kc/s, 
and the other 250-520 kc/s and 1,400-25,000 kc/s. Their 
power units are in thie. main transmitter and an arrange
ment is included whereby, should the ship’s main supply 
fail, a third power unit, energised from either of the duplicate 
emergency batteries, can be used to supply either of the 
receivers. These receivers can be connected. to the main 
aerial, the emergency aeriaa or ether of the 30-ft. whip 
receiving aerials mounted on the after end of the ship. 
Similar receivers are mounted on the opposite side of the 
radio room, and can be used in conjundion with adjacent 
medium-frequency transmitters, as reserves to the main 
receivers, or for the reception of several transmissions 
simultaneoussy..

A radio-telephone equipment is fitted which incorporates 
simplex (press-to-taak), voice-operated and duplex fadl- 
ities. The transmitter is efysScd-controlled on eight 
frequencies, in the band 1,600-3,800 kc/s including the 
radio-telephone distress and calling frequency of 2,182 kc/s, 
and the receiver can be used either on any of eigl^t crystal- 
controlled frequencies, or continurusSy-tuned over the 
frequency ranges 150-350 kc/s and 490-3,700 kc/s. The 
radio-telephone circuit can be extended to the commander’s 
day-room, drawing office and cable and power test rooms. 
The transmitting aeriaa is an inclined wire running to the 
triatic stay, and approaches quarter-wavelength at 3,800 
kc/s;one of the after-end whip aerials is used for reception. 
The maximum unmodulated carrier power into the aerial 
is about 50W, and in the reduced-power prs-tirn this falls 
to about 8W.

For safety purposes, the ship carries an emergency trans
mitter, emergency receiver and automatic keying device 
(in one unit) and three lifeboat portable radio equipments. 
Duplicate emergency batteries are also fitted, which- can, 
when necessary, be connected in paralid to give a 24-V, 
280-Ah. power supppy, sufficient to energise the emergency 
equipment continuously for at least 12 hours.

Six V.H.F. “walkie-talkie^’ of the same type as on the

other ships have been provided.
The interior of the radio room is illustrated 

by Figs. 6 and 7.
Radio-Navigation Equipment 

"Ariel" "Iris" and "Alert."

high-accuracy position-fixing in all weathers 
over a large part of north-west European 
waters and is used extenssvely for cable 

work and ordinary navigation.
The war-time radars were replaced by modern com - 

mercial types of equipment in 195,3. One major advantage 
of the new types is the centralisation of the controls for 
the equipment at the radar display unit: in the whed-hous 1 
another advantage is the larger size of display, 12 in.

Fig. 6.—“Moaarch’s” Radio Roooi—Port Side.

Fig. 7.—‘‘Monarch’s” Radio Roooi—Starboard Side.

diameter. Objects of suitable size can be detected at ranges 
from 50 yards to 25 miles. “Iris” and “Allrt”h;lavl a type 
of radar that uses wave-guide transmission to. The, scanner 
unit:; “Ariel” (and ’’Monarch”) have a type us- 5 oA" “3% 
cable feed to the signal frequency unit; m unfed in' “t 
scanner unit. The former type has the advantage that 
maintenance work in an exposed position is li’i’iify.to be le-S 
frequent; the latter type gives greater flex? v in Siting 
the units comprising the equipment. Fig. hows the
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Fig. 8.—Radar Mast and Scanner on “Alert."

Fig. 9.—Radar Display Unit on “'Ariel'"

radar mast and scanner on “Alert” and Fig. 9 the display 
unit: in “Ariel’S” wheel-house.

The radio direction-finder (D.F.) is the oldest; radio- 
navigational aid;and new directi.on-find.ers, of a modern 
type, have been fitted in all the cable ships. They are used 
in the frequency range 255-525 kc/s mainly for taking 
bearings on distress calls and on radiobeacons, which are 
provided in all parts of the world. Marker buoys have been 
developed which carry C.W. transmitters operating in the 
1,600-3,700 kc/s band and have a possible application as 
cable-locating buoys; the D.F. equipment also covers this 
frequency range. The direction-finder uses two fixed 
crossed'loops, with a separate goniometer mounted with the 
receiver in an alcove in the chart-room. “Alert’s” loop 
aerials can be seen on top of her mainmast in Fig. 8, and 
with such an arrangement: the maximum calibration 
correction on 300 kc/s does not exceed 2°. It is of interest 
to note that on 300 kc/s the effective heiglht of the loop 
aerial is omly about two' centimeties so that a field-strength 
of 50i-’ po“ metre produces an input: signal of only

. . aeros's a matched load. A check on “Alert” 
snowed that bearings with minima effectively no more than 
1° wide coiuld.be obtained on a 365-kc/s radio beacon whose 
firfd-stlrngfiflJnlrasulrd at the ship, was 40 “V per metre.
ii l 8 -------------------

Although no speccal lrCervrr is required on the sl^ip for 
the purpose, Consol Stations8 in Western Europe can be 
used for radio-navigation; longer range is obtainable than 
from marine radio beacons or the Decca system, but the 
lower accuracy is only sufficient for deep-sea navigation.

"Monarch."
“Monarch’s” radio-navigation equipment is broadly 

similar to that in the smaller ships. The direction-finder 
receiver is in the radio room, however r and in addition, as 
an aid to her navigation on the western side of the Atlantic, 
a “Loran”7 lrcerveriindicator has been fitted in the chart
room. The lrcerveriindicator measures the difference in the 
time of arrival of pulses from two shore transmitting 
stations and this defines a hyperbolic po5if:ion-linr;measure- 
ment on another pair of stations gives another position-lmr, 
enabling the posstion of the strip to be determined.

Broadcast Rediffusion Equipment
“Arid” and “Alert” have each been fitted with a single

programme broadcast rediffusion system feeding 12 loud
speakers, each with its own volume control, and the 
receever covers long, medium and high-frequency broadcast 
bands. “Iris,” however, has been fitted with a two- 
programme system with nine loudspeakers each having its 
own switch/volume control.

“Monarch,” in addition to having an audio-rediffusion 
system similar to that in “Iris,’” but with 15 loudspeakers 
connected and two headphone points in the ship’s hospptal, 
is provided with an aerial amplifier and distribution unit; 
this unit provides an ^ffic:ient receiving aerial for 40 private 
receivers in the ship, and avoids the rigging of private 
aerials. “Monarch” also has two portable ships-mains- 
operated rllrcC::^ic gramophones with seE-contained amp
lifiers and loudspeakers and three-speed turntables.

Conclusions
Gable ships generaHy have a special need for rapid and 

efficient radio-communication and for accurate radio
navigation, and this has been met in the R.G. cable ships 
by fitting the most up-to-date equipment available. The 
design and installation of ships’ radio equipment are 
governed by the restricted space available, both for equip
ment and for aerials. Thislimitation precludes the achieve
ment of a performance equaling that of land radio stations, 
but the new radio equipment of the P.D. cable ships should 
be well able to meet the demands made on it.

A liberal scale of spare parts has been provided, since the 
ships may at times be far from comprehensive maintenance 
facilities. Experience so far has shown that the rel:ial^iiii;y 
of the equipment provided is high, but in the event of 
failure alternative radio equipment ensures that a reserve 
channel of communication is available.
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Some Principles bf Anti-Side-Tone
Telephone Circuits h. j. c. spencer, a.m.i.eeT

U.D.C. 621395.61:621.395.661
A simplified explanation is given of the basic anti-side-tone circuit employed in British Post Office telephones, and some of the factors 
influencing the design of telephones are discussed. Thus, this article serves as an introduction to a future article which will deal with 

the new 700-Type Telephone.

Introduction

G. A. CAMPBELL, in 1920, enumerated over half a 
million different anti-side-tone induction-coil, circuits. 
For practical and economic reasons the number of 
these circuits suitable for use in British Post Office 

telephones is very limited and both the present standard 
transmission circuit, as used in Telephones No. 332, and a 
new transmission circuiit usedin the 700-type telephone, 
to be described'in a future article, are based upon one 
particular Campbell circuit. This article summarises the 
important properties of the Campbel circuits and gives a 
simplified explanation of the way the circuit which forms 
the basis of British Post Office telephones works, assuming 
idealised conditions throughout. Some of the factors 
influencing the design} of telephones based on this basic 
circuit are discussed and the relationship of the Telephone 
No. 332 circuit to it is shown. The fundamental equations 
for the idealised basic circuit are given in an Appendix.

Fundamental Principles of Campbell Induction
Coil Circuits

Campbefl showed1 that it was only possible for the 
transmitter, receiver and line of a telephone circuut to be 
interconnected so that each was matched to the remainder , 
of the circuiit, so ensuring maximum transfers of power, 
when an additional power-consuming impedance was 
included in the circuiit. He showed that when these four 
impedances were interconnected so that each was matched 
to the remainder of the network, the power output of one 
of them, A, was shared between onl^y two of the other 
impedances, B and C, with no power input to the fourth 
impedance D, while if the impedance D, to which there had 
been no input from A, had an output this would be shared 
between B and C with no input: to A. He also showed that 
a similar conjugate relationship existed between B and 
C. In anti-side-tone telephone circuits the important facts 
are that when the transmitter, receiver, line and balance 
are interconnected by means of an induction- coil so that 
each is matched to the remainder of the circuit, then

(a) the transmitter output is shared between the line and 
the balance with no input to the rerei■ve:, the desired 
no-side-tone condition, and

(b) the output from the line to the telephone is shared 
between the transmitter and the recelver with no 
input: to the balance.

The lack of output from the receiver to the transmitter, 
and from the balance to the line, which also follow, are 
unimportant to the working of the telephone as these 
impedances do not normally have outputs. K. S. Johnson 
has shown2 that although anti-side-tone circuits contain an 
additional power-rons.umng impedance they have the same 
theoretical efficiency as side-tone circuits, which do not 
include this additional impedance, because in the latter it 
is impossible to match all three impedances for maximum 
power output from, or input to, each.

1 Executive Engineer, Subscribers’ Apparatus and Miscellaneous
Services Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office.

1 Campbell, G. A. and Foster, R. M. Maximum Output Networks
for Telephone Substation and Repeater Circuits. Transactions of
[he A.I.E.E., Vol. XXXIX, 1920.

2 Johnson, K. 8. Transmission Circuits for Telephonic Com
munication (The Library Press, Ltd., 1924). p. 120.

The Basic Circuit of British Post Office Telephones

The basic circuit discussed is shown in Fig. 1, in which 
T, R and B represent the impedances of the transmitter, 
receiver and balance circuit of a telephone and L represents

WINDING 3 WINDINGZ WINDING l

Fig. 1.—Basic Anti-Sìde-Tone Telephone Circuut.

the impedance of the line to which it is connected. These 
are interconnected by means of a three-winding induction 
cool of which the turns of windings 1 2 and 3 are in the 
ratio 1 : n : 1. The directions of the windings are such 
that if a changing flux in the core of the coo! induces an 
B.M.F. in one winding in the direction of the arrow asso
ciated with it, then the E.M.F.s in the other windings will 
be in the directions of the arrows assoccated with them.

Throughout: the explanation of how the basic circuut; 
works it is assumed that:

(a) The induction cool is an ideaa transformer, its 
. windings having negligible resistance and leakage

reactance and infinite ielf-impldanre.
(b) The circuut is working in the condition that;- an 

E.M.F. in the transmitter causes no current to flow 
in the rerelver, the no-side-tone condition.

(c) Where impedances are matched for maximum power 
transfers their reactive components are equal and 
of opposite sign.

The design of a telephone circuit: is influenced by the 
following factors:—

(i) The types of exchange used by the British Post 
Office, and many other administrations, require that 
the signalling resistance of a telephone shouud be low, 
which means that the resistance of the transmitter 
must be much lower than the line impedance. 
Circuits based on the circuit of Fig. 1 are used in 
telephones in preference to others because they do 
enable a low-resistance transmitter to be used 
efficientiy.

(ii) Telephone circuits have to be designed to work 
eficiennly in an existing line network, and when 
connected by it to older telephones.

I

The Base Circuit Sending to Line.
The transmitter may be considered as an alternating 

E.M.F. in series with its impedance, which is almost: pure 
resistance. This E.M.F. causes instantaneous currents i1 
and 152 to flow in the circuit, as shown in Fig. 2. Current ¿2 
flowing in winding 2 has the greater ampere-turns product

- re + - ne + — e +

Fig. 2.—-The Basic Circuit Sending to Line.
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and determines the direction of the flux in the induction
coil core, hence the E.M.F.s e ne and re induced in the 
windings are in the directions shown. Current i2 flowing in 
B causes a back E.M.F. 1228 to appear across it and the 
value of 1 is chosen so that, with the values of B and w 
determined as described later:

re = = :2B
The E.M.F. applied to the receiver is the sum of re and i2B 
and as they are equal and are opposed no current flows in 
the receiver, the no-side-tone condition.

Examination of the equation for the impedance to which 
the transmitter is connected, assuming side-tone balance, 

shows that the circuit is effectively 
that shown in Fig. 3. For maximum 
transmitter output the impedance 
of this circuit should match the 
impedance of the transmitter and 
it canbe made to do soby variations 
of ii and B. Variations of it and B 
also vary the ratio in which the 
output of the transmitter is used 
in the line and wasted in the

Fig. 3.—Impedance to 
which Transmitter is

Connected. balance. This ratio is sometimes
termed the Y ratio of the circuit

and the greater it is, the greater is the sending efficiency, 
but the lower is the recei.ving efficiency, as explained later. 
The values of n and B are chosen therefore to simultan- 
rousiy match the transmitter to its load and to give the 
required Y ratio.
The Basic Circuit Reccivingfrom Line.

The input: from the line can be considered as caused by 
an alternating E.M.F. in series with its impedance and this 
causes instantaneous currents 13 and 14 to flow in the 
circuit, as shown in Fig. 4. Current 17 flowing in winding I

Fig. 4.—The Basic Circuit Receiving from Line.

has the greater ampere-turns product and determines the 
direction of the flux in the inlucfion-aoi core, and the 
E.M.F.s e ne and re induced in the windings are in the 
directions shown. Current i'4 flowing in R causes a back 
E.M.F. to appear across it and the value of R is chosen so 
that (with the values of B, M and i chosen to give no side
tone, to match the transmitter to its load, and to give the 
required Y ratio),

i^R = re
(The impedance of any physical design of receiver may be 
varied in magnitude, but not in angle, to suit: circuit 
requirements by varying the gauge of wire and the 
number of turns of its winding.) The E.M.F. applied to B 
is equal to the sum of i7R and re, and as they are in 
opposite directions and are equal, no current flows in the 
balance as a resuR of the E.M.F. in the line.

The equation for the impedance of the 
i telephone circuit viewed from the line

terminals shows, when the value of R 
has been chosen to give no current in 

LINE B when receiving, that the circuit is 
effect:iivel;y that shown in Fig. 5. It is a 
property of the basic circuit that when 

- n, r and R have been chosen in the 
Fig.5.-Mpeedaice ways described the impedance of the 
cuiT.’LFsEONFROM te1ephone circuR fot receding matches 

theLine. the line, so ensuring the maximum 

transfer of power from the line' to the trlrphonr.
It will be seen from Fig. 5 that the power received by the 

telephone from the line is shared between the rrcei■Vl^-■, used 
power, and the transmitter, wasted power. It is another 
property of'this circuit that in the no-side-toni condition, 
and with no receivid power dissipated in.the balance, the 
ratio:

Rrce-ved power wasted in the transmitter
Rece-vrd power used in the receiver 

is the same as the ratio:
Transmitter power sent to line

Transmitter power wasted in the balance 
previourily referred to as the Y ratio.

The Balancing of Sending and Rrcerving EfiCincrs.
From the foregoing, it will be seen that values of Y 

greater than 1 increase the sending efficiency of a telephone 
circuit at the expense of the receiving efficiency, while 
values of Y less than 1 do the reverse. The relationships 
between the Y ratio and the’sending and rrceii7:ing efficiencies 
of a perfect telephone are shown in Fig. 6, anil Fig. *7 shows 

Fig. 6.—Sending and Receiving Efficiencies 01? a Perfect 
Telephone.

Fig. 7.—Overall Efficiency oo' a Perfect Telephone.

how the sum of the sending and rrce-ving efficiencies, the 
overall efficiency of the telephone, varies with Y. Fig. 7 
shows that the maximum overaU efficiency is obtained 
when Y = 1, and if a telephone was designed for use only 
with telephones of its own type this ratio would be used.

A new telephone can, however, only be introduced into 
a system gradually and for many years it has to work with 
older telephones. To enable economic advantages to be 
obtained from any improved performance it is necessary 
for the new telephone to be used on longer lines. To do 
this when working to older telephones when, as in the 
British Post Office system, transmission limits are deter
mined by the direction of worst transmission, it is necissaty 
for the new telephone to have both transmitting and 
receiving performances superior to the older telephones. If 
the improved performance of the new telephone springs 
from either a transmitter with greater output or a more 
sensitivr receiver, but not both, transmission in only one 
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direction will be improved. In these circumstances the Y 
ratio can be changed so that the improved transmitter or 
receiver results in a balanced increase of sending and 
receiving efficiencies. From Figs. 6 and 7 it will be seen that 
values of Y departing far from 1, while improving one 
efficiency give a disproportionate decrease in the other. 
For example, if the Y ratio is increased from 1 to 5, sending 
efficiency increases by approximately 2-2 db while receeving 
efficiency decreases by 4-8 db. For this reason the values 
of Y used are usuidly near 1.

The Addition of a D.C. Blocking Capacitor.
For practical telephones an essential modification to the 

circuit of Fig. 1 is the provision of a uapacitor in the 
position shown in Fig. 8. The main purpose of this

Fig. 8..—Addition of a D.C. Blocking Capacitor.

uapacitor is to force all the line D.C. current to flow through 
the transmitter. This is nssential when high sending 
efficiency is required because the A.C. output of a carbon
granule transmitter increases with the increase of D.C. 
current flowing in it. A subsidiary function which the 
capacitor performs is to prevent polarising D.C. currents 
from flowing through the recerver, as these would aid or 
oppose, depending upon their 'direction, the flux in the 
receiver due to its permanent: magnet:. Increased or 
decreased flux are equaffy undeeirrbln because the magnet 
flux is adjusted during manufacture to the optimum value 
and any departure from this reduces the receiver sensitivity. 
In British Post Office telephones the same uapacitor also 
performs two auxiliary signalling functions. When the 
telephone is not in use on a call the capacitor is connected 
in series with the bet across the line, blocking the exchange 
D.C. signalling E.M.I7. but allowing an A.C. caning current 
to ring the bell. During dialling the capacitor forms part 
of the spark quench for the dial pulsing contacts. The 
impedance of the capacitor, the value of which is usuaHy 
about 2/iF, is low at speech frequencies and its presence may 
be ignored at all but the lowest. The use of larger values of 
capacitance, although dessrable, is ruled out because of 
size and cost.

DEPARTURES OF PRACTICAL TELEPHONE CIRCUITS 
FROM THElDEAL

The conditions which, in order to simjrdtiify the explanation 
of how the circuit works, were earlier assumed to be met 
are of course unattainable in practice. In particular the 
balanced no-side-tone conditioo Is achieved but rardy. For 
no side-tone it is necessary for the impedances oi the 
balance circuit and the line to have a fixed relationship, 
depending upon the turns ratio of the induction coil, and 
this relationship must hold at all speech frequencies. It 
would be posssble to design a balance circuit which would 
achieve this for a particular line with a particular ter
minating condition but: practical telephones are not made 
to suit individual lines and the terminating conditions of 
the lines they are used on vary from call to call. The 
maintenance of good side-tone suppression at the lower 
speech frequencies is particularly difficult. The impedance 
of a line is of the type shown in Fig. 9(a), the resistance 
path being completed in the exchange apparatus via the 
central battery and the capacity being the wire-to-wire 
capacity. The impedance of the balance of a telephone 
using a D.C. blocking uapacii:or is, if the frequency is too 
low for the impedance of the capacitor to be ignored, of 

the type shown in Fig. 9(b). As the 
frequency falls the impedance of the 
circuit of Fig. 9(a) approaches Ri while 
the impedance of Fig. 9(1)) approaches 
infinity. The two impedances will thus 
diverge widely, the frequency at which 
the divergence becomes important de
pending on the value of CB

The problem in the design of a 
praitiiar telephone circuit becomes 
therefore nota question of achieving side-

(>)

(a) Line Impedance, 
(b Balance Impedance.

Fig. 9.—Type oIr 
Line and Balance 

Impedances.

tone balance at a particular frequency for a rigid sei: of line 
conditions, but of keeping the side-tone low over the 
important post of the frequency band for the range of line 
conditions which will be met in service.

The Present Standard British Post Ofiice Tdephone Circuit.
The present standard British Posit Oflice telephone 

circuitts typified by Telephone No. 332, the circuit of which 
is shown in Fig. 10. To show the relationship between this 
circuit and the basic Circuit which has been discussed it is 
necessary to rearrange it. If, in a circuit, elements are in 
series their order may be interchanged withowim any way 
afecting the working of the circuit. Making use of this 
fact the part of the circuit of Fig. 10 enclosed by dotted 
lines may be interchanged with winding 2 of the induction 
coil with which it is in series, to give the circuit of Fig. 11. 
Similarly the order of winding 3 and the receivnr may be 
reversed and, if this is done, the orcmt may be re-drawn 
as shown in Fig. 12, in which irrelevant signaling contacts 
have been omitted. The circuit of Fig. 12 is exactly 
equivalent to that of Fig. 10 for transmission purposes, the 
arrangement of Fig. 10 being adopted for the practical 
telephone because it allows the use of a 3-way handset 
cord in place of the 4-way cord needed by the circuit of 
Fig. 12.

Fig. 10.—Circuit of Telephone No. 332.
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Comparison of Fig. 1, the basic circuit, and Fig. 12, the 
Telephone No. 332 circuit, reveals their similarity. The 
circuits differ due to the'inclusion in the 332 circuit of a 
D.C. blocking capacitor, the need for and effect of which 
have already been discussed, a bd and the resistor R2. The 
impedance of the bdl to speech frequencies is so high that 
its presence may be ignored. The resistor R2, which is 
included as a separate component to form part of the dial 
spark quench, does not fundamentally affect the method 
of working described for the basic circuit but it does 
require different proportioning of the circuit constants and 
results in a dighit loss of receiving efficiency.

When the 332 circuit is sending to line the no-side-tone 
condition is achieved by choossng the ratio r so that the 
E.M.F. induced in winding -.3 is equa! to and opposes the 
back B.M.F. in R1 in the receiver circuit. With no current 
flowing in the receiver due to the transmitter E.M.F., the 
effective part of the circuit to be considered during sending 
is that shown in full lines in Fig. 13. In this, it is ressstors

WINDING 2 WINDING I

Fig. 13.—Sending Circuit of Telephone No. 332.

R1 and R2 in series which correspond to the balance of the 
basic circuit and it is their combined value which, in 
conjunction with the ratio n of the induction coil, deter
mines the ratio of transmitter power sent to line to power 
lost in the balance, the Y ratio. With R1 and R2 chosen so 
that their sum, together with the value of n, gives the 
required Y ratio and matches the transmitter to its load, the 
presence of R2 does not involve airy loss of sending 
efficiency compared with the basic circuit.

When the Telephone No. 332 circuiit is receiving from 
line, with the circuit balanced for no side-tone when 
sending, no current flows in the balance (R1). This is 
because the E.M.F. induced in winding 3 and the back 
E.M.F. in the receiver are equal and are applied to R1 in

WINDING 3 WINDING 2 WINDING!

R2 C

Fig. 14.—Rcceiving Circuit of Telephone No. 332.

opposstion. The effective part of the circrnit, if no current 
flows in R1, is that shown by full lines in Fig. 14. The 
resistor R2 is in series with the receiver and as a result the 
power received from the line, which in the basic circuit is 
shared between the transmitter and the receiver in the Y 
ratio, in this circuit is split between the transmitter and 
the combination of the receiver and R2. The power which, 
in the basic circuit, went to the receiver only is therefore 
further sub-divided between the receiver and R2 and the 
circui’t is less efficient than the basic circuit for this reason, 
but as the ratio of R2 to the receiver impedance is low the 
loss of receiving efficiency is very smai.

A11 practicar versions of the basic circuit have, in the 
inevitable resistance of winding 2, a resistance equivalent 
to R2, but as it is not present as a separate component it 
is apt to be lost sight of. By interchange of series com
ponents, R2 in the Telephone No. 332 circuit could be made 
to appear adjacent to winding 2 and could be “‘hidden’” in 
it, although it could then no longer perform its spark 
quench function. It does however represent an increase 
over the unavoidable resistance of winding 2 and means 
that the transmission performance of the circuit is slightly 
degraded to enable the one ccpaci1tor to be used for 
transmission purposes and as a spark quench, with 
resuiting economy.

APPENDIX
The Fu•naaiilcntal Equations for the Basic Ant-Side-Tone Circuit 

Used by the British PoH Office.
The symbols T, R, L and E are used throughout (in place 

of Z2v etc., for the sake of clarity) to represent the impedance 
of the transmitter, receiver, line and balance respectivelel—

1. For maximum output from the transmitter: 
w22f + E
(n + 1)2

2. For maximum output from the line:
L #R + T (n + r + 1)2 

(n + r-)2
.3. For no side-tone:

4. For a required power ratio Y:
V - -112L 
Y B

The values of T, L and Y are fixed by considerations outside 
the control of the circuit: designer, thus the above four 
equations are sufficient to fix the variables 11, 1, B and R.

5. For no power loss in the balance when receiving:

R=T'£(n + r+1)
This is not an independent equation and it may be derived 

from the first four equations.

Book Revvew
"‘Magnetic Amplifiers.” Dr. H. F. Storm. Chapman & Hall, 

Ltd. 545 pp. 368 ill. 108s.
The price of this book puts it in the class that is purchased 

only by the specialist and by libraries. Its subject is static 
magnetic amplifiers of the type employing saturable reactors. 
It is an addition to the series now numbering about ten books 
written by the staff of the General Electric Company of 
America. Nine authors have contributed to it and Dr. Storm 
has linked the contributions into an effective whole. The 
thoroughness of treatment and the authority cannot be 
questioned.

The first 30 pages deal with the theory of magnetism and the
modern theory, evolved about twenty years ago, is well covered.
Magnetic materials and their testing, magnetic amplifiers
under steady-state conditions, the transient response, and

feed-back are fully treated in some 280 pages. The construction 
of saturable reactors and practical considerations are also 
dovered. There is a useiui chapter on metal rectifiers, including 
a brief reference to the germanium and silicon types. The 
last 100 pages cover applications of saturable reactors. There 
is an extensive and up-to-date bibliography.

The diagrams are well drawn, little space is given to 
photographs and, as would be expected, the production is 
excellent. To the designer of magnetic amplifiers the book 
would be invaluable, and anyone who is concerned with 
magnetic circuits will find much useful information.

The treatment is of necessity mathematical but the contri
butors have succeeded in making the book appeal to those 
who, while not mathematicafly inclined, would like to know 
more about magnetic amplifiers. A. E. P.
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“Mosaic”—An Electronic Digital 
‘ Computer

Part: 3(a))—The Art of Programming
U.D.C. 518.5:681.142

A. W. M. COOMBS, Ph.D.. B.Sc.,A.R.T.C.T

Parts 1 and 2 of this article have considered the separate functions of the four main sections of the computer “Mosaic”; it will be the 
aim of Part 3 to combine the sections and give an overall picture of the machine in operation, with particular reference to the art of 
programming. Part 3(a) deals with the machine as a whole and Part 3(b) will deal with programming in general and will give examples of 
programming for particular problems. Diagrams will still he schemaHc, for it will be in Part 4 only that the maior problem of translating 

the theoretical ideal machine into practical circuitry will be considered.

The Machine as a Whole

IT was explained in Parts 1 and 2 that the main sections 
of Mosaic (as of all other digital computers) are the 
Store, the Arithmetic Unit, the Control Unit and the 
Input-Output mechanism. To recapitulate, their individual 

functions may be summarised as follows:—
l. The Store contains input numbers, instruction words 

and interim. results.
2. The Arithmetic Unit adds, subtracts, multiplies, 

delays and compares selected numbers A and B from 
the store to give numbers C.

3. Th Control Unit interprets instructions and sends 
corresponding signals to various switching circuits to 
govern the arithmetical or other transfer processes 
taking place. This unit: also controls the flow of instruc
tions to itself after the initial manual instruction.

4. The Input-Output Mechanism provides access for the 
machine controller to the machine, and a means of 
recording final results.

Fig. 9 illustrates in the simplest possible way the inter
connections necessary to provide the complete machine.

DESTINATION

Fig. 9.—Simplified Block Schematic Diagram of Mosaic.

The diagram is inaccurate in detoi.1, but it does give a true 
overall picture. The’couise of a single computation will be, 
in general, that numbers are first-fed into the store from the 
Input, that a series of arithmeticri operations then takes 
place, each following the track of the circular arrow—that 
is, various numbers A and B will be combined to give 
various numbers C—and finally, that the results are fed to 
the Output. The seeection of A and B, the seeection of the 
way of combining A and B, the seeeccion of the time of 
transfer and of the destination for C, are in all cases carried 
out by the Control Unit, which also, and simultaneously, 
selects the next instruction it will obey. The first instruction 
requires to be inserted by hand, since, at the commencement 
of a calculation, the store is empty (or posiiiiby filled with 

irrelevant: information); it will consist of an instruction to 
feed data from the Input to the machine, as will be seen 
later.

A more detailed diagram of the computer is given in 
Fig. 10, and this diagram will be the basis of further dis
cussion. Even Fig. 10 does not purport to be a full logicri 
representation of the machine; where posssble, standard 
logical symbols have been used, but where the switching 
process is more complex, the various switches are repre
sented by simple rectangles, sometimes including a “relay” 
contact, and sometimes left blank for their functions to be 
discussed subsequen^y. Control leads are eassiy dis
tinguishable from data leads since they are all labelled with 
their points of origin in the control circuit. The object of 
these conventions in Fig. 10 is to avoid complicating the 
diagram with too much minute detail, and thereby obscuring 
the essenttri simplicity of the whole switching system. For 
the same reason, some ^liglrt inaccuracies have been 
introduced which will not vitiate the gene era argument. ,
The Highways.

The interconnecting members for data in dynamic form 
undergoing transfer between the four main sections of the 
computer are the _ four “Highways.” The seven-digit 
numbers “Source 1" and “Source 2” of the staticised 
instruction word in the Connrol circuit set up switching 
“Trees" which enable Highway 1 and Highway 2 
respectively to be connected temporarily to any delay line 
in the store; the Trees are not shown in the main diagram, 
Fig. 10, but a typical miniature Tree to differentiate 
between four sources using two binary digits is illustrated 
at the bottom left-hand corner of Fig. 10. The numbers in 
the two highways are fed to the Arithmetic Unit, where 
they are combined according to the four-digit ’’Function’ 
word in the current instruction.

The “Destination Highway’’ carries numbers which are 
to be fed 1'31/0 the store. It is supplied by the Arithmetic 
Unit, and is able to select the proper delay line destination 
by virtue of a third switching Tree controlled this time by 
the 7 “Destination” digits in the current instruction. This 
is the general rule; exceptional, the destination highway 
can feed to the Output, the Discriminator and the Control 
Unit, and it can also receive signals (under the control of 
“Source 1, ID”) from the Input.

The five-digit number “N.I.S.” in the current instruction 
word sets up a fourth switching Tree which serves to 
connect any one of the 32 lines in the store which may 
contain instructions, to the fourth or “Instruction” high
way. In normri course, this highway connects to “INST” 
and thence to the Connrol Unit:; exceptionrily, the con
nection to INST may be broken, in which event INST.is 
connected to Destination Highway instead. This is a part 
of the “Start” routine, which has yet to be described.

It will be observed that the function-box unit forms as 
it were an alternative recirculation Path for any delay line 
in the entire store. It follows that the time taken by a

1 Principal Scientific Officer, Post Office Research Station.
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Fig. 10.—Detailed Block Schematic Diagram or Mosaic.

pulse to travel through the Trees, along the highways and 
through the various switching stages of the function box 
must be exactly the same as the local recirculation time. 
Ideally, both times are infinitely short; in practice the 
function-box path is much the longer, and this fact has a 
very important bearing on the electronic switching 
technique, as will be shown in Part 4. For the moment, 
ide! conditions will be assumed, with both routes infinite)' 
fast. Fig. 10 shows two typical storage lines: “'X”, which 
can contain numbers or instructions, and “Y“, which is 
available directly only for numbers.

Specula Sources and DeHnations.
The three Trees “Source 1” “Source 2” md“Destination,” 

being each under the control of 7 digits, should each be 
capable of establishing 27 or 128 possible connections. 
There are not more than 100 lines in the store (accually 
rather less), so that at least 28 Sources and Destinations are 
available for other uses. Some of these have already been 
tpecified—such as destinations “D NOUGHT” aid “D 
PLUS” for the discriminator control, and source “Input 
Dynamiciser” for connecting the input: to destination 
highway. Others are used for various sprcial purposes. 
Thus source ”107” is a number consisting of 1’s in all 40 

digital positions (equal to — 1 in the machine convention), 
which can be supplied to Highways 1 and 2 by speciiying 
that source number in the instruction word. Similarly, a 
”P1” (1 in the least significant digit: position followed by 
39 zeros, equal to +-1 as a binary number) is available as 
Source “'97,’" and “P2” (1 in the second least significant 
digit position preceded by zero and followed by 38 zeros, 
equal to +2 as a binary number) is provided by source 
“98.” Several other convenient combinations of digits, 
which need not be specified, are also available. Except for 
source “ID," the Input-Output control is governed by 
destination addresses, as has already been explained 
(Part: 2). Destination “INST," which as abinary number 
is “‘0000000,” is of great importance; it connects Destination 
Highway to the Control Unit (via INST) and over-rides 
Instruction Highway in so doing. Finally, some sources and 
destinations remain as "spare”; they operate no gates and 
control no switches, and even in this negative aspect have 
their uses.

A11 sources are “tapping” point—that is to say, they can 
extract information without interfering with the orderly 
circulation of that information or destioying it. It is 
different for the destinations. If a number is to go into a 
certain part of a line it follows that the previous number 
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occupying that position must be deleted. Therefore, while 
a Source Tree connection may be established at any time 
(although of course it must not be changed during a 
transfer) a Destination Tree connection may be prepared in 
advance, but must not be finally established until the 
actual time of transfer. For this reason, all the destination 
switches are composite affairs requiring the simultaneous 
“'ON” condition of both the address number and the TT 
trigger in- the control circuit:. Even for those addresses not 
concerned with circulation in the store this is.true. For 
instance, "Hollerith Read” might: appeals as an ephemeral 
condition during the setting up of an eattirely different 
destination address, and would have the effect of starting 
the Hollerith Reader if allowed to be effective. Therefore, 
the whole address must be set up before it is read, and TT 
provides the reading signal..

Arithmetic Umit Facilities.
A binary number 40 digits long can in the first instance 

represent any one of 24° numbers, including zero. By the 
convention of the machine, hal'f of tliese are regarded as 
negative. Assuming that there is no "binary poinn” 
complicction—that is, that a 1 in the least significant di^t 
posstion represents the value 1 numcricaHy—then ah 
numbers up to (233—1), which is 39 X ls plus a zero in the 
40th poslition, are pcsitive. Any number a of higher value 
is interpreted as a negative number equal in magnitude to 
(244—1), and is of course characterised by the presence of 
a 1 in the most significant digit position. The range of 
numbers represented is thus from (—239) through zero to 
(+239-1). Another way of regarding the convention is to 
say that the first 29 digits always represent a positive 
number in norm! binary form, but that the numtrical 
value represented by the 40th digit is to be subtracted to 
give the true number The technique is in fact the same 
as that used for representing negative logarithms in 
normaa calculations, and is adopted for the same reason—• 
it makes the common operation of addition and subtraction 
very easy. The basic idea can easHy be extended to the 
case where a binary point exists in the number, or where 
the number, being the resuut of a multiplication, possesses 
80digits.

In some problems, the possibility of negative numbers 
does not arise, and the 40 digits can then be used to 
represent 24° pnsitive numbers, in the normaa way. 
Multiplication of two numbers follows different rules under 
the two conventions, and accocidngly, when a multiplication 
is called for, it must also be specified whether the members 
are to be regarded as "sign«!" or "unsigned.” Addition 
and subtraction may require supprtssion of the "carry” 
digit after the 40th digit, after the 80th digit (double
length arithmetic) or not at all, and this faclli.ty involves 
four possible function instructions for each. Adding the 
two forms of multiplication, the three forms of comparison 
("and”, "or” and “not equivalent to”) and the dday 
function, gives 14 pcssible operations the four function 
digits may caH for. There are thus two spare functions 
(0100 and 0000) both of which cut off all output from the 
Arithmetic Unit to Destination Highway, and the second of 
these—0000—is required for the “‘Starting” programme.

The “‘multiplier accumuialoc” is in eff^cit a delay line 
80 digits long with its locaa reccrculation path through the 
multiplier. It “collects” the answer to a multiplication, 
which may be up to 80 digits long as already mentioned, 
and circulates it until a later instruction calls for it by 
spetciying “'MAC” (that is, No. 95) as Source 1 nr 2. It can 
also be used as an 80-digit store by feeding to Destination 
“'MAC’ (No. 95). If Destination "MACC-” is specified 
(No. 94), then the number on Destination Highwayis added 
to whatever is already in the accumuialor.

When a multiplication is called for, no destination is

required, as is obvious from Fig. 10. However, the seven
digit “Destination Address” in the instruction word must 
be filled in, and if any working address were specched, the 
circulation of that part of the store would be interrupted 
during the transfer. Therefore, an unwired or ineffective 
address is used—usually “'111000(0” or “112”

The “delay uniit" can dday signals by any amount up 
to 47 pulse periods, and requires six digits to do so. There 
are not sufficient spare digits in the instruction word to 
provide this in addition to all the other facilities required, 
so the digits of ’SOURCE 2" are prttttd into service for 
the purpose. These digits cannot of course be used for 
"Trrd” control and "Delay” control simultaneousty, so 
only Highway 1 is fed to the delay unit. If a delay function 
is called for, Source 2 Tree is set up as for a normaa 
instruction, and an irrelevant stream of signals will flow 
along Highway 2 to the function book—but the function box 
is disconnected from Destination Highway if dday is 
specched, so no harm resues. Similariy, the dday unit 
output is cut off if any other function is specified. A TT 
control has to be provided at the input to the delay unit: 
to ensure that no spurious pulses are fed into it due to an 
adventitious “DELAY” instruction occurring during the 
“‘SET-UP” beat.

Mistrtlanrcua Factliiiet.
The Input-Output gear has the controls already indicated 

(Part 2) and illustrated in Fig. 10. In. addition, there is a 
“Start” button assoccated with the Hollerith Reader, 
which starts a card feed. The opposite throw of the stop 
key is called the ’‘Clear,” It interrupts the circmt feeding 
INST and causes zeros only to flow by this route into 
Control. These two facirilties are required for the starting 
programme.

Typical transfer operations in a programme would be 
asfohows:—

1. Take two numbers from the store, add them, and put 
the answer back in the store.

2. Take one number from the store, dday it, and put it 
back in delayed form into the store.

2. Take one number from the Input Dynamiciser, and 
put it in the store.

4. Take two numbers from the store, subtract one from 
the other, and feed the answer to “D+". (This alters 
the length of the “Obey” beat if the answer is negative.)

5. Take two numbers from the store and multiply them, 
taking account of tign. Destination 112 to be sptccfird.

It is all very simple in principle. But there is one 
particular difficufiy—iww does anything take place before 
any instructions have been stored? This is the problem of 
starting, and it will now be treated.

The Starting Programme

The important factors at starting are the key “'Clearr,’ 
the two push-buttons "Step” and “Start,” and the three 
addresses “'SnuiCd Input: Dynamiciser,” “‘Deotinrtinn 
INST” and “Next Instruction Source 0.” The last has 
not yet been mentioned, so a word or two of explanation 
is necessaay.

There is no fundamental reason why any one dday line 
should have the same address relative to the four different 
Switching Trees, but it is a great convenience in program
ming and maintenance. In general, therefore, the number 
of a line in the store, and the address which finds it in any 
Tree are the same, with a single exception. Dday line No. 0 
is a long line not used for storage at all, -but assoccated with 
the circuits for adjusting frequency to temperature, which 
will be dealt with in Part: 4. Source 1 “0” is the Input 
Dynamiciser, Source 2 “0” is a anurcd of zeros only, 
Destination “0” is that destination which is also called 
“INST,” and Next: Instruction Source “0" is a short line 
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(TSO) which is No. 64 for all other purposes. The line 
T80 is the only shorr-fc line of the 32 lines available for 
instruction storage.

The real problem of starting is to get the first instruction 
word from Input to Control, Once there, that word itsself 
can start the next transfer and so eventually gelt the whole 
instruction programme and all the numericaa data into the 
machine. Now there is one instruction word which is easy 
to set up on the current instruction staticiser by artificial 
means, and that is a word consisting of 40 zeros. This word 
is not meaningless, but has a very definite significance. It 
is an instruction which orders the following operraioo:—

Connect Source 1 "'0” (dynamiciser) to Destination 
Highway, and connect: Destination Highway to destina
tion "0” (INST), thereby cutting off Instruction 
Highway from Control. Cut off all output from the 
Arithmetic Unit to Destination Highway(function ”0”). 
Perform this transfer immediately (characteristic “0”) 
for one minor cycle (timing number "0”)—or, more 
accurateey, perform it after an integral number of 
major cycles have followed the end of the “Set-up” 
beat, pending external authorisation (Go digit “'0”).

The instruction will also, and ^•rrlrvantiy, feed zeros to 
Highways land 2 (which are “stumped ” at the Arithmetic 
Unit) and connect TSO to Instruction Highway (which is 
"‘stumped” at the “DEST INST” switch, as shown in 
Fig. 10). This instruction is the one desired, since it 
connects input to control, and prevents all other transfer.

The general principle of the starting routine is as follows. 
There are three fundamentally different types of instruction 
words. Those of the first type are concerned with getting 
the machine prepared in the sense of ensuring that the 
multiplier is empty and the output staticiser reset, and of 
establishing which minor cycles are “odd” and which 
“even” (rsisnttal for the multiplier). These are fed directly 
from Input to Control using the 40-zero instruction—they 
never enter the store at all, and once used are therefore lost. 
The instructions of the second type are to be used for 
coin-trolling directly or indirectly the feed-in of the true 
computational programme and the numericaa data; they 
occupy positions in the store temporarily, but are 
eliminated as the true programme is fed in. Finally, those 
of the third type constitute the main programme itself. 
They are of course fed- to the store but not used at all until 
feed-in is complete, at which point the computation can be 
arranged to start automaticaaly.

There are two controlling instructions which are con - 
tinually necessary for feed-in; one is the 40-zero instruction 
as described above, the other the Hollerith Read, required 
each time a new card is to be fed into the machine. They, 
or their equivalents, have to be provided manuafiy to 
start a feeding-in process, and thereafter must be available 
within the machine; that is, the first card must provide for 
their being inserted in the store.

General principles and particular details have been 
established; the chronological sequence of events during the 
“Start” operation may now be consSderrd:—

1. The Clear switch is depressed, and the Step button 
operated. The Stop button causes whatever instruction is 
fortuitously set up on the current instruction statiuser to 
be obeyed (whatever conditions applied when the machine 
was first switched on, it is almost bound to have stopped 
with a “Wait” instruction of some sort staticised). An 
“Obey” beat ensues (which may give almost any transfer) 
and a “Set-up” beat, at the end of which the staticiser will 
hold the “40-zero” instruction, since the Clear switch has 
allowed only zeros to flow to INST. The "40-zero” is a 
“Wait” instruction, so nothing else happens. 

2. The Clear switch is restored, and the Start button
operated. The Start button causes the Hollerith Reader to
start a card feed. As soon as the first row of holes reaches

the brushes, the “40-zero” instruction is obeyed as a result 
of the. usuaa cam-operated “Hollerith Go’” signal to control. 
As a result, the word which the first row of holes represents 
is fed via the “DEST INST'" switch to Control, becomes 
sei: up on the current: instruction staticiser, and is thus the 
next: instruction to be obeyed. The further operations of 
the machine are (or can be) entirely automatic. ,

3. The first word on the first card, whichis now sei. up 
in Control, is an instruction to feed “zeros’” to T80, is a 
“Go” instruction, and specifies TSO itself as next 
instruction source. Therefore, by the time the second row 
of holes reaches the brushes, the “40-zero” instruction is 
already circulating in line TS0 (and thus is available in the 
machine) and is also set up once again in Control. There is 
a timing point to watch here; the “40-zero” cannot be fed 
out from TSO until it is fairly in, so either the first 
instruction must be of “Forced Discriminate” type, or the 
transfer must be ordered for at least two minor cycles.

4. The second word on the card is now fed to Control via 
INST in exactly the same way. It will again be a “Go” 
instruction, one of those used for preparing the machine. 
It will probably specify a multiplication of two zero 
numbers, and destination “Staticiser Reset” (N6. 98). It 
will, as before, specify TSO as next instruction source. 
Thus the “40-zero” will be waiting for the third, word on 
the card.

5. This same routine applies to all the initial words on 
the caad—they. will be fed to Control, will clear various 
parts of,the machine and will then be lost, leaving the 
“40-zero” established in Control.

6. The last of the type 1 instructions (those which go 
straight to Control) will order a transfer of’ the following 
line of the card to some tptcifit point in the store—that is, 
the following line will be a type 2 instruction, to be used 
for feeding-in the main programme (not ntteststiiy 
directly) and therefore to be stored temporarily.

7. An obvious way to feed the type 2 instructions into 
the store is to alternate them on the cards with type 1 
instructions, each calling for next instruction source TSO. 
Indeed, the whole programme could be fed-in in this way, 
without using type 2 instructions at all, alternate rows going 
to Control and to storage destinations. It would be very 
wasteful of punching time and feeding-in time however. 
In practice, the first type 2 instruction is made to control 
the feetting-in of a whole batch of type 2 instructions, each 
of which can then feed in another batch and so on. By this 
means, every row on the cards is made effective instead of 
every other row.  .*

8. One type 2 instruction on the first card must be the 
“Hollerith Read" instruction, and after it has reached the 
store it must be called for each time a new card is required. 
This is not difficult to arrange.

9. When all the type 2 instructions are stored, the feed-in 
of the main programme commences. Since the machine 
now has all the stored data necessaay, the procedure follows 
that outlined in Part 2.

10. Summarising, we may say that instructions type 1 
are always fed in by a “40-zero” instruction, that 
instructions type 2 are fed in either by an instruction type 1 
or another instruction type 2, and that the main 
programme is in general fed in by instructions type 2.

(To be Continued)

* The first type 2 instruction is fed to long line x for 16 minor 
cycles, and therefore fills it completeey. The type 1 instruction 
which ordered it also specciied line x as next instruction source, and 
so does the type 2 instruction itself. Therefore, the next instruction 
to be obeyed is the type 2 instruction. It orders the transfer of the 
next line of the card to destination x and of course gives line x as 
the next instruction source. By choice of the characteristic and 
timing of the type 2 instruction, it will follow that each of the next 
16 rows of the input will flow to line x, each word replacing one of 
the 16 repeats of the first type 2 instruction as it does so.
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Carrier FrequencyGenerating.Equipment et.charris, B.Sc.(Enn-). A.M.I.E.E., 

for Large Coaxial and Carrier Stations and s munday.
Part 2.—The 124 kc/s Master OscHlator, the Frequency Dividers and the Frequency-Comparison 
and Alarm Apparatus,
U.D.C 621.373.42:621.395.44

The first part of this article explained the generaa features of a new carrier frequency generrUing equipment for use at large coaxial and 
carrier stations, outlined the arrangement of the various racks of equipment employed and described the automatic changeover facilities. 
Part 2 completes the article by describing, in some detail, the 124 kc/s master osciiiltt:<o■, the frequency dividers and the frequency

comparison and alarm apparatus.

12-4 kc/s Master Oscillator
SIMPLIFIED circuit diagram of a 124 kc/s master 

oicillttor is shown in Fig. 9 from which it is seen 
that a master oscHlator compersec.two panels, the 

master-oscHlator amplifier and the oven-connrol pane.
The oscHlator is a conventional Meachami bridge crystal- 
controlled osccilator, valves V1 and V2 being the main
taining amplifier and V3 an output buffer amplifier. The 
crystal, .'together with the stabilising lamp, “‘pulling’" 
inductor and main tuning-capacctor are mounted in the 
oven unit, the temperature of which is controlled by 
valves V4 and V5 in the following manner.

THI is a thermistor, with a negative resisttnre/tem- 
perature coefficient, mounted in thermal contact with the 
crystal, and R1 is the oven-heater winding. The V4 stage 
is arranged as am oscHlator with the phase and attenuation 
of the feed-back path dependent on the resistance of THI. 
The connections are such that when the oven is cold, 
although the thermistor bridge is unbalancedpthe phase

H.T. +

change through it does not permit V4 to oscillate. In these 
circumstances there is no bias on the grid of V5 which, in 
consequence,- passes anode current. This anode current 
passes through R1 and heats the oven. As the temperature 
of the oven increases, the - resistance of THI decreases 
and the thermistor bridge gradually approaches and 
eventuaHy passes through the point of balance, V4 will 
now star-t to oscillate, the amplitude of the oscìUation 
building up rapidly because the oscìilatory current through 
the bridge will contribute to the heating of THI and 
consequent reduction of its resistance.

The output of V4, about 2 kc/s, is rectified by the meta! 
rectifier, MR, and applied as negative bias to the grid of V5. 
The magnitude of this bias is sufficient to cut off the anode 
current and the oven starts to cool. The resistance of THI 
therefore starts to increase and the thermistor bridge
re-approaches the 
attenuation of the

XH.T+ A
|LOW|HIGH|P1 I
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ALARM
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TO HIGH
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ALARM PANEL
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balance point, thereby increassng the 
feed-back path until oscUlation ceases.

When the grid circuit of V5 is 
discharged, anode current flows again 
and the oven starts to heat again.

This cycle repeats itself, the rooling- 
time/heating-time ratio being depen
dent on the ambient temperature, a 
typical value for the ratio being 2:1, 
with a. heating duration of 30 seconds.

The temperature of the oven is 
maintained to within i22°C of the 
operating temperature of the crystal 
(usuaaly about: 30°C).

The variable resistors R2 nd R3 
provide adjustment for the mean 
oven temperature and cycling times 
respeetively.

* 
oven 
HEATER 
WINDING MEASURE

TEMPERATURE

This method of controo enables the 
temperature of the oven to be held 
more closely to the optimum ory^tM 
temperature than is posable with 
more elemennary control methods, 
e.g., a bi-metallic strip. The circuit 
also avoids such difficulties as may 
arise from the pitting of contacts 
carrying the heating current.

Temperature Alarms.
Thermistor TH2 is used to provide 

a high- and low-temperature alarm 
in conjunction with the equipment 
valve-failure alarm panel.

■fThe authors are, respectiveey, Cennoo 
Executive Engineer and Asssstant Engin
eer, Transmission and Main Lines Branch, 
E.-in-C.’s Office.

i Meacham, L. A. The Bridge-Stabilised 
Oscillator. Pr■or.I.R.E., Vol. 26, No. 10, 
p. 1278, Oct. -938.

66 = IN OVEN UNIT
Fig. 9.—124 kc/s Master Oscillator.
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Resistor R4 in the oven-control pane! is adjusted to 
equal the resistance of TH2 at the mean operating tem
perature. The currents through the coils of the centre
stable tdegrgih-typc A relay are then equal and the 
tongue takes up the posstion shown. Under these con - 
editions two + 6V D.C. signals are fed from the H.T. 
potential dividers to the valve failure alarm pand, which 
works on the same principle as the levd-momtoring pand 
described in Part 1.

Should the temperature of the oven rise to 5°C above 
the mean temperature the unbalanced currents in the relay 
coils will move the tongue so that it earths the "high” 
contact and short-circuits the + 6V signal, thereby 
operating the alarm panel. Conversdy, the "low” contact 
is earthed for a 5°C fall in temperature. The fauittlocalismg 
switches on the alarm pane are suitably marked so that 
the fault can be identified.

Fadlities are also provided to measure the voltage across 
the relay coils so that by reference to a calibration chart 
or graph, which is provided with the panel, an estimate 
of the oven temperature may be made.

Perfommnce.
The combined performance of the 124 kc/s master- 

osciilator amplifier aned the oven-control pand is as 
follows:

Setting accuraay.—The setting accuracy is better than 
5 parts in 109 of the reference standard. This accuracy 
is a function both of the frtqutncy-thangetdegree-bf- 
rotation ratio of the oscHlator trimmer capadtor and 
of the frequency-comparison apparatus.
Drift rate.—After three months’ continuous operation 
the drift rate is better than 2 parts in 107/month.
Frtquenty|supply-vottagt coofjflcicei.—Adverse combina
tions of IQ per cent. changes in supply voltages do not 
cause frequency changes greater than 4 parts in 108.
Fr'tqudt^^y|a■mbidn,-tdm'petattwt coodiccrni:—The fre- 
quency-drift/ambitnt-temptrature coefficient is better 
than 1 part in 109/°C over the range 10° to 40°C.

124/60 kc/s and 60/12/4 kc/s Dividers

The 124/60 kc(s and 60/12/4 kc/s dividers, used to derive 
the master frequencies from a 124 kc/s master-oscHlator 
output, form one circuit but are mounted on two panels 
for convenience. The simplified circuiit, Fig. 10, shows the 
frequencies to which the various stages are tuned.

The 124 kc/s input: is amplified by V1 and passed to 
Modulator 1, together with a 4 kc/s signal from a free- 
running oscuila1toa dremt (V5). The 120 kc/s difference 
frequency is selected by a simple band-pass filter and 
passed to Modulator 2, which is in the feed-back drcuir of 
V2. The V2 stage osculates at 60 kc/s, the precess being 
mutually maintaining so long as the 120 kc/s is present, 
for the attenuation of the "unswitchde” modulator is too 
great to permit sdf-oscHlation. The output transformer 
of the V2 stage has its primary tuned to 60 kc/s, and has 
three secondary windings, providing one output to the 
60 kc/s filter-amplifier, one to the 60 kc/s comparison pane 
and one to Modulator 3 of the next stage.

That this stage is sdf-maintaining may be seen by 
assuming that a 48 kc/s input to Modulator 3 exists. The 
difference frequency, 12 kc/s, is amplified by V3 and one 
ouuput is rectified by bridge MR1. The alternating currents 
of the rectified output will contain a strong component of 
48 kc/s which is fed back, Via the tuned circuit, to main
tain the frequency division. Rday A has no function at 
this stage since it is held opera-fed by the D.C. component 
of the MR1 output.

The other two 12 kc/s outputs are passed to the 12 kc/s 
filter-amplifier and the V4 stage. The V4 stage is similar 
to the V3 stage, and outputs of 4 kc/s are produced by 
virtue of the tuned circuits and MR2. One 4 kc/s output is 
fed to the 4 kc/s filter-amplifier and the other back to V5 
to lock its oscHlator circcut by gried injection.

The 4 kc/s free-running osdilator and relays A and B 
are incorporated to make the whole circuit seef-starting. 
Provided that an input: of 12-4 kc/s is present, on first 
switching on a signal of approximatdy 60 kc/s will be 
fed to the 60/12/4 kc/s divider. Relay A will act as a 
Vibrator across the H.T. supply, contact A1 being in series 
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with the coil, and the capacitors associated with this 
contact will charge and discharge through the primary of 
the tuned transformer. The 48 kc/s tuned circuit will, 
therefore, be shock-exccied and eventually the V3 stage 
will be self-maintaining, relay A being held by the D.C. 
component of the rectified output of MR1.

The V4 stage, in which relay B acts as a vibrator, is 
similarly self-startmg and eventually seef-maintaining. 
The 4 kc/s locking signal synchronises the free-running 
osciilator and after a short period conditions stabilise 
themselves and all the derived frequencies are locked to 
the 124 kc/s output from the master osccHator.

Frequency-comparison and Alarm Apparatus
The frequency-comparison apparatus is mounted on the 

See: 1 mustet-ossillator generating rack-side (as shown in 
Fig. 2 of Part 1) and 60 kc/s supplies from the See; 1 and 
See: 2 dividers, and an incoming 60 kc/s standard signal, 
are connected to the 60 kc/s comparison panel. Simplified 
circuits of this panel and the frequency deviation alarm 
panri are shown in Fig. 11. The comparison panel is used 
for accurate measurement, and the deviation alarm pane 
for approximate estimation, of frequency differences.

Comparison Pand.
The comparison and measurement of frequencies are 

made at 1-8 Mc/s, the frequency differences encountered at 
60 kc/s being such that beat indications are inionvtniently 
slow for the desired accuracy of measurement.

The input selection switch enables any two of the three 
input signals to be selected for comparison and passed to 
two identicri multipliers, each comprising a 60 kc/s buffer 
■amplifier, an overloaded stage and two stages of tuned 
amplification. The output stage, a pentode with current 
feedback, is a practically ionsiant-currtnt source. This 
feature is necessary for the correct: operation of the fre
quency deviation alarm putd, which is described later.

The two 18 Mc/s signals are modulated in the rectifier 
network and the dilference frequency produced is normally 
passed, under control of key K, to the deviation alarm 
panel, but when K is operated, the difference frequency is 
displayed as a beat indication on the beat meter. If 1 beats 
are observed in t seconds, the frequency difference between 
the selected 60 kc/s inputs is H/lSt parts in 106.

Gods comparison panel frequency deviation indicating
and alarm panel

Fig. 11.—Freqeencyccomparison and Alarm Apparatus.

To determine the sense of the difference the “sense” 
key and networks N1 and N2 are provided. The output of 
Multiplier 2 is passed directly to the modulator, whereas 
the output, of Multiplier 1 goes via the sense key. When 
the sense key is operated the networks are inserted in the 
output of Multiplier 1 and the phase change introduced has 
the effect of momennariiy slowing down this 1-8 Mc/s 
supply to the modulator. If Multiplier 1 output is of 
higher frequency than Multiplier 2 output, then operation 
of the sense key causes the beat indication to momennariiy 
slow down whereas if Multiplier 2 output is the higher a 
momennary speed-up would be observed.

Frequency Deviation Alarm Pand.
The design of the output stages of the multipliers is 

such that the peak value of the difference-frequency current 
flowing through the primary of transformer T1 is ionstant 
for a given setting of the range switch. The peak secondary 
voltage is proportionri to 27/LI, where f is the difference 
frequency, L the primary inductance and I the peak 
primary current, and, since L and I are conssant, the 
steady-state secondary voltage is directly proportionaF to 
frequency.

The voltage applied to the grid of V1 is subssantially 
epia! to the peak value of secondary voltage and is posstive 
with respect to cathode. The meter deflection is therefore 
proportional to frequency, if V1 has a straight-line grid- 
voltage/anode-current characteristic. .

With the range switch in the posstion shown in Fig. 11 
the full-scale deflection corresponds to a difference frequency 
of 18 c/s between the outputs of MuJtiplier 1 and Multiplier 
2, which is equivalent to 1 part in 105. in the other two 
aositiont the full-scale deflections are 1 part: in 106 and 
1 part in 107.

An alarm circmt is provided which can be set to operate 
at any difference frequency in the range 3 to 10 parts in 106.

Conclusion
It can be seen that the “621-Series” equipment has been 

dttigned espelCally for main stations in which large numbers 
of carrier and coaxiaa. circuits will be terminated. The 
emphasis throughout has been, where potsiblt, on providing 
equipment of tried designs, and, since failure of one com - 
ponent may rtsuit in the failure of several thousand 

circuits, a comprehensive moni
toring and standby scheme is 
provided. The continuous moni
toring of standby equipment, 
and the division of the whole 
equipment into blocks that may 
be changed over mdependentiy, 
further guards against the likeli
hood of system failure.

In smaHer systems there may 
not be the same need for guarding 
against failure, and there Wil not 
be the need for a large number of 
outlets; the 621-Series equipment 
may be simplified relatively easHy 
until a balance is struck between 
the facilities required and the 
provision of equipment. The 621- 
Series geneeating equipment for 
the largest stations, with the simp
lified schemes for smaller stations, 
will, it is thought, provide the 
standard carrier generating equip
ment in all carrier and coaxial 
stations for many years.
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The Laboratory Production of Large 
Water-Soluble Crystals

U.D.C. 548.5:537.228.1
E A. TAYLORT

Under present supply conditions natural quartz crystal is the material most commonly used for the production of the piezo-electric resonators 
used m filters, oscUlators, etc. There are, hwwevee, a number of materials from which synthetic crystals having useful piezo-eleccric 
characteristics can be produced m the taboratory and the author describes successful production methods developed at the Research Station 

in recent years.

Introduction
URING the years immediately following the second wrild war, interest in practical applications of piezo
electric phenomena led to a study of the properties 

and methods of production of a wide range of pifzw-electric
materials. One cause of this acf:t'vi_tyhias been expressed as 
follows^ ‘‘Lookrngto the future,the quartzvibratoris now a 
vital component for radio and line communication systems. 
When a component becomes rsisnttal, an adequate source 
of raw material must be found. At present, the sources of 
satisfactory piezo-elecfric quartz are few in number............ 
The pwssibility, however remote, of the consumption of the 
reserves of suitable natural quartz crystal raises the 
question of the artificial growth of quartz crystal and of 
other suitable pifzo-electric materiaa which can be produced 
on a commercial scaae.’”

The Research Branch of the Poss: Office has made some 
contribution to the second part of this question, particularly 
as regards the practicabbilty of using water-soluble crystals 
as replacements for quartz in crystal fil'lcrs;.2 Crystals 
studied in detail, and grown in some quantity, were sodium 
chlorate, sodium bromate, potassium dihydrogen phosphate 
(KDP), dipotassium tartrate (DKT), ethylene diamine 
tartrate (EDT) and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate 
(ADP). The last named, as well as being a pwisiblf material 
for crystal filters, is of interest as an alternative to Rochelle 
salt; for example, in microphones for hearing-aids. These 
researches have now been concluded and the information 
stored against posssble future requirements.

The techniques that have been evolved for producing, or 
“‘growing’", these crystals in the laboratory owe something 
to art as weU as to science and it is thought that the brief 
general account which follows will be of interest to readers 
of the Journal.

Choice of Method
The four genera! ways by which large crystals may be 

grown are,
(i) by slow cooling of a melt,

(ii) by controlled evaporation of a sohution,
(iii) by continuous circulation of a sooution which deposits 

some of its solute in a constant-temperature “growing
chamber'” and is replenished in a “strengthening- 
chambef” containing excess solute at a ^Hglh;ly higher 
temperature, and

(iv) by controlled coooing of a saturated sohution.
Of these methods, the first is fspectally appropriate to 

materials for which there is no satisfactory sol’vnlt:; the 
second is useeul for substances with a greater sDolubil'ty in 
cold than in hot soovent, e.g. lithium sulphate in water; and 
the third has important advantages in cwmmerctid pro
duction because the amount: deposited during a run is not 
limited by the amount in sohution at the start. For smafl- 
icalr production of water-soluble substances with suitable 
trmperalturelsoluUility curves the fourth method seems on 
balance the best, and was, in fact, the only one used by the 
Post Office.

1 Senior Experimental Officer, Post Office Research Station.
1 Vigoureaux, P., and Booth, C. F. Quartz Vibrators and their

Applications. Chapter 24. H.M.S.O., 1950.
“ Corke, R. L. Crystal Filters. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 37, p. 113, Jan

1945; Vol. 38, pp. 7, 39, 76, 1945. ’

Conditions for Successful Growth

It is common for chemissry students to grow large crystals 
of materials (such as copper sulphate pentahydrate) chosen 
for the readiness with which they show a characteristic 
cryst! shape. A seed crystal is hung from a thread, or 
supported on a platform, in a saturated sohution, which is 
then allowed to cwoW or evaporate slowly.

It was soon evident that variants of such simple means 
would not give large enough flrwlcsi crystals for the 
present purpose. Suspensson threads tested included fine 
platinum wire, nylon monofil and human hair; none seemed 
suitable. It was found that esssnrial factors for success 
were,

(a) to control the composstion of the sohution fairly 
exactiy. For a particular mrtnual certain additives 
may be harmless or even beneficca!; others, when 
present in very low concentratiwn, can prevent good 
growth,

(6) to stairt with perfect crystal seeds,
(o) to support the seeds in such a way as neither to 

encourage the formation of spontaneous new seeds 
(as thread supports normaHy do), nor to hamper the 
growth of certain faces (as resting on a platform may 
do) ,

(d) to control temperature fluctuations at any time to 
within a small part of 1°C, and to eff^clt a gradual 
mean temperature fall, perhaps as ssowly as 0-1°C per 
day, and

(e) to keep the sooution stirred at such a rate as to avoid 
stagnation effects at any growing crystal surface.

Preparation of Solutions

For some substances, e.g. sodium chlorate and sodium 
bromate, suitable solutiwns were made by dissooving 
cwmmerctall|y pure crystals or powder in distilled water, and 
filtering. ADP and KDP swlutions could be ^imilai'ly made, 
but: had to be checked to ensure very low iron content, 
because a small amount will cause the crystals to taper.

The best available commrrctal DKT was found to need 
re-crystalhsation before it would provide a sooution capable 
of giving good large crystals. A further point about this 
soution was that as made by merely dissolving the purified 
solid in water it gave relatively spin<d;y crystals; if adjusted 
in pH value by the addition of potassium hydroxide it gave 
squat-shaped ones more suitable to the purpose for which 
they were required. (Compare Figs. 1 and 2.)

EDT could not be bought, and its sooution was made by 
ccmbmation of ethylene diamine with aqueous tartaric 
acid. The resuEing sooution had to contain about 65 per 
cent. of EDT: the reactants were therefore highly concen
trated, and it was necessary to mix with care, as a great dnrl 
of heat is evolved by the reaction.

The EDT sooution, alone of those used in the work 
described here, is somewhat unstable. Decomposition 
products graduafly accumulate, and the sooution could not 
be used for more than two or three batches. (With the 
other materials a sooution could be used any number of 
times, being strengthened, filtered if necessaay, and adjusted 
in temperature, at the end of each batch.) Because of the 
high cost of ethylene diamine and of tartaric acid much
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Fig. 1.—DKT Crystals, Grown in a Solution to Which no 
Potassium Hydroxide has been added.

Fig. 2.—DKT Crystals, Grown in a Solution to which 
Potassium Hydroxide has been added.

work was done on recovering the EDT from spent solutions, 
so as to store it in its stable solid form.

Preparation and Mounting of Seeds
Preparation.

Seeds up to 2~3 mm. across were usually easy to get by 
allowing a slightly tupersaluratrd solution to stand in a 
wide, covered vessel. A proportion of the seed crystals 
not suitable for mounting directly would be nursed up in 
size by a few days' immersion in very slightly tupersalurated 
solutirn.

At a later stage, after some large clear crystals had been 
obtained, the most convenient seeds were plates cut from 
the best of them. This is r3Jpeciilll;y true of those types of 
crystal which grow predominantly along one axis, i.e. which 
show a tendency to grow longer and longer but with little 
thickening. The necessary increase in the other two axes 
could be obtained by several successive runs, the seeds for 
each run being plates, perpendicular to the long axis, cut 
from the crystals at the end of the previous run.

Alonnting.
Fig. 3 illustrates three ways of supporting the seeds of 

different substances. Al represents a sodium chlorate seed 
stuck to the top of a glass pedestal by a film of wax;B1, a 
KDP seed which is a push fit in a hole cut in a sheet of 
plastic (the fit is made easier by the habit: of KDP crystals 
to taper from the centre towards both ends; and C1, 3 
sodium bromate seed with a hole drilled to fit a tapered 
ttainlett-strrr wire. A2, B2 and C2 give an idea of the sort 
of growth of the clear crystal, around the seeds, hoped for— 
and sometimes obtained.

Fig. 3.—-MIounting op Seed Crystals.

For growing EDT and DKT from cut plates, holes were 
drilled in a side face of the plate to take a double support 
of two stout stainless-steel wires, sheathed in thin plastic 
tubing where they entered the crystal. Drilling the crystal 
was a tricky job, and even after much experience some 
plates were rejected at this stage because of cracks; even 
worse, some apparennty good ones grew into crystals spoiled 
by mysterious cracks thought (without proof) to be caused 
by stresses set up during the drilling.

Much effort was spent in trying to stick the seed plates to 
bakelite platforms, thus avoiding the need to drill. 
Araldite 101 was the fixative thought to be best, but. even 
with apparently flawless seed plates many of the crystals 
cracked during growth. As differences in coefficient of 
expansion might: be a cause, trials were next: made with the 
seeds tied to the platforms: nylon and terylene threads, 
also platinum and molybdenum wires, were all tried as ties, 
but the cracking was always worse than with stuck-on seed 
plates. A more successful ideawas to interpose between the 
seed and the bakelite a piece of %-in. flexible rubber sheet, 
using Araldite to fix rubber to bakelite, and seed plate to 
rubber. With this system, cracks of the sort attributed to 
mounting stresses were seldom met, and the method was 
standardised for the relatively large-scale apparatus for 
EDT and DKT described later.

Temperature Control

In early experiments it was hoped that ordinary 
laboratory ovens or incubators, with a temperature con
stancy of about T%°C, would allow good growth, in sealed 
vessels, of saturated solutions if manual adjustments to the 
thermostats (minimum possible adjustment about -—1°C) ’ 
were made at appropriate intervals. When this hope failed 
two sets of apparatus were arranged for finer temperature 
control. These were known as the hot-air rocking box and 
the hot-water bath, and will be briefly described.
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HoiMir Rocking Box.
This comprised a wooden case 54 in. X 30 in.< 28in. 

with an inner lining of bakelite sheet, the 3-in. space 
between the two being filled with granulated cork. Two 
doors occupying most of a long wall gave good access. To 
allow inspection of the contents Wthout disturbing the 
temperature, a double glass window was provided in an 
end-wall; an internal viewing lamp, permanentiy on, was 
part of the heating system. An elecfiric fan mounted on the 
roof, with its motor outside but blades inside the box, gave 
very good air circulation. Boosting heat was provided by 
tubular lamps mounted verticaly on the walls and switched 
by a bi-metallic thermostat acting through a hot-wire relay. 
In spite of the inherent faults of any thermostat in which 
air is the medium conveying the heat—faults arising from 
the low heat: capacity of the medium and consequent 
operating lag—the arrangement: gave control to ¿O-UC, 
with good stabihty.

To provide for mechanicaa adustmeit of mean tempera
ture, the thermostat control knob was coupled through 
several stages of worm-gearing to an electric motor-. 
Running continuously, the moto’ would have driven the 
spindle at about: three revolutions per year, corresponding 
to a temperature drop of 1°C per day; to slow this rate 
down the motor was controlled through a thermal switch 
which gave a short-time switching cycle with any deshred 
on/off ratio. Thus any rate of temperature fall up to a 
maximum of 1°C per day could be smiotthy attained.

Hot-Water Bath.
The lOO-gaUon galvanized-ii-on tank used as a hot-water 

bath was equipped with,
(a) two immersion heaters with a parallel-series switch 

to give either 4 kW or 1 kW;
(1) a %h.p. motor stirrer with a 4-in. rotor;
(c) a toluene bulb thermostat with a proportioning head 

operating through an electronic relay;
((1 ) a constant-level device to replace water lost by 

evaporation;
(e) thermometers; and
(f) suitable stands, with or without rocking devices, for 

glass vessels.
The uniformity and constancy of temperature in this bath 

were excellent. Except very near to the heaters, water 
temperatures from one part to another differed by not more 
than a few hundredths of 1°C; and in the central working 
space no variation was visible on a Beckmann thermometer 
during intervals of several hours, showing that fluctuations 
were not more than about 0-001°C.

The thermostat is based on a mercury-toluene bulb. To 
arrange for a steadily falling temperature the bulb was 
modified by the addition of a side, tube through which an 
accurately machined piston-and-cylinder was able to force 
extra mercury into the bulb. Motion of the piston was 
effected by a clock-motor through appropriate gears, and 
since the motor voltage was supplied through the thermal 
switch a smooth temperature decrease at any desired rate 
between, say, 0-05" and 1°C per day could be provided 
with precision.

The general layout of the bath is shown diagrammatically 
in Fig. 4.

For EDT and DKT, which were grown on a scale rather 
too large to permit immersion in the water bath, it was 
luckily found that a lower order of thermostat accuracy 
was sufficient. Bulbs based on the umaa mercury-toluene 
pattern were designed for immersion in the individual 
vessels of saturated solution; they were of such dimensions 
that 1°C temperature. change would cause about 2% cm. 
movement of the mercury meniscus in a 1%mm. tube, and

Fig. 4.—Hot-Water Bath.

were provided with a side-bulb to allow instantaneous 
readjustments of mercury level in the tube.

The steel needle making contact with the mercury surface 
was mounted in a threaded rod, the rotation of which, by 
carrying the needle downwards, caused a steady fall in the 
mean temperature. Rotation of the rod was effected by a 
clock-motor whose l-r.p.m. spindle operated through a 
worm and 38-tooth gear-wheel. The thread on the rod 
being 60 to the inch the maximum movement rate of the 
needle-point was 1 in. (equivalent to 1°C) in 38 x 60 
minutes. By putting a thermal switch in the clock-motor 
circuitt the movement was reduced to the necessary amount, 
generally between 0-1 and 0-2 in. per day.

At its best, this simple thermostat was of much greater 
precision than was needed; with a good mercury meniscus 
it was.responsive to changes of less than 0-01°C. Because 
stirring in the tanks of sooution could not be vigorous, there 
would have been a subssantial operating lag—enough to 
cause swings of ±0-25°C—but: this was .almost completely 
eliminated by direct radiant heat on the thrrmoiSal.bulb. 
The lamp providing the radiation was in parallel with the 
booster heater, and by causing premature switching-off it 
ensured that the heat input: was always by short pulses with 
no over-shooting.

The chief defect of the thermostat was that the mercury 
meniscus became dirty. Part:l;y through the snaU but 
frequent “breaking” spark at the surface—suppression of 
which by simple devices led to worse troubles and was 
abandonee—and partly through atmospheric dust, a degree 
of “'tailing” was usuaffy present after a few months. This 
caused a loss of precision, but not to a serious extent; it was 
exceptional for short-term swings to exceed 7|O-0°°C.

Stirring the Solution
The hot-air box was suspended in a massive wooden 

cradle and could be rocked longitudina^y, through an angle 
of 7° each side of its mean (horizontal) posfition, at about 
30 cycles per minute. Glass vessels in the box could there
fore be kept in continuous movement in a way which is the 
most effective for growing ADP and KDP. In these, 
deposition occurs predominantiy on the pyramid! end
faces and is favoured by placing the seeds lengthwise to the 
direction of rocking so that the solution laps over the 
growing faces. A similar rocking action was arranged in the 
hot-water bath.

Other types of crystal grow better with more emphatic 
stirring, and the general procedure adopted was to mount: 
the seeds on arms extending horizontally from a vertical 
spindle centially placed in the vessel. A suitable method of 
rotating the spindle first one way and then the nthrr 
ensured adequate motion of the crystals relative to the 
soonGon.
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‘Vessels and Associated Apparatus
The first vessels used were beakers and glass boxes which 

could be covered in such a way as to prevent evaporation. 
For immersion in the hot-water bath Kilner jars were found 
convenient because they are easy to make water-tight. 
Such vessels were sometimes static, sometimes rocked; one 
crystal was grown in each, in a volume of 1-2 litres.

The next stage was the modification of glass desiccators, 
holding 2% litres. Through the hole in the lid was clamped 
a rubber-sealed brass tube to act as the bearing for a 
central spindle which could be rotated by a clock motor: 
the seed crystal was carried on an arm at the bottom of the 
spindle. A specially designed toggle clamp held the lid in 
place to permit immersion in the hot-water bath. After the 
inadequacy of unvarying rotation had been proved, a 
simple means of reversing the rotation was incorporated.

Increasing somewhat the scale of working, Pyrex glass 
cylindrical tanks were next used of various sizes up to 
37 litres capacciy. It was in these that most of the 
useful crystals were produced. Each tank was provided 
with a lid in gear bakeHte, clamping down over a rubber 
gasket. Holes in the lid allowed for the ert::ry of the spindle 
carrying the arms on which the seeds were mounted, the 
thermostat controller (mercury-toluene bulb), a thermo
meter (usuaaly 0-50°C graduated in fifths), a funnel for 
pouring solution, siphon tubes, etc. The spindle was 
mounted slightly off-centre to give the optimum use of the 
space left after the thermostat bulb had been inserted. 
In the smaller (20-litre) tank there were four crystal
bearing arms in two pairs at 90° to each other. Each large 
tank had three arms as noahy as posssble on one levd and 
at 120° to each other, with a similar trio higher up the 
spindle displaced 60° relative to the lower ones.

Stirring was done by a 3&-h.p. motor on the lid, with 
a worm gear to give a spindle speed of 20 r.p.m. Cam- 
operated sets of contacts repeatedly changed the mains 
connections to the motor terminals, and hence the direction 
of rotation, with a complete cycle time of one minute.

Unfortunately, no small motor was found which would 
run smooohly under these conditions for 24 hours per day, 
for many months. Vibration always developed. It was 
therefore arranged to rotate the spindle by a flexible drive. 
The power uni."t was a three-phase %-h.p. motor, operating

a shaft from which branched separate flexible drives for six 
tanks, each drive coming through a 15 : 1 reduction gear
box. Cam-driven contacts allowed for rotation reversals, 
with the necessary dead time between, each half-minute. 
A tank unit: is shown in Fig. 5.

Crystal Growing Run
Geneed Pi'ocrd■urr.

In this and the remaining sections, any details given 
relate particularly to growing EDT. For other substances 
there would be minor variations, e.g. in the range of 
temperatures.

A suitable amount of supersaaurated solution was kept 
at 55°C :1 {°C for as long as conveeieet—preferably at least 
a week—with occcsional shaking. If dfpositiot did not 
begin spontaneously during the first day it was induced by 
the addition of a pinch of pure powdered EDT. The day 
before the run was to begin the solution, by that time almost 
preciseey saturated at 55°C, was caI•efull.y decanted from 
the drpositrd sooid into clean pre-heated flasks, which 
were then put into an oven at 57°C.

Also on the day before the start, the seed crystals were 
secured to the spindle, the tank unit assembled, its lid 
screwed down, and heat applied to raise the temperature 
slowly, reaching 57°C by the next morning. The sohition 
was then poured through the hole provided, which was 
corked immediately afterwards. Being slighhily unsaturated 
at 57C° the sooution began to dissolve the seeds, thus 
removing any loose fragments which might otherwise have 
acted as nuclei for wrongly oriented growth. The tempera
ture was reduced in the course of three or four hours to 
a point at which growth was just beginning, probably a little 
above 55C°. Close scrutiny, with speccal lighting, enabled 
this point to be determined fairly accurately after some 
experience; it was shown either by a fluffiness of the 
growing faces, or by a characteristic brightness where 
faces met.

During the growth period the bath was examined each 
day, and its temperature recorded. Cooling was arranged 
at a rate based primarily on the ratio of growing crystal 
surfaces to volume of solution. The rate, usually between 
0-1 and 02°C per day, was modified as needed after 
observation of the amount and quahty of growth.

When the temperature had fallen to 41°C or when the 
growing crystals had used up the available space, the 
sohution was siphoned from the tank and the system 
allowed to cool slowly for 24 hours. When at atmospheric 
temperature, the crystals were removed, dried and wrapped 
for storage until required.

Trmpkraturr Range.
Work on EDT was begun with the temperature range 

genetaUy used for other materials, i.e. about 36-22°C. After 
a promising start it was found that the crystals had suddenly 
begun to grow much faster, and to change their shapes. 
Tests showed that the new form, which once introduced was 
the product invariably obtained under the conditions so far 
used, was a hydrated EDT, unstable to moderate heat or 
to low relative humidity. This same unexpected trans
formation apparenCy occurred in each laboratory where 
work was done independency on EDT. At about the time 
that this was observed by the author, the explanation was 
published in U.S.A. where intensive study of EDT had 

■ aheady been going on for some years. The substance has 
a critical temperature of 41°C; above this the desired 
anhydrous form, below it a hydrated form, is stable in 
contact with the saturated solutiot. This knowledge 
naturally led to a choice of temperature range entirely 
above 41° for growing; once away from contact with the 
solution, the anhydrous materiaa is the more stable variety.Fig. 5.—Cylindrical Glass Tank used for Growing Crystals.
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Normal and Abnormal Growth

An ideal EDT crystal is shown in Fig. 6. If it is arranged 
that all the surface of such a crystal is equaUy exposed to 
a slightly supersatiirated solution of EDT, depositlion 
proceeds almost entirely on the faces marked (1T0) and

x.v,z. are rectahcuuar. co-ordinayes.
AB.c, are crystal axes. ■

Fig. 6.—Ideal Form of EDT Crystal.

(110). Thus there is a much greater proportionate increase 
in length than in breadth or thickness, and a much faster 
length growth in one sense than in the other. This is an 
instance of the individualistic behaviour of crystals; most 
substances grow more syInIneSricaUy, but each must be 
studied separately to find its habits.

With working degrees of supeesaturation, typical length 
increase is about: 1 mm. per day. The fastest flawless 
growth recorded was 2—2% mm. per day.

A cut piece of crystal used as seed must first develop its 
natural faces before normal growth begins. Referring to 
Fig. '7, if a plate cut as in A (a so-called Y-cut plate, i.e.

Fig. 7.~-Growth of EDT Crystal.

one perpendicular to the Y axis) is suspended in a suitable 
sohitioR it will acquire peaks on both sides as in B. 
Invariably most of the deposEed material during this 
“capping” stage is cloudy; thereafter clear growth is possible 
and may lead to the shape shown in C. For a given degree 
of supersaturation the growth rate during capping is much 
faster than during normal growth.

In the ideaa EDT crystal the long edges are parallel, but 
in fact most large crystals show some tapering towards the 
apex. It is well known that crystal tapering in general can 
be caused by specific impurities and that in EDT one of 
the verified causes is an utdriy low pH value. With 
sooution made as described earlier, and adjusted to pH 
7-0-7-5, tapering was ususaHly negligible, but well-shaped 
crystals were also grown from direct s^lutions of sohd 
EDT, the pH of which was 6-3-6-5.

OccationaUy, for no known reason, a crystal grew several 
times as fast as normal. The high speed was always , 
associated with cloudy growth and bad shape. It was 
liable to happen while good growth was at the same time 
occurring on other crystals in the same bath. Such 
abnormal growth was particularly noticed on crystals in 
which the Z dimension exceeded the X, and seed pieces with 
that shape were therefore later avoided.

Another common growth-irreguiarity was the occurrence 
of thin sheets of cloudy material paralid to the growing 
[(110) and (110)] faces, to describe which the word 
""veils’” was used. Veils follow any sufficiently sharp or 
prolonged discontinuity of growing conditions, especiahy of 
temperature or stirring. They may also be caused by 
mschanical shock to the growing faces. This happened 
occas’onaUy through impact by minute fragments of 
drifting crystal which had ether become detached from a 
main crystal or had arisen by spontaneous nucleation. 
(The extreme ^enth:tvit:y of the growing faces was proved 
by the inducing of such veils through gentle stroking with 
a rubber-covered glass rod.) The cause of a veil having been 
orcs removed, clear growth could usuaUy be re-established, 
and the veils were not found to spread other before or 
after remo•val of the crystals from the solution.

Cracks were a source of much trouble, but became 
steadily less frequent as a resuit of “selective breeding” and 
of practice in technique. In DKT and some other materials 
there are pronounced cleavage plates and a crack tends to 
split the crystal parUd to orc face: EDT cracks, in contrast, 
have usuaUy a sharp curvature. As the crystal grows the 
crack usuaUy extends into the new growth, but, because of 
the curvature, it terminates on an external face, after which 
further growth may be flawless. It was found poss’ble to 
make an artificial termination of a troubeesome crack by 
deliberate production of a veil, but only at the risk of 
upsetting the growth in other ways.

Conclusions
The above brief account may suggest that this growing 

of crystals was a dull business of waiting upon an imper
ceptibly slow natural process. Certainly patience was 
needed; at attempt to speed up the process was likely to 
ruin it. There were, however, highlights; for example, it was 
discovered orc morning that the floor of a glass tank had 
cracked, and during the tight had allowed abouti20 litres 
of hot saturated EDT sohition to run over the bench and 
the floor. Having cooled, it was whet found a remarkably 
messy mixture of syrupy liquid and smaU crystals.

It a lesser way every batch had its own crises—the first 
observable growth, the end of capping, the “htrvesting”— 
as well as the possibility of aberrations. As the best of these 
large crystals, seen in a sparkling sohution or immediately 
after withdrawal, had the beauty of oversize polished 
diamonds, it was almost with regret that they were handed 
over to be cut up.
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The Dover-Deal Experimrntal Cable h c s. hayes, m.i.e.eT
Part 1.—Description of Cable, Factory Tests, Installat:on and Jointing
U.D.C. 621315.221.8:678.742.2:621.315.53

A cable with polythene sheath and paper-instated, aluminium conductors has been installed as an experiment between Dover and Deal. 
Provision is made for passsng dry gas or air through the cable if its insulation resistance falls due to molecuuar peneeration of water 
vapour through the sheath. Also, a pressure of air is maintained in the cable so that faults in the cable sheath can be detected. Part 1 
of this article describes the cable, gives the resuuts of tests on factory lengths, including pneumatic resistance, and describes the inittllttimn 
and jointing of the cable. Part 2 will conclude the article by describing the measurements of gas flow characteristics during mstlllatimn, 

the gas-drying and gas-pressure arrangements and the resuuts of tests on a loading-cooi section and on the completed cable.

Introduction

POLYTHENE, good as it is in preventing the passage of 
moitture, is by no means a perfect barrier to molecules 
of water vapour', and it is generafiy recognised that only 
a complete metallic sheath, such as lead or aluminium, can 

effectively bar the infiltration of molecular moisture into the 
dry paper insulation of a telephone cable. On the other hand 
it is common knowledge that low insulation resistance in a 
paper-insulated cable, due to the presence of traces of 
dampness within the diele^ciric, can often be brought up to 
normaa by “gassing,” i.e. bypassing dry air or other suitable 
gas through the cable. Thus it should be posssble, choosing 
the rightt conditions, to counter any fall in the insuhdion 
resistance of the paper within a polythene-sheathed cable by 
gasssng, either continuously or at intervals, and this 
basicafiy is the idea underlying the Dover-Deal, cable 
experiment. The cable has paper-wrapped aluminium con
ductors enclosed in a polythene sheath. It is not intended to 
“gas’ from the outset but to observe the rate at which the 
insulation falls, the changes which resuR in the trans
mission characteristics of the cable pairs, and the effects on 
working circuits. If it becomes clear that the proper 
working of the circuits is likely to be affected, the gasssng 
arrangements, all held in readiness, wifi be brought into use.

The cable is also being kept permanentiy under gas (dry 
air) pressure to enable defects in the sheaith or sheatii joints 
to be detected and cleared. In this way it is hoped to 
differentiate between localised low insulation due to .shralh 
defects and general low insulation resuRing from the slow 
ingress of molecular moisture through the sound cable 
sheath. The gas under pressure within the cable is not 
expected to have any mateaid effeact on the rate of ingress 
of molecular moisture through the polythene sheaUi.

The experimental cable was brought into service in
June 1955.

Description of the Cable

Route and Pair Distribution.
A straight line diagram of the cable, which is balanced 

and loaded with 88-mH coils at 2,000 yd. (nominal) sparing,
KINGSDOHN

54 PAIRS
5 402 m -56B4m

LOADING POINTS. (LPI-7 &5A 88mH 
" " ‘ (LP6A&8 44mH 

m LP6A
4fiC0IL

®LP5A

1J27^.,I48 ^149 ¿HM. 004,^

Fig. 1.—Diagram M- the Dover-Deal Experimental Cable.

is shown in Fig. 1. There are 54 pairs between Dover 
and Deal with a 28-pair spur into Kingsdown. The con
ductors are of aluminium of a standard gauge chosen to 
have approximately the same resistance per mile as 20-lb. 
copper conductors. For practically the whole of its length 
the cable was drawn over one, two, or, in some sections, 
three other cables in the same way of the multiple duct. 
This is really a fortunate feature because, although the cable 
diameter is rather greater than that of a conventional 
copper-paper-lead cable, the larger diameter does not, to 
any extent, lead to the wasteful use of duct space for, over 
much of the length, insufficient duct space would have 
remained to accommodate a further cable even if the 
smaller conventional cable had been used.

Before the route was finally chosen for the trial, the noise 
levels on selected pairs in an existing lead-covered cable 
between Dover and Deal were measured. These were found 
to be so low that, when due allowance was made for the 
absence of the screening lead sheath on the experimental 
cable, there was clearly no risk of noise intei'feience. It may 

. be of interest to add that similar tests made on a number of 
cable routes known to be parallel to power lines or electric 
railways, or both, indicated that on about 5 per cent. only 
of these would omission of the screen have appreciable 
adverse effect at the present time. This estimate may 
require review when railway eleccrification becomes more 
general.

Features of Cable Make-up and Design.
The principal features of the make-up of the cable are 

shown in Fig. 2. For purposes of comparison some details 
are given in the figure for the equivalent copper-paper-lead 
cable with 20-lb. conductors (0-036 in. diameter).

The experimental cable core is of normal star-quad 
conssruction with 0-044 in. diameter semi-annealed alu- 
minimum conductors, which leads to the use of the designa
tions 54/-044 and 28/-044 for the main and spur cables. 
Around the core are two layers of paper and two open 
helical lappings of 2-mi1 aluminium tape applied to break 

joint. This tape was included because it was 
felt it might be dessrable to stabilise the 
capacitances to earth of the wires and it also 
facilitated the testing of the polythene ^heatsh 
in the factory. As it is so thin, the tape pro
vides negligible screening of the circuits against; 
variations in extraneous magnetic fields but, 
as already stated, interference from such 
fields is not a problem on this route.

It had been found from early measurements 
made on lead-sheathed cable that the pneu
matic resistance of a cable, as would be 
expected, varies greatly with the compactness 
of the core and the space existing between the 
core and the sheath. In this case it was dessred ' 
to have as low a pneumaaic resistance as was 
compatible with a good make-up, and a degree 
of looseness was aimed at in the design to give

TAsssstant Staff Engineer, External Plant and 
Protection Branch, E.-in-C.'s Office.
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(a) Experimental 54-pair Polythene-Sheathed Cable, with 0-044-in. diameter 
Aluminium Conductors. (Overall diameter: 1'27 in.)

(7) Conventional 54-pair Lead-Sheathed Cable, with 0-036-in. diameter Copper 
Conductors. (OveraU diameter: 0-94 in.)

Fig. 2.-—Cable Make-up.

a mutual capacitance somewhat lower than normal. The 
mean mutual capacitance attained was about 0-063 micro
farads per mile.

To enable the pneumatic resistance to be kept: under 
review during manufacture, the specification called for its 
measurement on every length, and the values obtained are 
included in the summary of the factory-length test figures 
which are referred to later.

For the purposes of the experiment, the resistance to gas 
flow of a length of cable in which a pressure of 10 lb/sq. in. 
at one end produces a steady flow of gas of 10 cu. ft./hr. at 
the other when open to the atmosphere, was taken as the 
Unit of Pneumatic Resistance (u.p.r.). Strictly, all values 
of pneumatic resistance should have been at, or corrected 
to, a standard temperature and pressure, but this was not 
considered necessary as any such correction would have been 
small compared with experimental error.

The polythene sheath, which is a light pink in colour, is 
approximately 100 mils in thickness for the 54-pair cable 
and 80 mils for the 28-pair cable. Grade 2 polythene 
containing about 10 per cent:. P.I.B. (polyisobutylene) and 
a smafl quarhtity of anti-oxidant, 0-1 pa cent., was used for 
the extrusion. Carbon black was omitted as it was felt that 
its inclusion might:, to some extent, increasethe permeability 
of the sheath to water vapour. Once the cable was in situ 
no deterioration due to the action of light; in the absence of 
the carbon black.was anticipated but, to avoid any such 
poSsibillty during transport, the outer convolutions of the 
cable on the drums were covered with stout: papa and the 
drums were kept: closely battened to prevent the cable from 
being exposed to sunlight.

Weight and Cost of Matends.
As indicated by the relative densities shown in brackets,

the principal component materials of the experimentnl
cable, polythene (0-9) and aluminium (2-7) are much
lighter than their lead (11-4) and copper (8-9) counter
parts. The net result of this is that the cxperimental cable
is only about one-third the weight of the corresponding

54/20 P.C.Q.T. copper-paper-lead cable. The actual weights 
of the components in a sample foot length of each are given 
in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Weights of Components ini a One-Foot Length of Cable

64IO44 Experimental Cable .»tandand 54/20 P.CjQ.iT. 
Copper-Papee-Lead Cable

Grams

Per
centage of 

Total 
Weight

Grams

Per
centage of 

Total 
Weight

Polythene Sheath

Aluminium Screen
96-6

6-8
41-3 
2-9

Lead Sheath 462-0 67-8

Aluminium Wire 89-1 38-1 Copper Wire 190-2 27-9
Paper and Cotton 41-5 17-7 Paper and Cotton 29-0 4-3. ■ ■ •--- ------- —

Total 231-0 100-0 Total 681-2 100'0

o ■ r - . 234-0Relative weights, (^.q = 34-4 per cent.

At the prices of materials which were current in the early 
part of 1955, and which are given approximately in Table 2, 
the total cost of the components of a factory length of the 
experimental cable is about two-thirds of that, of its copper- 
paper-lead equivalent. The costs of the polythene and lead 
for the sheaths are roughly the same, but the saving results 
from the use of aluminium instead of copper for the 
conductors (see Table 3). It must be emphasised that the 
production costs of the two types of cable are likd;y to be 
diferent and these would require comparing under similar 
stable conditions of manufacture before any true overall 
cost comparison of the two types of cable could be made.

'¡'ABLE 2
Prices of Materials used ini file Expeiinlental Cable

Materia Price Materia

Copper Wne.. ..
Lead.. .. ..
Paper, 0-0035 in. thick
Paper,0-005 11. thick

£400 per ton 
£100 per ton 
is. 9d. Per ib.
Is. 71d. perlb.

Cotton, 3/40, Coloured ..
Cotton, 4/10, White .. ..
Aluminium Wiie, 0-044 in. dia
Aluminium Tape, 0'002 in. thick 
Polythene +10percent. P.I.B.

Price

9s. 0d. perib, 
4s. 7%.per lib. 
£300 per ton 
3s.2d. peril*.
4s.3d. perib.

TABLE 3
Relative Cost of Cable Components (Materials Only)

54/044 Experimental Cable ^Standard 54/20 RCßbe
Copper-Paper-Lead Cable

Polythene .. . .
Aluminium Screen . .
Aluminium “Tire . .
Paper- and Cotton . .

60
3

3 s 
it

112

Lead . . . .

Copper Wi/e..
Paper and Cotton

iii

100*
10

171

* Arbitrarily assigned as 100 for purposes of comparison.
,, , 1 12 ....Ratio of values = —- = 66 per cent.171 r

F actory-Len-g/Zs Tests.
Perhaps the values of greatest interest in the summary of 

works tests, Table 4, are those for the resistance presented 
by the cable to the flow of gas; i.e., the pneumatic resistance 
figures. - However, as insulation, resistance, capacitance and 
capacitance-unbalance measurements are normally made on 
factory lengths of trunk and junction cables the figures for 
these are included for completeness.

The gas flow measurements were made on 27 nominaa 
500-yd. lengths of the 54/-044 cable and on three- other 
lengths of the 28/-044 cable, and the electrical measurements 
on 33 lengths, nominally 500 yd. long, of 54/-044 cable and 
on four other lengths of 28/-044 cable. The tapacitantc- 
unbalance figures are corrected as if they had been for 
176-yd. lengths.
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TABLE 4
Summary of Factory Tests (July 1954)

Insulation and Conductor Resistance

Pneumatic Resistance (Units of Pneumatic Resistance, u.p.r.) 
54/-044 cable. Average 4-2 for 500 yd. 
28/-044 cable. Average 6-3 for 500 yd.

Cable 
Size

Insulation 
Res ¡stance 

(megoSms/mile 
after 

electrification 
for one minute)

Conductor
Resistance. .

(ohms/wnre-nmle)

% Unbalance. 
(ResistaRce) 

between Wires 
of a Pair

Min. Max. Min. Max.

54/-044 22,000 47-8 44.9 1-79

28/-044 27,000 45-9 45-2 0-70

Mutual Capacitance (micro-farads per mile) 
54/044 .. Max. 0-0648 Mean 0-062% Min. 0-0608
28/-044 .. Max. 0-0625 Mean 0-0612 Min. 0-0606

Capacitance Unbalance (micro-micro-farads)

Cabk 
Size

Side/Side Pair/Pair Side/Earth

Max. Mean Max. • Mean Max. Mean

54/-044 84 21‘ 41 10 252 53
28/-044 28 19 27 6 127 49

For the pneumatic measurements an air pressure of 
10 Ib/sq. in. was maintained at the input end of the cable 
length above that at the output end and the resulting gas 
flow in cu.ft./hr. was measured with a gas flow-meter at 
the output end. For the 54-jpai.v cable the maximum rate 
of flow was 2-8 cu.ft./hr. through a length of 516 yd., and 
the minimum 1-8 cu.ft./hr. through a 502-yd. length. The 
average rate of flow for 500 yd. (correction for length on a 
linear basis) was 2-4 cu.ft./hr. The flows measured on the 
three lengths of the 28-pair cable, 480, 460 and 278 yd., were 
respectively 1-7, 1-7 and 3-0 cu.ft./hr.; say 1-6 for 500 yd. 
In u.p.r. the 500-yd. lengths of the 54-piar- and 28-pair 
cables thus had average values of pneumatic resistance of 
10/2-4 = 4-2 and 10/1-6 = 6-3 respeetiveey.

In the factory it was found convenient to measure the 
rate of gas flow on a direct-reading flow-meter. This 
instrument consists esssetially of a light float index con - 
tained in a tapering mdal tube whose intern! diameter is 
greatest at the top end. The gas passes up the tube and its 
flow raises the float. The higher the float goes, the less 
the lift because, owing to the taper, a greater proportion 
of the gas passes between the float and the tube side 
without exerting any lift. Thus the float attains a posStion 
of equHibrium and the height of the index above a datum is 
calibrated to give a direct measure of the rate of gas flow.

Installation and Jointing
After manufacture the cable was accommodated on’ 

drums of barrel diameter 36in. and flange diameter 60in. 
A nomina1■500 yd. was wound on each drum and the total 
weight of a full drum was approximately 13 cwt. (drum 
6 cwt., cable 7 cwt.). The weight of the same drum loaded 
‘with 500 yd. of 54/20 copper-paper-lead cable would have 
)been almost ^xact:l;y twice as much.

jellHng-in .
The light weight of the cable, the comparatively low

coefficient of friction between the polythene and the duct

Fig. 3.—Drawing-in the Cable.

or the other cables already in it, the cleanliness of the sheath 
itself, and the absence of the usuaa petroleum-jelly lubricant, 
all combined to make the working conditions for the 
installation staff exceptionafly good. Fig. 3 shows the 
drawing-in of a 350-yd. length off, a full drum. The facility 
of being able to cable direct from the vehicle was found to 
be a valuable one and the ease with which one man could 
support and guide quite a long length of cable between the 
vehicle and the jointing chamber allowed considerable 
latitude for positioning the vehicle.

The pulling-in rope was attached to the cable end by 
means of a standard cable grip, a metal spike being first 
driven into the end of the cable, see Fig. 4, to ensure that 
the main pull was taken by the conductors rather than by 
the sheath.

Fig. 4.—Spiking the Cable before Pulling-in.

Seating the Cable Ends.
The ends of the cable as sent out from the factory were 

sealed with wax, but when a cable length' was cut during 
installation, temporary seahng was effected by melting 
polythene strip, cut from short scrap lengths of cable, 
around the end of the cable by means of a blow-lamp flame, 
as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5.—Temporarily Sealing the End of the Cable.

Jointing.
In the main the jointing technique followed the standard 

method employed for polythene-insulated and polythene- 
sheathed cables described in a previous issue of this Journal.1 
The main differences and points of interest are outlined 
below.

Conductor Jointtin.—The alumiinium conductors, insu
lated with their paper wrapping, were jointed together 
exactly as if they had been of copper, except that the 
soldering process was substituted by electric arc welding. 
Fig. 6 shows the welding in progress. The bare portion

Fig. 6.—WTelding a Joint in the Aluminium Conductors.

of the twisted conductors is held near to the base of the 
twist with a pair of pliers connected to the negative 
terminal of a portable 24V battery of secondary cells, such 
as is normally used for lighting jointing chambers. The 
positive terminal of the battery is joined to a carbon rod 
electrode which is brought momentarily into contact with 
the tips of the twisted wir-es. The passage of the high 
current: melts the ends of the aluminium wires and makes 
a very satisfactory joint. The carbon rod electrode is 
lDonovan, J. G., and Lanfearr J. S. A New Method of Direct;

Underground Distribution. P.O.E.E.]., Vol. 46, p. 183, Jan. 1954.

enclosed in an insulating holder, about the size of a fountain 
pen, which can be seen in Fig. 6 in the right hand of the 
jointer, and this holder effectively shields the jointer's eyes 
from the intense light of the arc which forms at the instant 
of welding.

A specimen" of a conductor joint is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7.—A Welded Joint.

Fig. 8.—Ultrasonic Soldering Equipment.

Fig. 9.—Ooldering Aluminium Conductors to Copper 
Conductors.
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Although the above method of welding is very satis
factory for jointing aluminium wires, it is not completely 
reliable for joining aluminium wires to copper wires and 
thus, at the loading points, where the stub cables of the 
loading pots have copper conductors, the twists were 
soldered using the ultrasonic method. This equipment 
is shown in Fig, 8, and a closer view of the vibrating 
soldering bath in the jointer’s hand is shown in Fig. 9.

Sheath Joontin7.—The wire joints at each jointing point 
are housed in a brass sleeve 15in. long, 2%n. internal 
diameter and 0-064 in. thick, instead of in the more usual 
lead sleeve. This brass sleeve is covered by black expanded 
P.V.C. sleeving, which when cold dips on eaaily, but on 
warming with a blow-lamp flame contracts over the brass 
to a thickness of about 40 mils. The seaa between the brass 
sleeve and the polythene cable sheaah is effectively made 
by an annular rubber plug at each end which expands 
radiahy, inwardly against the polythene sheath and out

wardly against the inside of the brass sleeve, when four 
bolts are tightened up to exert pressure on the compression 
plates. A small brass sleeve, pressed into posstion under the 
polythene sheaa:li at the “neck-end” of the cable, provides 
reinforcement to res_st; the inward radiaa pressure exerted 
by the compressed rubber plug. The P.V.C. covered brass 
sleeve and one of the rubber plugs sandwiched between its 
two compression plates can be seen in Fig. 6. The smah 
square visible about half way along the sleeve is where the 
P.V.C. has been cut away in readiness for locaa pressure
testing of the joint when complete. The novel features are 
the use of brass for the sleeve and the expanded P.V.C. 
covering. Brass was chosen because it is fairly light and 
relatively cheap and it allowed the easy fixing with solder 
of the valves for pressure testing or gassing. Bags of silica
gel drying agenit are included in each joint.

(To be continued.)

Book Reviews
"'Studio Engineering for Sound Broadcasting,” A B.B.C.

Engineering Training Manual. Generaa editor: J. W. 
Godfrey. Iliffe & Sons, Ltd. 208 pp. 117 ill. 25s.

While this book has been compiled primarily to assist in the 
training of B.B.C. technical staff in the operationaa procedure 
at B.B.C. studio centres, it contains much that is of interest 
not only to those performing similar duties in other organi-- 
sations but also to those concerned with the provision and 
maintenance of line networks linking such studio centres. It 
is emphasised in the preface that the manual is intended for 
both engineering and non-engineering staff and that the 
technical levee is practical rather than academic. Much of the 
material is descriptive of current practice using particular 
equipments and operational procedures. The theoretical 
treatment is suitably limited to the purpose of the book; it 
outlines the technical principles underlying the detign, choice 
and use of the equipment described and clai-ifi.es some of the 
speccal problems involved.

The first chapter, of ten pages, explains the requirements of 
a broadcasstng chain and includes an introduction to B.B.C. 
standard methods, based on B.5. 530, 1948, used in diagrams 
to represent units of apparatus, components and their values.

The second chapter, 18 pages on transmission quantities, 
briefly mentions the application of decibel notation to the 
comparison of voltages across unequal impedances, distin
guished from the strict use of the decibee (db) to ratios of 
powers or ratios of voltages in equal impedances, by the use of 
the notation db(v). A section is included on the calculation of 
the voltage gains, in decibels, of amplifiers used under working 
conditions, with unmatched and unequal input and output 
impedances, by applying to the insertion gain between 
600 ohm source and load, corrections for impedance mismatch 
and input and output reflection lottet. This chapter also 
includes brief sections on distortion, noise and crosstaak.

The 23 pages of Chapter 3 deal with the acoustics of studios 
and halls and with the “'art” of arranging microphones 
accordingly and to meet the requirements of different types of 
programme. -

Chapter 4, 21 pages, deals mainly with the requirements of 
amplifying equipment for specific B.B.C. purposes and 
describes the types of amplifiers which have been designed to 
meet them. Assemblies of amplifiers with switching apparatus 
used for various types of programme sources are covered in 
Chapter 5 (24 pages). Chapter 6 (25 pages) describes the way 
in which control centres are equipped and used to receive 
programme contributions from various sources and direct: them 
to appropriate destinations.

The seventh chapter, of 38 pages, is devoted to programme
circuits on Post Office lines and includes brief discussions of
transmission on unloaded and loaded lines, carrier phantoms
and split-band carrier circuits, noise and crosstaik, delay
distortion, the relevant C.C.I.F. spectfications, repeaters, the
design of constant-resistance equalisers, temperature equah-

sation and circuit test equipment. To this chapter is appended 
a selection of seven references to textbooks and pu'blished 
papers.

Chapter 8 (13 pages) covers aural, visual and automatic 
monitoring devices, and includes a section on programme 
meters.

The final chapter, of 29 pages, deals with telephone and 
telegraph communication circuits over Post Office private 
wires between B.B.C. centres throughout the country. The. 
requirements and use of the network are discussed and an 
account in some detail is included of the various forms of 
signalling employed, including teleprinter working.

The book is not without a few misprints and errors in the 
text and the equations, but most of them will be readily 
apparent to the reader to whom they are of interest. For 
example: a factor V2 is missing from the equation at the top 
of page 23;on page 140 harmonic distortion figures are quoted 
as 37 db. and 25 db. and are stated to correspond to 0-6 per 
cent. and 5 per cent. distortion respeetiveey; and in section 
7.11.2 (page 159) the output levels of two types of audio 
frequency line test oscillators are given as 420 db.

A wide field is covered but the treatment, though adequate 
for many interests, is necessariiy brief, and for further details 

, of both technical principles and particular equipments reference 
is made throughout the text to a number of other B.B.C. 
engineering training manuals and supplements, and to B.B.C. 
technical instructions. It is understood that the B.B.C. is 
prepared to consider supplying copies of particular unpublished 
references on application to the Editor, Techmcal Instructions, 
B.B’C. Studios, Shireland Road, \V.9.

F. H.
I.P.Q.E.E. Library No. 2045.

"Wreeeess World F.M. Tuner.” S. W. Amos and C. G. 
Johnstone. Iliffe &Sons, Ltd. 14 pp. 12 ill. 25.

Now that the B.B.C.’s V.H.F. frequency-modulated 
broadcasting service is in operation in the London area, and 
its extension to other parts of the country is imminent, there 
must be many who are interested in the potsiibliiies of home
construction of suitable receivers.

This booklet, which is a reprint of articles which appeared 
in the Wreeesss World, takes the reader through the various 
stages in the dcsign of a tuner unit suitable for feeding an 
audio-frequency amplifier, and follows the discussion of the 
basis of the design with full constructional details.

The completed tuner, while perhaps not the most economicaa 
design possible, riglhtly avoids any “tricks” of circuit design 
and makes no undue demands upon the skill of the conssructor. 
The booklet makes available a sound design which can be 
recommended to the constructor, and gives an account of 
design procedure which is in itself of considerable interest.

G. F, S.
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The British Post Office Speaking 
Clock, Mark II*  R. L. SMITHT

Part 2.—Layout, Manufacture and.Testing of Equupment, and Packing for Export
U.D.C. 621.395.91

Part 1 of this article dealt with the design and performance of the Speaking Clock, Mark II. This, the second and final part, deals 
with the general layout of the instaHation, its manufacture, testing and packing for export.

General Layout of the Equipment

AS stated previoussy, each installation comprises two 
complete clocks, together with common equipment 
and auxiliary power supply. Each clock consists of 
an Announcing Machine, which is mainly mechanical, 

together with drive oscillators, amplifiers and correcting 
apparatus which are almost entirely electronic. This 
electronic equipment, plus the common equipment (which 
is also electronic), is mounted on ten 7-ft. high racks. 
Because of assoctalion of function, these racks were bolted 
together in pairs and eeccriccaiy interconnected to form 
five units before leaving the factory. The various items 
comprising the complete installaUrn at Melbourne (with a 
similar installation at Sydney) are thereeore:—

(a) Two announcmg machines.
((2) Five pairs of 7-ft. racks carrying deccronic equipment.
(o) Two Time-Signal Generators (mounted, with a 

control pane, on one table).
((1) Auxiliary power supply and control panel.
Fig. 4 shows how the first three of these items are 

arranged in the Clock Room. Item (d) is not shown because 
it is housed in a separate room. The five pairs of racks of 
electronic equipment are arranged in a U-formation with

CABLE CHASES

ANNOUNCING 
MACHINE 

B

ANNOUNCING 
MACHINE

22'

Fig. 4.—Lay-out of Clock Installation.
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the Announcing Machines and Time-Signal Generators 
closing the open end of the "U.” The racks are equipped 
with panels on the front only (except for some of the power 
supply units) and the fronts face inwards, as also do those 
of the Announcing Machines and Time-Signal Generators. 
Thus a maintenance engineer standing in the middle of 
this square formation can observe with ease the various 
meters, switches, indicator lamps, etc., on the racks, and 
also the operation of the mechanicaa equipment, without 
moving from his central position.

It will be seen from Fig. 4 that Osccilators A and B are 
mounted on Racks Nos. 1 and 10 and that these are at the 
ends of the "U.” Normally OscHlator A drives Clock A 
(carried on Racks 3 and 4) while Osccilator B drives Clock 
B (carried on Racks 7 and 8). OscUlator C (Rack 2) is 
normally spare and may be used to drive either clock if 
Osccilators A or B should fail. The changeover is accom
plished by plugs and sockets on Rack No. 9, which also 
carries the Monitor and Alarm equipment for all three 
oicillatrri. The two racks of Common Equipment (Nos. 5 
and 6) are conveniently placed between Clocks A and B. 
It wih also be seen that Announcing Machine A is placed 
opposite the electronic equipment of Clock A, while 
Announcing Machine B is opposite that of Clock B, the 
Time-Signal Generators being between the two Announcing 
Machines. An engineer starting up or making adjustments 
to either Announcing Machine is therefore able, merely by 
turning his head, to observe the results on the indicating 
instruments on the appropriate racks. He may also listen 
to the announcement on loudspeakers which are mounted 
at the top of racks Nos. 1 and 10 and which can be 
switched indepcndently to monitor various points in the 
system. The whole makes a pleasingly symmetrical 
arrangement of the two clocks about the common equip
ment.

It will be noticed that spaces have been left between the 
pairs of racks and also that there is what may appear to be 
waste space between the racks and the machines. The 
reasons for this are threefold. Firstl^y, it adds to ease of 
maintenance; secondly, it minimises fire risk; and thirdly, 
it allows a reasonable number of people to see the installation 
at one time. The last reason is important since the equip
ment obviously has exhibition value, because these are 
probably the most accurate Speaking Clock Installations in 
the world.

Arrangement of the Panels oil the Racks.
Certain general principles have been adopted in arranging 

the panels on the racks. These are:—
(a) No panels carrying controls or indicating instruments 

are mounted on the rear of the racks. In fact, only 
power supply panels are thus mounted, and this has 
been done only on racks where the front is already 
fully occupied.

* This article was published in the Telecommunication Journal of 
Australia (Vol. 10, No. 2, Oct. 1954) and is reproduced by kind 
permission of the Editor of that Journal.

1 Formerly Line Transmission Department, Telephone Manu - 
facturing Co., Ltd., St. Mary Cray, Kent, England, now with E.M.I. 
Engineering Development, Ltd., W'ells, Somerset, England.
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Fig. 5,—Arrangement of the Panels on the Racks.

(b) All power supplies (230V A.C. and 50V DC.) enter 
the racks via Mains and Battery Distribution Panels 
which are located at the bottom of the racks, there 
being one such panel for each par of racks. These 
panels carry switches, fuses and neon indicator lamps 
for the mains input: to the individual power units 
together with rack-isoAating switches. They also 
carry fuses for the 50V DC. supplies to the various 
panels and to the announcing machines.

(c) All 230V A.C. wiring has been run in conduit to 
reduce fire risk.

(d) All other electrical connections to the racks are made 
via Termination Panels, which are located at the tops 
of the racks. These panels carry tag blocks for the 
DC. and audio frequencies and coaxxal connectors 
where radio frequencies are involved. One Termina
tion Panel is pro
vided per rack.

(e) As far as possible, 
panels carrying in
dicating instru- 
ments have been 
grouped ' at eye 
level. No’ panel is 
closer to floor levee 
than one foot.

Fig. 5 shows the layout of 
the panels on all ten racks.
The Oscilloscope Pan! 

is perhaps worthy of 
speccal mention since it 
is basicafiy different from 
the other panels. It con
sists only of a metal hood, 
sprayed mat black in
side and fitted with doors 
at the front. There is an 
aperture at the rear of 
the hood through which 
the front of a standard 
double-beam oscilloscope 
projects. For normal use 
the oscilloscope, which is 
mounted on a trolley, is 
connected to the clock 
installation by a plug and 
socket. By means of 

controls on the panel situated immediatety below the 
Oscilloscope Panel, simultaneous displays of two wave
forms at various points in the system, or the progress of a 
timing correction, may be followed. If the oscilloscope is 
required for fault tracing in other parts of the equipment, 
it may be easfiy unplugged from the rack, wheeled out of 
its hood and brought round to the front of the equipment 
for use in the normal manno-.

Fig. 6 shows the two racks of Common Equipment with 
the Oscilloscope in pDsitiDn, but with the doors removed, 
and the covers of the other panels also removed. Fig. 7 
shows the two racks of Clock B with the covers in posstion.

Ptmd Design.
The principle of ease of maintenance has also been 

dominant in the design of the individual panels. To this 
end, care has been taken

Fim. 7.—CLOCK B.

that no component is 
obscured by another com - 
ponent and all soldering 
tags have been made 
easiiy accessible for the 
measurement of voltages, 
resistances, etc. It 
became obvious, when 
desîgning some of the 
panels, that a meter and 
its associatedwaferswitch 
made compliance with 
this principle extremely 
difficult without considér
able waste of panel space. 
The difficulty was solved 
by hinging the switch and 
meter sub-panel so that it 
could be swung out of the 
way for maintenance pur - 
poses. Fig. 8 illustrates 
this in the case of the 
Timing Comparator 
Aanek

In general, electritat
connections to panels
havebeen made via solder
ing tags carried on blocks
at each end of the panee,

- the left-hand block beingFig. 6-Common-Equipment Racks,
with Covers removed.
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Fig. 8.—Timing Comparator Panel, showing Meter Sub-panel.

used for signal wiring and the right-hand block for power 
wiring. A standard arrangement was used so that on any 
panel the same supplies would always be found on the same 
tags. Thus, H.T. always appears on tag 1 with the negative 
on tag 3; 6-3V A.C. for valve heaters always appears on tags 
4 and 6; 50V negative on tag 11 and so on. For the wiring 
of the panels, 22 S.W.G. tinned copper wire covered with 
insulating sleeving has been used almost throughout. By 
using both striped and plain coloured sleeving a total of 
17 different colours was available and these were used to 
designate the functions of the various leads. For example, 
input leads are green, grid leads white, anode leads yellow, 
H.T. red, earth black and so on. The use of this colour 
coding was of considerable assistance during the testing of 
the panels and it is believed that it will be very helpful 
during maintenance and fault finding.

All components were chosen to withstand the tropical 
conditions likely to be encountered on the sea voyage to 
Australia, even though, as described later, precautions to 
minimise the effects of these were taken in the packing.

Features of Manufacture and Testing
When manufacture of the Melbourne installation was 

begun by the Telephone Manufacturing Co., the design of 
the whole equipment (which was the responsibility of the 
British Posit Office) was not complete. As a consequence, 
it was necessary to alter or remake certain parts that had 
already been manufactured in order that they would work 
satisfactorily with parts eebse<quenSly designed. It also 
became obvious, as the system was built: up, that additional 
facilities were desirable and this, of course, demanded the 
design and manufacture of extra parts. All this involved 
close co-operation between the British Post Office and the 
Telephone Manufacturing Co., and to this end two of the 
company’s engineers and two of its draughtsmen spent 
several months at the British Post Oflice Research Station 
before and during the early stages of manufacture, while 
two Post Office engineers spent some months on the 
company’s premises during the testing stage. The situation 
was complicated by the fact that the mnchanitat part of 
the installation was made in one Telephone Manufacturing 
Co. factory, while the electronic part was made in another 
The auxiliary power supply was made by an entirely 
separate contractor and the Time-Signal Generators by 
yet a third contractor.

For testing purposes it was esseitiaa to bring all tliese
items together in one place and to interconnect them
electricaliy.

The equipment, although rather elaborate in conception,
is straightforward in design and based on well-established
principles. It did, however, call for a few manufacturing

and testing techniques and facilities not normally available 
in a company manufacturing the more conventional items 
of telecommunications equipment, and some of these will 
now be mentioned.

The Drive OscUlators.
These were expected to have, and in fact did have, a 

stabUity of 1 part in 108 per day once the crystals had 
settled down. In order to check this it was necessary to 
have a 100 kc/s reference frequency which had a day-to
day stability of at least one part in 109 ancq whose daily 
drift was constant and predictable. No such stable 
frequency was available when manufacture was begun and 
the first job was to provide one. This was achieved by 
building an oscUlator identical with the clock oscUlators 
but using a damped GT-cut crystal and installing this in a 
vibration-free room, the temperature of which was 
thermostatically controlled at 30O±1°C. Standby power 
supplies were provided for this oscUlator and these came 
into action immediately and automaticaHy if the mains 
failed. The oscUlator was thus run tontmuoueiy; after six 
months its drift rate had dropped to a few parts in 109 pet
day and after one year’s running to 1 part in 109. |t is of 
interest to note that after two years’ continuous running 
the daily drift rate was 8 parts in 1010. This sub-standard 
oscUlator Was checked daUy against standard frequency 
transmissions received by radio from Rugby, and provided 
by the Nation! Phytic! Laboratory. By this means not 
only could the day-to-day stalbliit, of the clock drive 
oscUlators be checked under ordinary room conditions but 
their performance at extremes of temperature and supppy 
voltage could also be assessed.

The Frequency Comparator Panels.
As stated in Part 1 of this article, • three oscUlators are 

provided, the frequencies of which are continuousy 
compared with each other, and the total differences 
displayed on a scale-of-ten indicator similar to a kilowatt - 
hour meter. This meter is driven by a smaU three-phase 
motor ope-ating at the beat frequency of a pair of 
oscUlators. It was necessary to test these motors (which 
were a purchased item) before a pair of oscUlators was 
available. This was accomplished by using one oscUlator 
and a delay line giving known amounts of delty in 
multiples of 30°. The direct 100 kc/s signal and the delayed 
tign! were then fed to a modulator and the output of this 
fed to the motor via a phase-sslitting network. By 
changing the taps on the-delay line, rotations in 30° steps, 
could be obtained.

The Announcing Machines.
The manufacture of the units comprising the announcing 

machines presented a number of individual machining 
problems involving extreme limits of accuracy. The 
bedplate upon which the various units are mounted 
consists of a very stable aluminium alloy casting of thick 
section, strongly webbed 011 the underside and weighing 
neariy 2 cwt. The top surface measures 46 in. by 3)in. 
and has been machined so precisey that a feeler gauge 
0-002 in. thick will not pass unde a straightedge placed 
anywhere upon it. The four cams which control the 
positions of the thntntnU/lens systems in relation to the 
sound trucks on the speech discs are made of Nitralloy steel 
and these, like the feed ratchets on the camshafts, are 
hardened to a degree approaching that of sapphire. The 
eseenSi! steps cut round the edges, upon which the follower 
rollers bear for operating the carriage-shUt mechanisms, are 
highly burnished and finished within i0O•OO1is. of the 
theoretical radius. Fig. 9 shows two of these cams together 
with the pawl and ratchet mechanisms and the electro
magnet for operating the clutch.
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Fig. 9.—Hours and Seconds Carriage-Shift Mechanism.

The 1-in. diameter shaft carrying the speech discs is 
made of nickel-chromium steel and finish-ground within 
313-0001 in. of nominal size. The motor shaft turns at a 
speed of 166% revolutions per minute and a two-stage 
reduction gear produces the final output speed of 30 
R.P.M. at the speech disc shaft. Precision-cul helicaa gears 
with finely-lapped teeth are employed for this purpose. 
The accuracy of these gears is of a high order, as shown by 
the following figures:—

Backlash between any intiermeshing pair: 0-0008 in. to 
00)014 in.

Pitch circle conccsiriitiy: variation ¿0-0003 in. to 
1000)012 in.

Pitch error: Maximum deviation on 36-tooth pinion, 
00)001 in.; on 60-tooth gear, 0-0002 in.; and on 120- 
tooth gear, 0-0004 in.

Two devices are incorporated to ensure the smoothest 
possible transmission of power from the main motor shaft 
to the speech disc shaft. The first of these is a torsion 
bar which links these two shafts and which, by virtue 
of its mechanical compliances, smooths out the 50 c/s 
component of the motor torque. The second is a fluid 
flywheel, which is mounted on the motor shaft. This 
prevents motor hunting and also effectively damps any 
mechamcal resonance there may be in the to:sion-bar/dst- 
shaft combination which might: be excited by remanent 
gear irregularities. Frictionaa losses are minimised by the 
use of spectally-sslsctsd ball races throughout the motor 
and gearbox unit, the fluid flywheel and the disc shaft 
pedestals. The highest degree of precision on spindle 
diameters and bored holes for housing the bearings was 
demanded. Machining limits of the order of 00)003 in. had 
to be speeded in these instances, caUing for very careful 
selection and fitting in the assembly stages.

The method of checking the rotational stabiilty of the 
system is interesting. One of the speech discs was replaced 
by a disc carrying a 1 kc/s sound track and the output 
obtained from this, when scanned by the optical system, 
was displayed on one beam of an oscilloscope. On the 
other beam was displayed a 1 kc/s trace obtained from the 
fr-equency divider driving the motor. Any rotational 
irregularities were thus shown up and could be measured 
easfly. With careful attention to the points mentioned 
above these were reduced to less than ¿1 millisscond. 

The satin-chrome finish used on all extern! brass and
steel components (except the shafts) presents a pleasing
appearance in contrast with the grey stoved-enamel surface
of the various cast parts. Both processes required careen!
preliminary treatment: of the machined items to ensure the
results achieved on the finished job.

A steel cover with four glass windows keeps dust from

the equipment whilst giving an adequate view of the whole 
machine. Ventilation is provided by four openings in the 
lower part of the cover and a louvre at the top;the lower 
ventilating holes also providing a means of gripping the 
cover when removing it. The four glass panels are 
individually removable and are secured normally by a lock.

The base of the announcing machine also mounts an 
amplifier panee containing seven cathode followers (one for 
each photocell) and a mixer. This ensures that the signals 
obtained from the glass discs are fed to the main amplifiers 
on the racks at a reasonabbyhigh 1svsS and a low impedance. 
As a result of this, the announcing machines may, if 
required, be placed at a considerable distance from the 
racks. A door in the left-hand end of the main cover gives 
access to the controls of this pan!. Fig. 10 shows a 
complete announcing machine with its cover in posstion, 
and the cathode follower panel may be seen at the lefft of 
the illustration.

Fig. 10.—Nnoouncing Machine.

Glass Disc Records.
The manufacture of these, which was undertaken by the 

British Post Office, will not be described here as an account 
of the process has already been given.1

Fig. 11 shows the hours and seconds discs mounted on 
the shaft, together with the exciter lamps and photocells.

Fig. 11.—Two of the Glass Disc Records.
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Psrformants Testing.
To assess the performance of the clock, and to make sure 

that the correcting equipment operated satisfactorily over
1 Forty, A. J. A Photographic Technique of Sound Recording on 

Glass Discs. P.0.E.EJ., Vol. 47, p. 19. Apr. 195-4.



a period of weeks, time signals were received over a 
telephone line from the Royal Obseevatory at Abinger 
Surrey, England, and these were used for the daily 
correction of the clock during its trial run. Tests of the 
correcting mechanism when operated by signals received 
over a 400-mile carrier line were also made.

Packing for Export
Packing depended upon three main consideraaioos:—

(i) The delicacy of certain parts of the equipment.
(ii) The deleterious effects of moisture.

(iii) The effects of vibration on adjusted components.
An additional reason for extra care in packing was that 

moss: of the components had been individually manu- 
factured, and that spares would not be immediately 
available but were to be shipped later It was also important 
to preserve the fine finish of the equipment. It was there
fore decided to adopt the following principles in packing:—

(a) The case or crate should sec.ureiy grip the article to 
be packed. This case would then be "floated” on a 
suitable resilient material, such as rubber or wood 
wool, within an outer container or containers, 
dependent upon the fragiiity of the item.

(b A moisture barrier should be introduced between the 
article and the inner case.

(c) The outer case should be protected from weather 
and sea-water by a moisture-proof lining. This is 
important since water entering the outer case could 
damage the resilient packing material.

The packing of the Time-Signal Generators illustrates 
the above considerations and is typical of the 42 packages 
which made up the complete shipment.

Fig. 12 illustrates the Time-Signal Generators in their 
close-fitting case, which was lined throughout with the 
moisture-igsulatigg material. This material was creped 
kraft interleaved with bitumen, having al joints sealed 
with "Bostik”; creped kraft is elastic and does not salit it 
the case becomes distorted unde stress. The machines 
were held firmly in position by frlt-fakrd wood blocks. 
Before sealigg this box, a suitable quanntty of silica gd. in 
bags was put in to absorb moisture from the air in the box.

After fixing the lid, the box was wrapped in metaa foil 
sandwiched between two kraft sheets, one of which was 
coated with polythene. The sheets were then sealed by

fusing the polythene with a hot iron.
The second case, the overaal dimensions of which were 

3 in. greater than those of the first, was also lined with the 
moisture-insulating mate'iaa and sealed with "Bostik.” It 
was then "floated” within the oute- case by means of 
blocks composed of a mixture of rubber and fibre.

The third and final packing case was 6 in. larger than the 
second in all dimensions. This was lined and sealed as the 
others and case No. 2 "floated” inside it, this time by 
means of wood wool, as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13.—Inner Case ‘Floating’ within Two Outer Cases.

The lids of all cases wee lined with creped-kra-t 
moisture-msulating material with sufficient overlap for 
them to be sealed to the man case lining when closed.

The Quartz Crystals.
Owing to the extreme susckrtidillty of the quartz 

crystals to mrchamcal shock, they were flown to Australia.
The crystals were mounted in the double-walled ovens 

in which they are housed in the oscillators and these ovens 
were carried in a sprcial container lined with thick sponge 
rubber, two ovens being accommodated in one carrying 
box. In spite of these precautions, of the 10 crystals thus 
sent, one was damaged in transit.
Spare Parts.

All spare parts were individually packed in such a way 
that they would remain in good condition over a long 
period. Bearings were oiled before wrapping and other 
items were protected by korrugated.carebo-re. Each part 
was then closely wrapped in waxed paper and placed in a 
transparent polythene bag. An identification labri placed 
therein was clearly visible through the polythene. Air was 
extracted from the bags, which were then heat-sealed to 
eliminate the danger of seaaing the item in a moist atmos
phere. The bags were then packed in wooden cases.

This method of packing enables a store-keeper to identify 
each component by its appearance and by its labd without 
opening the protective wrapping.

Conclusions
It is as yet too early to say whether the method of 

packing the spare parts has achieved its objects but both 
installations arrived in Australia in rxkeilrnt condition and 
are now opera-ting satisfaccoriiy.Fig. 12.—Time-Signal Generators in their close-fitting Case.
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The Provision of Circuits for m. b. williams, b^a^
Television Outside Broadcasts and j. b. sewter, A.M.i.E.E.t

Part 2.—Injection of Vision Signals at Intermediate Points on Main Cable Links
U.D.C. 621.395.97:621,397.24

The provision of line circuits for video transmission of television signals between the site of an outside broadcast and the point of injection 
of the signals into a main television link was desccibed In Parti. This article, Part 2, describes two types of equipment used for injecting 

vision signals into main coaxial-cable television links which are opeeatee in the frequency ranges 3-7 Mc/s and 0 5-4 Mc/s.

Introduction
UTSIDE Broadcast (O.B.) injection equipment is 
provieed for use on the main cable television links, 
its purpose being to extend the scope and range of 

television outside broadcasts by permitting O.B. line or 
radio links to be connected to a convenient intermediate 
point on a main link to a switching centre (a "Contribu
tion” link). Two types of this equipment exist at present: 
one for CoaxiaL-Equipment, Line (C.E.L.), No. 3, which 
operates at 3-7 Mc/si and is used on the Birmingham- 
London link; the other for C.E.L. No. 4, which operates 
at 0-5-4 Mc/sZ-3 4 and is used on the Wenvoe-London and 
MancheeCedaBirmingham links employing Equipments, 
Frequdncy-Transiatmg Nos. 7A and 8A.

Each set of equipment is esscntially a transportable 
transmit terminal station and has been designed to give 
the following faciiittee:—

(a) It is as portable as possible while, at the same time, 
using existing patterns of the dssdlttal panels.

(b) It is completely self-contained, having normaa and 
stand-by transmission equipment and all necessary 
testing and monitoring equipment.

TThe authors are, respeetiveey, Senior Executive Engineer and 
Executive Enginderi Transmission and Main Lines Branch, E.-in-C.'s 
Office.

lFor numbered references see end of article.

(c) No change is required at the receive terminal station 
when an injection is made at an intermediate 
station; all correction and equahsation for the new 
conditions are made at the injection point so that 
the signal levee and quaHty at the receive terminal is 
subsCantially the same whatever the origin of the 
signal.

(ri) For simplidty, the changeover from normal, to 
stand-by equipment is made by manual operation of 
links, cords or keys; the injection station is ndcedscriiy 
staffed during a broadcast.

(e) The injection equipment incorporates a changeover 
relay system giving inject or through condi
tions. The equipment is normally patched into the 
main line outside programme hours and can be 
rapidly brought: into circuit by operation of the 
changeover relays, either locahy or remotely over a 
suitable control circuiit.

(f) The line pilot, or its equivalent, used to control the 
automatic changeover of line amplifiers at inter
mediate stations is maintained throughout the line 
during injection.

The injection equipment sets are normally held at 
centres where Post Office mobile teams have been set up, 
i.e., London, Birmingham, Manchester and Cardiff, and are 
transported to site when required. A speccal test van5 is 
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required for the 05-4 Mc/s type of equipment, which is 
much larger than the 3-7 Mc/s equipment. It has been 
found difficult to operate the equipment in the vehicle, and 
it is normally unloaded and set up and operated by the 
mobile teams in the repeater station in a position adjacent, 
to the line equipment.

3-7 Mc/s Injection Equipment
Fig. 7 shows a complete set of C.E.L. No. 3, 3-7 Mc/s, 

injection equipment, and a amplified block schematic 
diagram of the equipment is given in Fig. 8. The equip

TO REC. 
TERMINAL

Levels indicated are relative to 1 mW, with unmodulated carrier.
Fig. 8.—Block Schematic Diagram of 3-7 Mc/s Injection 

Equipment.

ment will inject at any one of the 11 equipped stations, 
spaced 12 miles apart, or at any one of 38 unequipped 
stations, at 3-mi1e intervals between equipped stations, 
between Sutton Coldfield and Alexandra Palace. On this link 
the overall delay distortion of the line system is equalised 
at the transmitting terminal; but each repeater section is 
equalised individually for the cable attenuation. The 
injection equipment, therefore, is provided with variable 
delay-equalisers which can be set: to predetermined com - 
binations of four single, key-controlled sections and a 
single “trimming” section to equalise the length of link 
between the injection.point and .the receiving terminal to 
approximately the same extent as the full line is normUy 
equalised. The target for any injection point is that the 
delay distortion over the 3-7 Mc/s range should not exceed 
:3 0-14 hS. Injections made at the equipped, 12-mile 
spaced, repeater stations require no correction for attenua
tion equalisation, but injections at the unequipped, 3-mi1e 
spaced, points require that the incomplete repeater section 
should be built out to equal the actual length of the section. 
This is done by means of a variable cable-simulator con - 
trolled by two six-posstion switches. The coarse control 
simulates the attenuation/frequeney characteristics. of 0, 
1-5, 3-0, 45, 6-0 and 7-5 miles of 0-975-m. coaxial cable; 
the fine control has steps equivalent to 0-25 miles, up to 
1-25 miles total. Fig. 9 shows the simulator characteristics. 
The variable delay-equaliser (or phase-equafiser), the 
variable table-simuiator, a main and stand-by transmit 
line amplifier with power unit, control and test facilities 
are mounted together on a small wheeled rack, shown in 
the centre of Fig. 7.

The modulator and its power unit; are identicaa with
those used in the main line terminal stations, a fixed
delay-equaliser and an amplifier being included. This
equipment, plus a monitor pand incorporating a simple
test demodulator, is mounted on a similar smaU wheeled
rack. Two such racks are provided to give working and

stand-by facilities. The assembby of modulator and line 
racks ready for use is shown in Fig. 7. The automatic 
changeover of the line amplifiers in the 3-7 Mc/s line system 
is under the control of the 6-12 Mc/s carrier transmitted 
from the modulator and, depending upon whether the 
injection equipment is set to inject or through, ' this 
signal is obtained eit.he- from the injection modulator or the 
remote modulator; thus normal operation of all intermediate 
line amplifiers on the link is maintained.

In addition to the equipment carried on the three 
portable racks, each set of injection equipment is provided 
with a picture monitor, video osccilator, high-speed osccllo- 
scope, general-purpose osctllostope, wide-band dectbeimeter, 
variable mains transformer • and multi-range meter. The 
total weight of an injection see: is about: 7 cwt.

Operation.
The equipment is see: up at the injection point, connected 

to a mains supply, and tested on an in-station basis. The 
unmodulated carrier leve at the output of the modulators 
is adjusted, and the depth of modulation is then see: to 
be 33 per cent, observed visually on an oscilloscope, 
for a 1V peak-to-peak video input signal. The delay
equaliser and cable-simuiator section's are adjusted to 
predicted settings. With the agreement of the Receive 
Control Terminal 0f the link, the eqmpmenris connected 
into the contribution link outside programme hours. 
If the injection is at a 3-m1e station on a power feeding 
section, appropriate safety precautions are taken.

Tests between the injection point and the Receive Control 
Terminal‘are then carried out. Checks are made at the 
Receive Control Terminal of carrier level, depith of modula
tion and, by bringing a demoduial:or into circuit, the wave
form response. A satisfactory waveform response should 
be obtained if the delay-equaliser and cable-simuiator 
adjustments have been correctiy carried out.

Fig.10 shows waveform responses from Gladstone Repeater 
Station (the second 3-mi1e station from London) and 
Silverstone Repeater Station (a 3-mi1e station within 
the seventh 12-mile repeater sectoii from London) as 
received at Museum Exchange in London.
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w
Injection. at Sflvemtone Repeater Station.

(a) Sine-squared Puise 0-17-microsecond duration at half-amplitude.
(b) Sine-squared Pulse, 0'33-microsecond duration at half-amplitude.
(c) 10-microsecond Rectanjgilar Pulse.

FIG. 10.—WVEEFORM RESPONSES OF 3-7 Mc/s O.B. INJECTION CIRCUITS ON THE BIRMINGHAM-IoNDON COAXIAL-CABLE LINK.

Fin!l|y, a picture monitor is connected to the video 
output at the receiving terminal and the performance is 
checked subjectiveey, especially for freedom from RR. 
pattern and other interference. The switching facchty, 
with any remote-control circuit assoccated, is checked and 
the link handed over to the B.B.C. for use. Any assoccated 
line or radio O.B. link Wil have been lined up and proved 
independenCy; after connection to the injection circuit, 
overall tests are made by the B.B.C.

During a broadcast, or previous tests, the injection 
equipment is tCIltitucusly monitored by means of the 
monitoring demodulator and a picture orwaveform momtor.

0-5-4 Mc/s Injection Equipment
Although vestigial-sideband transmission in the 0-5-4 Mc/s 

line-frequency range, with the carrier at 1-056 Mc/s, is an 
international standard system for g in. coaxxal cables, 
the form of the modulated signal and the operating condi
tions on the line are not specified. Consequentty, the 
existing injection equipment is suitable only for the 
M-ncheqeeq-Birmmgh-m or WAqvoeqLondon links for 
which it was designed, although other 0-5-4 Mc/s television 

• links exist or are envisaged. As in the 3-7 Mc/s injection 
equipment, the modulator units are identic! with those 
used at the terminals of the main-line system, but an
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4-section or 8-section simulators. The circuit consists of I6 
constant-resistance bridged-T sections in tandem, the 
frequencies of peak loss bdng in the ratio of I : I-I8 and 
ranging from 403 kc/s to 4,840 kc/s. The I4 intermediate 
sections from 476 kc/s to 4,I00 kc/s have pad losses* adjust
able in steps of 02 db. from I0 db. to 30 db. The two end 
sections have fixed pad losses of 2 db. and characteristics 
somewhat different from the remainder. With all. sections 
see: to 2-0 db. the total loss over the band is 6-0 ± 0-I db.; 
the frequencies of the peaks are shown in Fig. I3.

TÊT
— IBdb

INJECTION EQUIPMENT

Levels indicated are relative to 1 mW, with unmodulated carrier.

Fig. T2.—Block Schematic Diagram of 0-5-4 Mc/s Injection 
Equipment.

entirely new line simulator, equaliser, switching and 
filter equipment was required for the 0-5-4 Mc/s injection 
equipment.

A photograph and a simplified block schematic diagram 
of the assembled equipment are given in Figs.ll and 12; due 
to the complexxiy, great weight (approximatey 17 cwt.) 
and bulk of the equipment it has been broken down into 
smaU units carried on 10 stackable racks, comprising—■

Two modulator racks (working and standby)
Two transmit amplifier 'racks (working and standby) 
Two modulator power racks (working and standby) 
One demodulator rack (for testing and alignment) 
One demodulator power rack
One line simulator, equahser, switching and filter rack 
One injection amplifier rack (comprising working and 

standby line amplifiers and power unit).
In addition, there is a comprehensive set of test and 

monitor equipment for the waveform and steady-state 
measurements normaHy made on this equipment at the 
terminal stations, and three electronicaHy-stabilised I kVA 
mains regulator units, required to give satisfactory 
operation on unregulated local power supplies.

A—Complete equaliser. 
B—Individual sections.

Fig. I3.—Insertion Loss of 0-5-4 Mc/s Line Residual Equaliser, 
with all Sections set at 2-db. Pad Loss.

Equalisation A djustment.
On the C.E.L. No. 4 line links, injection is posssble only 

at the repeater stations, nominally 6-mile spaced, but as 
there are many more equipped repeater stations than on 
the C.E.L. No. 3, 3-7 Mc/s, system discussed previously, 
some compensation for departures from perfect attenuation 
equahsation at each station is required. Furthermore, the 
overaH delay equaHsation, as wdl as residuaa attenuation 
equafisation, is carried out at the receeving terminal. The 
injection equipment therefore requirec:—

(a) a repeater-section dday-dissortion simulator,
(b) a repeater-section attenuation-distortion simulator, 
(o) a line residuaa equaliser, and
(d) a line temperature equaliser.
The attenuation-distortion simulator and line residuaa 

equahser were designed with a knowledge of the systematic 
deviations encountered on the two cable links concerned. 
The attenuation-distortion simulator comprises sections 
which approximate to the systematic deviation of 0,4, 8, and 
8 repeater sections. The line residuaa equaHser, in addition 
to simulating from I to 3 repeater sections, provides the 
residuaa attenuation equalisation not supplied by the

The dday simulator comprises delay sections which 
closeely match the delay distortion of 0, l, 2, 4, 8, and 
8 repeater sections.

As correction for cable temperature on the main line is 
effected at selected stations in discrete steps, it is necessary 
to pre-distort the injected signal by a corresponding amount. 
To do this, possitive and negative fractional temperature
equaliser sections can be switched in as required. The 
sections provided are 0, i 313% and ;. I units of tem
perature equalisation and, as on the main line equipment, 
each unit corresponds to 0-3 mil.es of 375E-type coaxial 
cable. The sections can be individually switched into 
circuit as required.

The closeness of adjustment posssble is indicated by 
tests made at the first repeater station out from London 
on the Wenvoe-London link with 23 repeater sections to 
be simulated, when an overaH response of ± 07 db. and 
:. 0-I5 microsecond was obtained, compared with ± 0-65 
db. and i 008 microsecond on the full main line.

The injection amplifier is a 27db. flat-gain amplifier 
which is also used in the line terminal equipment; it is 
required to raise the IcvC of the modulated signal to the 
correct value for the line as well as to compensate for the 
loss in the equalisers and simulators.

As the C.E.L. No. 4 line system has two line pilots (308 
and 4,340 kc/s) which are independent of the television 
translating equipment, proper operation of succeeding 
intermediate amplifiers and the control terminal requires 
that these pilots be transmitted irrespective of an injection 
bdng made. This is achieved by the pilot-pass filters and 
the combining hybrid shown in Fig. 12.

*Pad Loss is the loss of the pad which forms the basis of each 
section of the line residual equaliser.
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Operation.
Operation of the 0-5-4 Mc/s injection equipment follows 

a procedure similar to that outlined for the 3-7 Mc/s equip
ment:. However, due to the greater complication of this 
system, somewhat longer time is required for setting up and 
testing. A fairly lengthy period is required for the modulator, 
particularly, to reach stable ‘ working conditions. Many 
satisfactory broadcasts have now been made with the aid 
of this equipment and the use as portable equipment of a

(a) Sine-squared Pulse, 0-17-microsecond duration at half-amplitude.
(b) Sine-squared Pulse, 0-33-microsecond duration at half>amplitude.
(c) ¿G-microsecond Bar, 0-33-microsecond rise-time.

(n) and (b) Timing Wave: 6 Mb/s.

Fig. 14.—VVaeeform Responses of 0-5-4 Mc/s O.B. Injection 
Circuit on the Wenvoe-London Coaxivl-Cvble Link (Injection 

vt Slough). 

design which is tsssnti!ly that of static terminal equip
ment is a gratifying technic! achievement. Fig. 14 shows 
typical waveform responses obtained from an injection 
point to Broadcasting House, London.

Conclusion

The injection faciilty is wdl used, as was indicated in 
Table 1 of Part 1, and is a valuable means of extending the 
range of B.B.C. outside broadcasts. It is likely that similar 
facilities will be required on future main cable links, but 
unfortunateey, although those currently planned . will 
employ 0-5-4 Mc/s vestigial sideband transmission, neither 
the form of the modulated signal nor the detailed dtsign 
and operating conditions of the line system have yet 
reached finality. V univert! form of 0-5-4 Mcisiinjeition 
equipment is not, therefore, practicable.
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Book Review
"Television.” V. K. Zworykin and G. A. Morton. Wiley. 

1037 pp. 698 ill. 140s.
This is the second edition of a book that first appeared some 

14 years ago; but it is a completely revised and greatly 
expanded edition, for developments in the television field 
during the intervening period have been very rapid. The book, 
which is profuseiy illustrated, is divided into four parts, 
dealing with: 1. Fundamental Physical Principles (168 pp.); 
2. Principles of Television (133 pp.);3. Component Elements 
of an Electronic Television System (449 pp.); and 4. Color 
Television, Industrial Television and Television Systems 
(264 pp.).

The approach to the subject is physical, as the title of the 
first part imphes, and starts with a discussion on the structure 
of metals, semi-conductors and insulators; the emission of 
electrons by thermal and photo effects; and the theory of 
luminescence. The principles of electron optics are dealt with 
and practical electron optical systems and their aberrations 
are described. These are the fundamentals upon which 
television, as we know it to-day, depends.

The second section describes the geinerd principle of 
televisson transmistioo—how the picture is scanned, or 
analysed, at the camera end and converted into an electrical 
signal; and how it is put together again and produced as a 
visible image at the receiver. The theory of single sideband 
transmission is dealt: with in some detail.

The third and largest section deals with the component
parts of an electronic television system ranging from camera

tubes and cameras to transmitt:ers and aerials, and receivers 
and cathode-ray tubes. Dr. Zworykin, one of the co-authors, 
was largely rtsponsible for the invention of the iconoscope 
camera tube and this device is fully described in a chapter of 
its own.

The fourth section deals mainly with colour television, a 
subject of great interest at the present time, but also goes on 
to describe various non-entertainment uses for television. 
Television is coming into increlsing use in industry, where it 
enables an operator to watch a dangerous process from a safe 
distance or may enable one operator to keep an eye on 
conditions at a number of widely separated points. Television 
has also been used extensively in teaching. It enables surgical 
operations or microscopic demonstrations to be displayed 
simultaneously to large groups of students instead of a small 
number of individuals. It is even suggested in this volume 
that with the very simple camera chains that are now 
available, television may find an application in the home for 
keeping an eye on the baby or the kitchen stove from the com - 
fort of an armchair!

Although the price of the book will preclude its becoming 
popular with amateur television enthusiasts, it is undoubtedly 
a major contribution to the field of television literature, 
coming as it does from the pens of two such eminent workers 
in the field. It will find its place in the libraries of all technical 
establishments concerned with the subject: and will be in 
great demand from those lending libraries that include it in 
their lists. T. K.
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Completion of the First Transatlantic Telephone Cable
U.D.C. 621.315.285

In the October, 19515, issue of the Journal, the laying of the first transatlantic telephone cable was described as far as the buoying-off at 
Rockall and commencement of the loading, on H.M.T.S. Monarch, of the 500 n.m. of cable required to reach Oban. This note 

covers the final laying operation in the 1955 programme.

LOADING was- completed on 9th September and 
Manarch sailed from Erith on 12t:ti September, 12 days 
ahead of schedule. The weather was poor from the 
start and by the time Mona-ch reached Belfast: Lough in 

the evening of fifth September she had already experienced 
heavy gales. Proceeding through the North Channel she 
entered the open Atlantic and, in very indifferent weather, 
a course was set for the point at which the cable route 
crossed the edge of the Continental Sheef; here a marker 
buoy was put down in a rough sea. Proceeding along the 
cable route, taut wire was run out for 100 n.m. and a 
second marker buoy was put down.

The approximate site of the end of the cable was reached 
on 17th September and it was soon confirmed that the 
cable buoy which had been placed on 18th August had 
broken loose;it was subsequennly reported off the Faroes, 
500 miles distant. After placing a marker buoy, grappling 
runs were made, at right angles to the cable, moving pro- 
gressiveey westward; five such runs, ah unsuccessful, were 
made during the period 17th-20th September.

In the evening of 201th September, weather cotditiotf 
deteriorated badly; by next day the barometer had fallen 
steeply to 28-8 in. as the depression approached. The 
wind force exceeded the maximum measureable on the 
ship’s anemometer; this maximum, 70 knots, corresponds 
to Force 12, the highest recognised force on the Beaufort 
Scale and, technicaHy, a hurricane. The fact that our 
American colleagues on board assured us that "real” 
hurricanes could be much worse gave little consolation! 
The photograph gives a very inadequate impression of the 
sea; the swell approached 40 ft. in heighh;.

High Seas Breaking over Monarch's Bows.

To proceed with operations was impossible and it was 
fortunate that the cable had not been picked up, otherwise 
it would have been necessary to cmt it. The ship’s course 
was set: into the wind and by the next morning, when the 
worst of the storm was over she was some 25 n.m. south
west of the cable end. Returning to the site it was found 
that the marker buoy had disappeared. When the sea had 
subsided somewhat, a new buoy was placed and a sixth 
grappling run was made, this time successM, «and the 
cable came on board at 02.50 hours G.M.T. on 22nd 
September. It had been hooked 5'3 n.m. from the end, 
and it had clearly been crossed and missed on the fifth run. 
This had been fortunate indeed!

Measurements between Clarenville and the ship estab
lished that all was wril with the cable. The last remaining 
equaliser (of the required type) was spliced in and paying 
out: began at 19.50 hours G.M.T. on 22nd September. In 
order that the ship should enter the Firth of Lorne in 
daylight, the laying speed was maintained somewhat 
lower than previoussy. The weather was tolerable though 
far from kind;the second marker buoy laid on the out - 
ward run had disappeared but the first remained. The ship 
reached the shore-end cable buoy off Oban at 08.05 hours 
G.M.T. on 26th September and dropped anchor; the shore 
end, 2 n.m. in leigth, had previoussy been laid by Iris, 
assisted by a Clyde “puffer”.*

The total laid leigth between Clarenville and Oban is 
1,9-41 n.m. and the 51 repeaters give a total gain of 3,300 db. 
at 164 kc/s; six equalisers are included at junctions between 
the 11 ocean blocks.

Sir Gordon Radley was present for the final splice and 
when the core joint had been completed about a dozen 
Press representatives came aboard, witnessed the final 
operations and saw the splice go overboard at 17.30 hours 
G.M.T. By this time, technical interest was focused on 
Oban B Repeater Station where preparations were in hand 
for shore-to-shore testing of the cable. The assembled 
group of ergineers, British and American, saw power 
applied to the completed cable for the first time; the 
voltage of the consfant-currrnt power units, feeding 
225 mA to line, rose to about: 2,000V at each end. Initiri 
tranfmisfion tests, completed the same evening, showed 
that all was well; the west-to-east cable had been satis
factorily completed six days ahead of schedule and tele
phone history had been made.

At the time of writing, the cable has been under close 
obseevation for nearly two months and has shown only a 
smaU decrease in attenuation, appropriate to seasonal 
temperature changes. R. J. H.

*The laying of the shore ends is described in “'The TranjaHantic 
Cable Landed’” under Regionaa Notes, Scotland, p. 253 in this Journal.

period. The chapter headings, briefly, are: 1, Methods for 
solving circuits; 2, Network theorems; 3, Simple frequency- 
serectivr circuits; 4, Coupled circuits; 5, Four-terminaa net - 
works; 6, Filters; 7, Attenuators and equalisers;-, 9, 10, Trans - 
mission lines; 11, Transformers and reactors.

The reader is assumed to have a working knowledge of simple 
alternating-current theory and, from this starting point, is led 
in easy stages to the basic principles concerned in each section. 
The treatment: is elementary and at no time does the author

(Contnued on p. 245)
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Book Review
“Circuits and Networks.” G. Koehler. The Macmillan Com

pany, New York. 349 pp. 169 ill.- 45s. 6d. ■
Written as a text for the undergraduate student in electrical

engineering, this book is a simplified version of more standard
works on the.subject which bear similar titles. It deals with
most of those topics which one expects to find in a classical
book on network theory written 20 years ago and, in some
respects at least, its general outlook on the subject is of that
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A Method of Recording contact Ressstance T F A URBEN a^
Under Dynamic Conditions ands. h.sheppardt

U.D.C. 621.317.331:621.3.066.6

Equipment developed for automatically testing and recording the resistance of contact elements is described and some of the results of the 
tests made with it are discussed.

Introduction
FUNDAMENTAL requirement of telephone switch- 
ing systems is reliable low-ressstance connection 
between metallic surfaces brought together unde

pressure, either intermittently as for relay contacts and 
selector wipers, or in relatively permanent contact as for 
.plug and jack connections. Equipment designers are there
fore constantly searching for ways of improving the 
performance of such con-tacts if this can be achieved without 
undue expense.

The main factors on which the performance of a contact 
depends are its resistance to wear, especially if it is a sliding 
contact, and the eleccrical resistance of the contact between 
the moving and the fixed element. In comparing the per
formance of different materials, the resistance to wear may 
readily be determined by “life tests’ in which specimens 
made up from different materials are operated on a strictly 
comparative basis for a long period and the rates of wear 
compared. It is not so easy to compare contact resistance, 
particularly with base metals, as their resistance to wear, 
which is superior to that of most noble metals, is due to a 
surface film on the material which is very hard and may be 
insulating in character. This film may give erratic results 
if the eleccrical resistance of contacts making with light 
pressure is measured on individual specimens, but the 
performance may be determined statistically if a large 
enough number of measurements and specimens are taken. 
Breakdown of the surface film to give good contact may be 
brought about by application of adequate pressure, either 
mechanicaa or electrical. Once this film has been broken 
down the fundamental resistance of the “made” contact 
depends upon the hardiness of the materia and the con - 
sequent area over which metallic contact is obtained. In 
this respect silver and gold are far superior to nickel-silver 
and phosphor-bronze, as they are soft: and provide a com
paratively large area of metallic contact.

It was learned in 1952 that the Netherlands P. & T.T. 
Administration had been testing rhodium-plated wipers, and 
these tests seemed to indicate that the dectrica resistance 
of the contact was reduced while, at the same time, 
the wear-rcsisting properties of the wiper were increased. 
Rhodium had also been rcc3r■vitg attention in this countiy, 
notably in the radio field, as it was claimed to be an 
excedent contact material for use where very low electrica 
potentials were involved. The Netherlands tests showed 
that, compared with the type of wiper and bank contact 
previously in use in Holland, the rhodium-plated wiper 
operating on brass bank contacts proved to have great 
advantages, so much so that the cost of rhodium plating 
wiper blades appeared to be economicaly worth while. 
Such a prospect was most attractive as it is considerably 
easier to plate wiper blades than bank contacts.

The type of wiper and bank combination used as standard 
by the British Posit Office is not quite the same as that used 
in the Netherlands; the 2000-type tere<2i:or uses a wiper with 
a rounded tip, whereas the wiper used in the Netherlands 
has a flat blade. Moreover, the Siemens-Halske switch 
used in the Netherlands is s31i_«dl;y mounted and, therefore,

1 The authors are, respeetiveey, Senior Executive Engineer and 
Assistant Engineer, Telephone Development and Maintenance 
Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office.
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very tens-tivn to noise produced by vibration from adjacent 
switches and the rhodium-plated wiper was claimed to 
reduce this noise very extcrlsivery, but the 2000-type 
seeector is mounted on rcsilicnt rubber shock-absorbers 
effectively insulating it from microphonic pick-up. For these 
reasons it was arranged that analogous tests on wear and 
conltact resistance should be carried out by the British Post 
Office to determine the performance of the rhodium-plated 
wiper under the conditions obtaining in this countiy. »

Several sets of Wipers were obtained, some being plain 
mckel-silver Wipers, N0. 12, and the remainder having 
rhodium-plated tips with differing degrees of polishing. The 
sample wipers were fitted to specca seeector mechanisms, 
modified to operate under rotary action only, and were 
drrdngedto that several wipers entered thcirrctpectivc levels 
simultaneously and were rotated to marked outlets. By this 
means the postibillty of damage to the wipers due to in - 
correct cutting-in and Vibration after vertica action was 
eliminated, and the comparison of wear confined simply to 
that due to the wipers rotating over the bank contacts.

With the quantity of wipers-on test, it would have been 
impracticable to make sufficient measurements of the 
conltact resistance of each by .any manuaUy controlled test, 
and an automatic tester was designed which was arranged to 
measure the resistance between one of severa wiper-to-bank 
conltact pairs each time the seeector wipers were stopped on a 
contact. By this means it was possible to make some 1,300 
imdividual contact-rctittancc tests per day on each of e.glht 
different conltact pairs.

Subsequentiy the automatic tester has been used in 
experimental work on terector plug and jack con-tacts.

The Automatic Tester
To provide an effective comparison between conltact pairs 

of different materials it was decided to omiT the signaling 
and microphone direct current normany carried by switch
ing contacts (which tends to mask differences between 
“good” and “bad” contacts), and to arrange that the tester 
should measure the potential drop produced across the 
contacts by an alternating current of 1 mA, frequency 
1 kc/s, flowing in the circuit. This current was to be fed 
from a source of 1V potential. The resat of the test was to 
be recorded by the operation of one of a group of five 
digit-meters covering the required resistance range in the 
following szte>s:—

(i) less than 0-01 ohm (10 pV P.D.)
(ii) 0-01 to 0-1 ohm
(iii) 0-1 to 1 ohm
(iv) 1 to 10 ohms
(v) over 10 ohms.

The resistance value was to be recorded during a period 
of 100 ms duration, commencing 5 m8 after the wiper 
under test had stopped on the particular contact. T0 cater 
for testing a number of different sample wipers, several 
groups of recording meters were mccessady.

An amplifier was developed comprising a pre-amplifier 
having a voltage gain of 102 followed by three stages, each 
with a gain of 10, connected in cascade. Trigger circuits, 
operating at 1V, and controlling relays, were tapped off the 
amplifier chain after the pre-amplifier section and after each 
succeeding stage, as shown in Fig. 1.
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SELECTOR 
SWITCH

Fig. 1.—(Block Schematic Diagram showing the Principle of 
the Automatic Tester.

Connectons to Wiper Contact under Test.
The mechanical arrangements adopted for life-testing the 

wipers (360° rotation of wiper carriage) did not allow a direct 
connection to the wiper for resistance measurement, and the 
circuit arrangement adopted was as shown in Fig. 2. A

'S*TO AMPLIFIER

i kcA 
TONE

500
------- 1--------AVV
IO It VOLTI
----- *------AW

500

SLIP CONTACT

SOLDERED 
CONNECTION

SELECTOR 
CARRIAGE 
8 WIPER

Fig. 2.—Method of applying Test Tone to a Wiper and Bank
Contact Element.

step-down transformer connected to the output of the 
osdilator, and terminated with a load resistor of 10 ohms, 
provided a low value of source-impedance for the test tone 
and thus ensured that its potential remained constant, 
irrespective of the fluctuations of wiper resistance. As the 
calibration of the amplifier-detector circuits assumed a 
current of 1 mA in the contact, a progressive error was 
introduced with increase of wiper resistance. Over the range 
of wiper-resistance values of particular interest, namely up 
to 100 ohms, the error was insignificant relative to the 
broad Cassffication of the recorded results.

Circmt requirements made it necessary to apply the test 
tone to the sample wiper for the period of the resistance test 
only. The tone switching had been arranged by short
circuiting the primary of the tone-feed transformer, but it 
was found that the resistance of the contact and assodated 
wiring allowed a 1ow-level“leak” tone whtchfalselyoperstrd 
relays in the amplifier. To overcome this fault it was

required voltage gain could be obtained with a circuit 
arranged as shown in Fig. 3.

Having regard to the high overall gain required for the 
amplifier, it was expected that specia! precautions would be 
necessary to isolate the input: stages from vibration and to 
eliminate hum, etc. For this reason it was decided to build 
the amplifier in two units; a pre-amplifier with a voltage 
gain of 100 mounted on a sub-chassis, and the remaining 
amplifier stages, voltage-discriminating detectors and 
assodated relays mounted on the main chassss. The pre
amplifier sub-chassis was mounted on top of the main 
chassis. Initially, the pre-amplifier was built with overaH 
feedback, but the stalb.iii:y was improved by substituting 
individual feedback on each stage and this arrangement was 
adopted. The complete amplifier then comprised five stages, 
each arranged generally as in Fig. 3, and four voltage
discriminating detector elements connected to appropriate 
points along the amplifier chain. To obtain the critical 
operating-voltage feature for the detector element, it was 
necessary to produce a rapid rise of current in the relay coil 
for a predetermined input-tone voltage, and the “trigger” 
drcuit shown in Fig. 4 was employed.

necessary to mount: the tone-control relay within the 
osccilator and to use its con-tacts to "earth" the grid 
of the output valve.

A proprietary rotary selecror-switrh was found to be 
most suitable for switching the amplifier to the selected 
wiper under test and auxiliary "wafers” were used to 
select the appropriate group of recording meters.
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Fig. 4.—Buffer Amplifier and "Trigger” Circuiit, with 
Detecting Relay.

The two sections of valve V2 are connected as a cathode
coupled mono-stable trigger pair. Under quiescent con
ditions sect:ion V2a conducts because its control grid is heed 
sufficiently positive by potentiometer P to overcome the 
self-bias voltage developed across the common-cathode- 
resistror (10K ohms). The circuit is arranged so that, with 
V2a conducting, the voltage at the control grid of V2b is

The Amp/ifier. <
Choice of a suitable type of valve for use in the ampfifier 

was governed by the following ronsideeations:—
(1) To be of low-noisr,1ow-mirrophony design and prefer

ably a single-ended type.
(2) Amplification factor sufficiently high to give a stage

gain of 10, with adequate negative feedback applied,
permitting a single valve to be used for each of the
later stages of the amplifier.

A pentode valve (CV2135) was selected to meet these
requirements, and preliminary tests showed that the
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tufficiently negative, with respect to the cathode, to ensure 
that this section of the valve is biased to “'cut off.'” On 
application of an input-tone voltage to the circuit, the signal, 
is rectified and appears as a negative voltage across 
capacitor Cl tending to oppose the positive-bias voltage 
applied to the grid of V2a. When the negative voltage due 
to the signal is of sufficient magnitude, depending upon the 
adjustment of potentiometer P, the anode current of V23 
falls and the cathode-biasvoltageiscorrespondingly reduced. 
Section V2b then begins to conduct and increases the 
cathode-bias voltage, thereby further reducing the anode 
current of section V2a. The cumulative effects produce a 
very rapid transfer of the anode current from section V2a 
to section V2b and the anode relay operates. Removaa of 
the negative voltage due to the input tone allows section 
V2a to regain control and an equally rapid change-back 
occurs, causing the relay to release. The aritical operating 
voltage characteristic of the circuit is such that, with an 
input-tone voltage of 0-99V, no current flows in the relay 
coil, but increasing the input: tone to 1V causes the circuit 
to trigger and produces an anode current in V2b of 4-5 mA, 
which operates the relay.

The amplifier obtained its H.T. supply from a normal 
stabilised mains unit and the heaters were fed from an A.C. 
supply, but the amplifier chassis and wiring-returns were 
isolated from the common earth-feed. Fig. 5 illustrates the 
general, appearance of the complete amplifier.

Fig. 5.—The Compílete Amplifier.

“standard resissors” of suitable values connected to the tone 
supppy. Other facilities given by the circuit included 
cheeking that the relays assoccatedwith the voltage-detector 
circuits were all normal, i.e. not falsely operated to surges 
or “noise” before applying the test tone to the wiper under 
test, and control of the timing and duration of the resistance 
test. For’this control feature a variable delay was intro
duced between the seeector reaching the marked outlet and 
the commencement of the resistance test, and also the 
duration of the test period could be controlled within certain 
limits.
Sampling Pulse Circuit.

From obseevation and analysis of the results of the early 
tests on wipers it was noticed that, in some instances the 
wiper resistance was not constant during the test period 
and the changes could cause more than one recording 
meter to operate. The efect was considered to be due to 
contact “bounce” or oscUlation of the wiper tips, and the 
fluctuation of effective resistance was evident from oscfllo- 
grams of the tone-voltage output fromthe amplifieIretoIded 
during selected test periods.

The incidence of dual registration, due to resistance 
variation, depended upon operate lags of meters, duration

(t?) Wiper with Unpolished Rhodium-Plated Tip.

(b) Nickel-Silver Wiper.

(c) Nickel-Silver Wiper.

The amplifier,_was connected to the contact under test 
through a mu - metal shielded input transformer having a 
ratio of 1 : 50. Initially, a resistor-capacttor input-circuit 
had been used, but the ’stray pick-up was extcssive and it 
was necessary to reduce the input impedance, by means of 
the transformer, to a value commensurate with the maxi - 
mum resistance value to be measured. The random noise at 
the output stage of the amplifier, produced by valve hiss, 
etc. in the early stages, was effectively reduced by substi
tuting parallel resonant L-C circuits, tuned to I kc/s, for the 
grid resistors of the second and third stages of the amplifier.
Cont-oi of Test Sequence.

Concurrentiy with the development of the amphfier, a 
circuit was designed for incorporating the resistance test 
into the life-test cycle .of sample wipers, provision being 
made to apply the resistance test in turn to eight of the 
sample wipers undergoing life test, and to interrupt the 
life-test cycle as the wiper to be tested reached its marked 
outlet. By suitable strapping, any of the sample wipers 
could be chosen for resistance test. Prior to each cycle of 
resistance tests on the eight sample wipers, the calibration 
of the amplifier and voltage-discriminating detectors was 
checked by switching the amplifier input, in turn, to
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(d) Wiper with Unpolished Rhodium-Plated Tip.

(e) Wiper 'with Unpolished Rhodium-Plated Tip.

(f) Wiper with Unpolished Rhodium-Plated Tip.
The lower trace on each otcillogram is that of the samp^ng pulse, which is delayed 
relative to the start of the test period by the following amounnss—

(a) and (b): 5m8.
(o) and (d): 20 m8.
(8) and (f): 80mS.

Fig. 6,—Occillograms showing the Tone-Potential across 
Contacts under Test.



and magnitude of resistance change, etc., and thus, in effect, 
tended to produce false comparisons between sample 
wipers. It was decided that more accurate results would be 
obtained by “sampling” the conditions of the voltage
discriminating relays at a predetermined point within the 
test period. The control circuit was modified to incorporate 
a timing unit, producing a short-duration pulse (5 mS) at a 
predetermined interval, adjustable between 5 and 120 mS 
after commencement of each test period. High-speed relays 
were associated with the contacts of the discriminating 
relays to register the pulse and, by their locking contacts, 
to ensure operation of the appropriate meter.

In Fig. 6 are reproduced oscillograms showing the tone
potential across the contact under test and illustrating, 
for various skirtings of the delay control, the occurrence of 
the “sampling” pulse relative to the test period. These 
records are also of interest to illustrate the differences of 
contact resistance between sample wipers and the fluctua« 
tions which may occur due to movements of the wiper 
blades after rotating to an outlet. Oscillograms (a) and 
(6) represent successive operations of the same sample 
wiper (rhodium-plated tip, unpolished) and it can be seen 
that contact resistance of a very low order is obtained after 
the initial “settling” of the wiper on-to the bank contact. A 
less favourable performance is given by a similar sample 
wiper as recordedby osccllograms (d) and (f). The change 
of contact resistance towards the end of the test period, 
recorded on osccilogram (c) (nickel-silver wiper), is probably 
due to slight movement of the wiper caused by vibration 
from adjacent apparatus. Osdllogram (b was recorded 
from a standard nickel-silver wiper and shows a conssssently 
high resistance.

Results of Tests on Wipers
The first series of tests on wipers indicatedthat, at the 

low potenital and current values used in this test, the range 
of resistance was higher than originally expected. Very few 
operations were recorded on the lowest voltage-detector 
(M in Fig. 1) and the highest percentage of recordings were 
for resistance values greater than 10 ohmsjrelay K). On 
the basis of these results it was decided, for the remainder of 
the wiper tests, fro reduce the amplifier gain, so increasing by 
a factor of 10 the resistance ranges recorded on each meter. 
The change had the dessred effect on the distribution of 
recordings over the group of meters, as the greater per
centage of registrations were obtained on the two middle 
groups representing resistance values of 10-100 ohms (KX) 
and 1—10 ohms (KXX).

TABLE 1
Total Number of Tests; 12,160. Pulse at 50 mS.

Number of Tests per Contact, 1,520.

Wiper Tip 
Material

Coirtact: 
N0.

Per Cenit. 
(over 
10019)

Per Cent.
(10

100.9)

Per Cenit.
(1

1019)

Per Cent. 
(0-1

119)

NS 1 69 7-9 9-14 12-25
NS 2 64'3 17-7 10-9 1-1S

RP NP 3 27-4 11-45 25 30-65
RP NP 4 — — — 99

RP PBP 5 22-1 20-25 32-2 20-9
RP PBP 6 58 12-2 14-1 11-25

NS 7 100 -— — —
NS S 96-4 2-1 — —

NS: Nickel-silver. RP NP: Rhodium-plated tip, unpolished. RP PBP: Rhodium-plated 
tip, polished before plating.

pletel^y conssstent, and from the evidence of the overaJl 
tests it was considered that the improvement of contact 
resistance was not sufficient to justify plating the wipers 
without similar treatment to the bank contacts. A further 
factor militating against the use of rhodium-plating on 
wipers only was that, at the end of the test, it was found 
that those bank contacts on which the plated wipers had 
been running were deeply grooved.

The cost of plating bank contacts, in which each contact 
may have to be treated individually, is prohibitive for use 
on standard bank con-tacts; it would be impossible, in any 
case, to apply plating on contacts in situ. On the other 
hand, with present circuits, a direct current is always 
present for signaUing purposes, so ensuring a satisfactory 
contact with nickel-silver elements, and little advantage 
would be obtained from a plated contact.

For these reasons it has been decided that there is, as yet, 
no justification for changing to noble metaa surfaces on 
switch wiper and bank contacts.

Test of Selector Plug and' Jack Contacts
Subsequent to the work on wiper con-tacts, an investiga

tion was commenced into posssble alternatives to nickel
silver for plug and jack contacts, for use in circuits where 
normaa potential D.C. (i.e. SUV) is not available for contact 
““wetting’” purposes. While silver-plated contacts on shel.f 
plugs and jacks have proved suitable with regard to 
effectiveness of contact, the silver is prone to ““migrate’ 
over the surface of the separating insulation, and the 
resultant low insulation and short-circuit faults have given 
considerable trouble in the field. Various alternative 
materials had been suggested and, as part of the develop
ment programme, it was decided to determine which were 
the most suitable under different contact; pressures simu
lating, under control, the conditions likely to be met with 
varying plug and jack pressures.

It was decided to use the automatic resistance-tester on 
samples of which the making pressure could be varied 
automaticany. For this purpose a variable-pressure test-jig 
was developed and is shown in Fig. 7. This consists of four

Fig. 7.—Vaaialle-Resssure Test-Jig.

pairs of specimen contacts held under pressure by the 
armature-restoring springs of an dectromagnet. Energising 
the cool relieves the tension of the springs and reduces the 
applied contact pressure. The individual blades of a 
specimen contact pair are curved, with their respective

A typical set of results for the tests carried out in one
period of 24 hours is shown in Table 1. It indicates that on
that day three out of four of the rhodium-plated wipers
were generally of lower resistance than the nickel-silver
wipers; the reduction in resistance was not, however, com -
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arcs of curvature disposed at right-angles to each other, so 
that contact between the springs is limited to a small area. 
The spacing blocks between the contacts rest: on polished 
steel balls let into their bases, and the sliding friction is 
further minimised by undercutting and chamfering the 
inner faces of the parallel guides. The operating coil of the 
electromagnet is fitted over a central circular core, diameter 
approximately 11/16 in., and is enclosed by the outer case, 
which forms the return path for the magnetic flux. An 
annular gap, of 3/32 in. width, exists between the front end 
of the core and the case. The circular armature is of larger 
diameter than the annular gap, and is located above it by 
flat restoring-springs disposed at 120° intervals around the 
armature periphery. Brass washers, having a clearance hole 
for the armature, control the distance between the face of 
the armature and the annular magnetic gap, and a copper- 
foil washer immediately over the pole-face serves as a 
residuat plate. The glass rod above the contact specimens 
was a modification found necessary from operating experi
ence; under repeated cycles of contact-pressure variations 
the contact specimens tended to “ride out” of the jig, and 
the glass rod was positioned to ressrict their movement.

For initial calibration of the pressure-jig, the armature 
of the electromagnet was adjusted to obtain a contact 
pressure of 250 gms. with no current: in the energising coil, 
and current values were then determined for a range of 
contact pressures. It had originally been intended to 
energise the electromagnet of the preisute-jig from the 
norma 50-V supply, with switched resistors to control the 
pressure obtained, but the changes of pressure due to 
battery-voltage fluctuations proved to be excesí5i■ve; this 
effect was most severe for the lower values of contact
pressure and, at 20 gms., a voltage change of —4V produced 
a pressure variation of + 100 per cent. The difficulty was 
overcome by using a cathode-follower stabiliser-circuit, 
with the pressure-jig electromagnet as the cathode load for 
two parallel-connected valves, type CV345, V1 and V2 in 
Fig. 8, and operating the circuit from a mains power-pack 
(150V supp]y). Adjustment of cathode current, to obtain

the required pressure values, was arranged by switching the 
control grids of the valves to preset potentiometers, 
connected in paralie. across a voltage-reference tube, type 
CV438.

The control circuit developed for the automatic registra
tion of contact-resistance values for changes of con-tact 
pressure was designed with future requirements in mind 
and was made as flexible as posssble. Unattended operation 
of the tester for prolonged periods was required, and the 
circuit incorporates self-checking facilities combined with 
extended alarm conditions, to draw.attention t0 faulty 
operation. The variable-pressure jig had been designed to 
accommodate four specimen contact pairs but the combina
tion of the two variables, pressure and resistance value, 
would have necessstated provision of 25 recording meters 
per contact pair, and it was decided to ressrict testing to 
two specimen pairs. A rotary selector switch (SW in 
Fig. 8) is used to switch the high-gain amplifier to test 
resistors (R1-R4 in Fig. 8) and to the specimen contact 
pairs but, to avoid unnecessary wear on the selector switch, 
a speccal relay is used to select the test samples alternateey. 
This relay (LCR) is an adaptation of the 3000-type design, 
fitted with a single changeover contact constructed from 
stiff, gold-plated wires giving 1ow seef-capacitance and low 
contact resistance.

By operation of a key it can be arranged that recording 
of contact resistance is made either,

(a) as the pressure is reduced in steps, or
(b) as the pressure is increased in steps to a maximum 

and then reduced in steps, or
(c) as the pressure is increased in steps.
T0 cater for poisible fluctuations of contact resistance 

during the measuring period, the test duration may be set 
to alternative values under the control of 3 Meter Pulse 
key.

Results of Contact-Pressure Tests. A typical sei: of 
measurements is shown in Table 2 and illustrates the rise 
in the percentage of low-resistance contactreadings obtained 
as the contact pressure was increased. In particular it 
shows that the contact resistance of the nickel-silver pairs 
was mainly between 1 and 10 ohms, whereas that of the 
phosphor-bronze/sAver bi-metal contacts fell to a value 
between 0-01 and 0-1 of an ohm with contact pressures of 
80 gms. and above. As the tests in this investigation were 
carried out with a supply-tone potential of 0-1V, in 
order to be more sensstive to the differences in contact 
resistance at the higher pressure involved in this test, the 
marked superiority, at low-signal potentials, of silver bi- 
metaa at the normaa pressure met in shelf plugs and jacks 
(approximately 100 gms.) is noteworthy.

TABLE 2
Pressure Increasing in Steps.

Total Tests, 18,380. Average Tests per Pressure, 1,838.

Contact;
Material

Pressure 
gms-

Over 
10/?

1
1052

0-1#
1Í9

0-01
0-19

Below
0-01D

Nickel - 20 249 1,569 —• — —
silver 40 180 1,640 19 — —

80 36 1,774 22 — —
160 2 1,802 32 — —
200 — 1,792 44 — . —

Phosphor- 20 63 377 394 398 613
bronze/ 40 40 475 589 310 430
Silver 80 — 6 511 798 528

bi-metal 160 — — 261 1,047 537
200 — — 155 1,102 583

During the period of operation of the tester, a number of 
alternative contact specimens were tried, and Fig. 9, 
showing the condition of one at the end of the tests,Fig. 8.—Circuit of Variable-Pressure Test-Jig.
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Fig. 9.—Sebcimen Contact Pair at the End of the Tests.

illustrates the surface abrasion resulting from the repeated 
pressure changes in the test-jig. Fromthe contact-resistance 
recordings obtained it was evident that the condition of the 
contact surface had an important effect and specimens 
with surface irregularities, such as scratches, tended to 
develop high contact resistance. The fabrication and 

preparation of the specimens had resuted in lack of 
uniformity of surface condition, and the effect mentioned 
may have invalidated certain of the comparisons between 
alternative contact metals.

Conclusion

The development of the automatic resistance-tester has 
provided a valuable tool for the rapid testing of contact 
resistance and comparison of contacts on a statistical 
basis. It has already been pul: to further use in preliminary 
testing of the efficacy of solderless wrapped joints, and will 
shortly be engaged on a further programme of tests on plug 
and jack contacts when the sliding action of the contacts 
on each other during insertion and withdrawal will be 
simulated automatically under strict control.
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Book Review
“Circuits and Networks’"—ooniinuedfrom p. 239.

attempt to discuss detailed technical applications. These are 
the good points of the book.

In criticism it must be said that the approach to many of the 
sections is old-fashioned and that the general arrangement is 
unbalanced. This is not to suggest that the student should be 
presented with a digest of all recent contributions to circuit 
theory, but rather that the basic training should reflecc these 
contributions by describing the foundations of the subject from 
the more unified standpoint that they permit.

As an example, the concept of duality may be quoted. In 
geomeery this fundamental idea is emphasised even in the most 
elementary undergraduate text. The same concept applies, 
with equal force, to circuit theory and one would expect any 
recent book to exploit its features to advantage. Having 
described the properties of a series-tuned circuit, those of a 
parallel circuit; follow immediately from considerations of 
duality; Norton’s theorem (so called) is the dual of Thevenin’s 
theorem; nodal analysis of circuits is the dual of mesh analysis. 
These examples, and many others, all appear in Prof. Koehler’s 
book described separately and without mention of this simple 
connecting link. Three pages devoted to the ideas of duallty 
might have saved many pages of duplicated explanations and 
given the student a clearee picture.

The chapter describing filters is particularly misleading. 
About twenty-five years ago, Cauer and Bode, starting from 
the practical circuits given by Campbell and Zobel, gave a 
complete theory of the image parameters of a reactance net
work and showed that the filter-like properties of these 
parameters were not dependent upon the network having any 
specific internal configuration. In common with certain other 
writers, Prof. Koehler has chosen to ignore these re-ults and, 
by dealing at the outset with the very special. Zobel ladder 
circuits, perpetuates the erroneous imprc--ioo, still widely held, 
that reactance filters are, in some mysterious way, linked up 
with these particular circuits.

Io teaching students the basic ideas about filters it is 
oeccs-ary at the very beginning to describe the primary 
objectives and to emphasise the part which the study of the 
image parameters plays io the de-ign process. The objective 
is to design a reactance network which will provide between 
constant, resistive terminations an insertion loss meeting a 
filter-like specification. There are various ways of achieving 
this end resuR, one of which is by imposing some simple 
restrictions upon the network and working in terms of its 

image parameters. Io this so-called image-parameter theory of 
filters, the complete insertion loss is computed as the sum of 
the image attenuation and various simple reflection-loss terms. 
Ao approbation of these latter terms is esseinta! io any under
standing of the subject because they alone relate the artificial 
behaviour of the image parameters to the real-life properties 
of the insertion loss, and indicate what considerations are 
important in the choice of the image parameters.

Prof. Koehler omits any discussion of these reflection-loss 
terms beyond vague remarks that unfortunately they do 
sometimes exist but are to be avoided, and the student is left 
completely in the air. Much of the treatment of the image 
parameters could, with advantage, have been exchanged for 
an explanation of these reflection-loss terms, showing how 
simple they become in the spccial case of an image-parameter 
filter and how eassiy they lead to a systematic design procedure.

The section on equalisers is very brief (11 pages) but, 
nevertheless, four pages are used to describe a 27-year-old 
design method for lattice equalisers due to Zobel. Nowadays, 
a network designer would hardly ever use the method or the 
network.

In contrast, 100 pages are given over to the treatment of 
transmission lines. A preliminary chapter describes the physical 
properties of R, L, C and G in some detail and the following two 
chapters deal with the derivation and soOution of the con - 
ventional trln-mi--ico-lioc equations and with high-frequency 
lines. Io general, this part is well written.

On the whole, the book provides little which is nOt already 
available in existing textbooks and, at the price, it seems 
unlikely to have a wide appeal in this country. H. J. O.

BOOK RECEIVED
Wreekss World Diary, 1956. Ilifie & Sons, Ltd. 79 pages of 

reference material plus Diary pages of one week to an 
opening. Leather, 5s. 10d. Rexine, 4s. 1d.

The reference section includes licence regulations; inter
national prefixes; data for S.W. and V.H.F. aerials, coil 
winding and suppression of electrical interference; useful 
formulae, graphical symbols and abbreviations; base connec
tions for 600 currennvalves; and considerable general radio 
information.
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Institution of PosS Office Electrical Engineers
Annual Awards for Associate Section Papprs— 

Session 1954/55
The Judging Committee has selected thr following from thr 

papers submitted by the Local Centre Committees, and prizes 
of £4 4s. 0d. and Institution certificates have been, awarded to 
the following in respect of the papers named:—

R. J. Francis, Technical Officer, Dollis Hill Centre— ‘‘Micro-
■waves and Waveguide Filters.’"

P. J. Froude, Technical Officer, London Center— “Direct 
Current Machines.’”

W. P. Smith, Technical Officer, London Center—“Planning 
a Lighting Scheme.”

R. T. Vaughan, Technical Officer, London Center—“The 
Development and Inspection of the MEDRESCO Hearing 
Aid.”

J. H. Lawrence, Technical Officer, Aberdeen Cennre—“Air- 
Raid Warning Sirens.”

In addition, the following papers, which were considered 
worthy of submission to the Judging Committee for the main 
awards, have been awarded a prize of one guinea each:—

W. J. CosteHo, Technical Officer, Middlesbrough. Cennre— 
“The No-Break Continuous A.C. Power Plant.’”

E. Bauer, Technical Officer, Bradford Center—“The Detec- 
tion of Atomic Radiation in Civil Defence.”

The Council is indebted to Messrs. L. L. Tolley, W. H. Brent 
and W. A. L. Coleman for kindly undertaking the adjudication 
of the papers submitted for honsideration.

El. E. Wilcockson,
Secrdary.

Additions to the Library
2262 The Teaching of Elrdritity. Science Masters’ Association 

(Brit. 1954).
The report: of a Sub-Committee of the S.M.A. on the 

desirabiiity and means of making it possible to utilise a 
particular M.K.S. system of units in Scihool Science 
Teaching.

2263 Automobile Efficiency. E. T. Lawson Helme (Brit. 1951).
Describes the operation of an organised system of 

engine testing and tuning designed to improve the car 
performance and to enable the need for replacement 
parts to be ascertained tctentifically.

2264 The Modem Des^. D. H. Smith (Brit. 1954).
Defines and illustrates up-to-date high-speed diesel 

practice and discusses recent trends.
2265 The Sports Car. D. Campbefi (Brit. 1954).

Analyses the engineering design of the sports car in 
relation to its performance on the road.

2266 Practical Buildrrs’’Handbook. A. E. D. Fryer (Brit. 195-4).
Covers the whole field of building operations under 

headings arranged alphabetically.
2267 Material Handling in PVoks Stores. L. J . Hrefkrti 

(Brit. 1954).
Makes special reference to the fork lift truck and pallet 

technique.
2268 F■utdcmertals of Tecttitilet. L. M. Krugman (Amer.

19551))
Intended to serve the initial needs of engineering 

students meeting rransistors for the first time. A prac- 
tical treatment which, however, gives the necessaay 
fundamentals.

2269 Tranststort and Crystal Diodes. B. R. Brtteiegr (Brit. 
195-1))

A concise description of how these devices work.
2270 Fundamentals of Radar. S. A. Knight; (Brit. 1954).

A basic survey of the principles underlying radar. 
2271 Mathematics in Act-ion. O. G. Sutton (Brit. 1954).

Show's how mathematics is applied to bring order and 
stabdity into the knowledge of the world revealed by 
observation and experiment.

2272 The Complete Amateiw' Photogrc■phrr. D. Boer (Dutch
1954). ‘ '

An introduction to the art and technique of photo
graphy for amateurs and those studying photography as
a profrttiot.

2273 Exposure and the EwndamentaZs of Camera Trchniqtlr. 
W. F. Berg (Brit. 1950).

Deals practically with all the materials, accessories 
and conditions controlling exposure, and attempts to 
explain photographic theory.

227) Illumination. R. H. Cricks (Brit. 1951).
Collects and sifts the information on light sources, 

notably electricity, from the photographer’5 point of view. 
2275 Retouching. O. R. Croy (Brit. 1953). •

A description of all methods of retouching, with 
emphasis on the latest methods.

2276 The Repair of the Small El■rci■rit Mo1oh K. Wilkinson 
(Brit. 195)).

A practical guide for maintenance men and fitters, 
theory and major repairs being omitted.

2277 Introduction to 3-D. H. Dewhurst (Brit. 1954).
A comprehensive survey of the various systems.

2278 Fibreglct Rrihfletrd Plastics. R. H. Sonneborn (Amer. 
1954).

A complete treatment covering the resins and glass 
reinforcements used in reinforced plastics, moulding 
techniques, inspection and testing, properties, and 
dessgn considerations.

2279 Modem Physics. H. A. Wilson (Amer. 19■48).
Designed to meet the needs of students up to and 

including the standard of an Honours Degree—includes 
a discussion of the quantum theory, relativity, wave 
mechanics and nuclear physics.

2280 The Gyroscope Applied.- K. I. T. Richardson (Brit. 1954).
Explains the theory of the gyroscope and describes its 

practical applications.
2281 Applied Thrrnodynnt^ts. A. C. Waxhaw (Brit. 1953).

Designed for students studying for Part II B.Sc., 
H.N.C. and Diploma, and the examinations of the 
Peofessional Institutions.

2282 Photo-technique. H. J. Wells (Brit. 1954).
A reasoned introduction to the fundamentals of 

practical camera work.
2283 Elrttroltit Valves in A.F. Amplifiers. E. Rodenhuis 

(Brit. 1954).
Written for the designer or amateur who builds his 

own amplifiers.
228) I?teeplacndary Flight. A. C. Clarke (Brit. 1950).

A survey of the potslbiliriet and problems of inter - 
planetary flight.

2285 Eledric Wiring (Domestic). Ed. E. Molloy (Brit. 1954).
A practical work for installation engineers, contractors 

and electric wiremen.
2286 Frontier to Space. E. Burgess (Brit. 1955).

The story of how man has extended his know-ledge of 
the vast regions of the Earth’s atmosphere which stretch 
above the troposphere to the frontier of interplanetary 
space.

2287 Transistor Audio Amplifiers. R. F. Shea (Amer. 19555.
Provides the practical fundamentals of transistor 

applications, and shows how these may be used in the 
construction of audio amplifiers.

2288 Srrvonech.mitm Pectiicr. W. R. Abrendt (Amer. 1954).
Gives material on circuitry, electrical and nechanical 

components, and practical problems encountered in 
servo design and manufacture.

2289 Transistors: Theory and Applications. A. Coblenz and 
H. L. Owens (Amer. 1955).

A practical guide and reference on the subject.
2290 Practical Shrd amd Plate Mefal Work. E. A. Atkins 

(Brit. 1954).
Covers the development of all the shapes that the 

tinsmith or coppersmith is likely to encounter.
2291 Sigam I76ntur6. L.. Hi. Harris (Brit. 1951).

A record of the author’s persona! experiences as a 
linesman in World War I, between the wars in the Post 
Office and as a Signal Officer in the Territorial Army, and 
during World War II covering the planning and 
execution of the long-distance communications for the 
invasion of N.W. Europe.

(Continued on p. 2)8.
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Notzes and Comments
The Christopher Columbus International 
Communication Prize

It is noted with pleasure that the Christopher Columbus 
International Communication Prize was awarded in 
October 1955 to Sir Gordon Radley and Dr. M. J. Kelly 
(Bell Telephone Laboratories) in recognition of the Trans
atlantic Telephone Cable project.

This Award was instituted recently by the city of Genoa, 
Italy, as a memorial to Christopher Columbus, and is 
conferred each year in one of four categoriee—Maritime, 
Air, and Land Communications, and Telecommunications 
—to honour outstanding work that aids communication 
between men.

Mr. A. C. Warren, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
To his many friends, both in the Engineer-in-Chief’s 

Office and in the Regions, it is a particular pleasure to 
congratulate Mr. A. C. Warren on his promotion to Assistant 
Engineer-in-Chief.

After spending some four years at the City and Guilds 
Engineering CoHegg—interrupted by a short period of 
service, first in the old R.N.A.S. and then in the R.A.F. 
•—Mr. Warren entered the Wireless Section of the Engineer
in-Chief’s Office in 1920 as a Temporary Inspector. He was 
successful in the first open competition for Assistant 
Engineers (1922) and, for severaa years, was concerned with 
the development of radio transmitting stations, including 
Rugby, Leafied and Portishead. He became an expert in 
the design of high-power valve transmitters, and helped to 
lay the foundations of our present long-distance radio 
circuits; that he still looks back with great pleasure to those 
pioneering days is quite clear to those who have been 
privileged recently to visit the new Rugby Station with 
him. In the course of his work on the deveeopment of 
transatlantic radio-telephone circuits, he went to the United 
States of America in 1929 for discussions with the American 
Telephone & Telegraph Co,, and it is of special interest at 
this time—when the transatlantic telephone cable is being 
laid—to note that during the meeting our American friends

outlined their plans for research directed towards the design 
of a transatlantic audio telephone cable. After his pro
motion to Executive Engineer in 1931 he took over wider 
responsibiiities on radio planning and spent a short period 
as Officer-in-Charge of the Rugby Radio Station.

It was with some regret that he forsook radio in 1936 
when he left Rugby to take up his appointment as Assistant 
Superintending Engineer in the old South-Western 
District, and, since that time, he has focused his attention 
on the wider aspects of the Department’s work. He always 
relished new problems and, helped by his puckish sense of 
humour, it was not very long before he was at heme and 
making a reaa contribution in his new sphere. In 1937 he 
became the first Telephone Manager of the Bristol Area, 
which was speciafiy set up in advance of the formation of the 
South-Western Region, and it was due in no smaU measure 
to his efforts that the Area was able to cope so effectively 
with the urgent requirements arising-from the large influx 
of staff, both from Government departments and indussry, 
in the early stages of the war. It was no surprise to his 
many friends that he became Chief Regionaa Engineer of 
the South-Western Region in 194-4, a post which has 
provided full scope for his administrative ability and his 
urge to get things done.

As all who have been in immediate contact with him 
know, throughout his career Mr. Warren has been very 
interested in the training of engineering staff (of all grades) 
in the Poss: Office, and there muslt be many officers who 
remember with appreciation the sound advice he has given 
them—advice which has always been forthright, hdpful 
and kindly. His election to the Chair of the Western 
Centre of the Institution of Electrical Engineers in 1952, 
some 30 years after he held the Chairmanship of its London 
Students’ Section (1922-23), was a tribute to his work for 
the Institution.

Many new problems await Mr. Warren in his new putt, 
but his ““apprenticeship,” 16 years in the Engineer-in- 
Chief’s Office, followed by 19 years in the field, coupled 
with his appetite for work and his sense of humour, will 
stand him in good stead, and, as always, he will attack 
these problems with relish. It is said that there is an even 
brighter glint in his eye than usual at the prospect of 
returning to his first home. We all wish him well for the 
future. ' C. F. B.

Mr. A. E. Morrill, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E.
Mr. Morrill entered the Post Office in 1926 through the 

Open Competition for Assistant Engineers (ood style). He 
had previously graduated in the Umversity of London after 
pursuing his studies at the City and Guilds Engineering 
College, from which he received his Associateship. Prior to 
this, his education had been interrupted for four years by 
the 1914-18 war in which he served as a battalion sgnaller 
in the 1/20 London Regt, 47th Division. He was awarded 
the Military Medal for maintaining communications with 
the leading company during an attack at High Wood on 
the Somme on 15th September, 1916, the first occasion on 
which tanks were used. He was not content, however, with 
that amount of service, so he added to it four years as a 
Sub-Inspector in the Post Office Division of Speccal 
Conssabulary.

In addition to academic studies Morrill has not neglected 
that other most necessary ingredient of an engineer’s 
training, namely practical work. He spent several years in 
the workshops and drawing offices of electricai and 
mechanicai engineering - firms, and gained invaluable 
experience. His early days in the Post Office were spent 
in the Technical Section and the South-East Externaa 
Section of the London District, followed by three years at 
Headquarters in the External Plant and Protection Branch,
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where he had considerable dealings with the planning and 
provision of external plaint and with its protection against 
electric power systems. His promotion to Executive 
Engineer (old style) came in 1936. He was then placed in 
charge of the Technical Section of the Superintending 
Engineer’s Oflice, Eastern District, at Cambridge, and this 
post embraced the whole range of engineering work, both 
internal and external, dealt with in that office. In 1938 he 
became the Sectional Engineer and later Area Engineer of 
the Colchester Section, where he broadened his knowledge 
and experience still further, particularly in the field of 
staff management in which he is now so much at home. 
Welfare of the staff has always been of major concern to 
him and he served for four years on the Engineering and 
Stores Department Whitley Counccl, including two years 
as Chairman of the Staf Side at the time the recentiy 
superseded report of the Committee on Promotion was 
produced. He was promoted in 1940 to Regionaa Engineer 
in the South-Western Region, where he had ample oppor
tunity to apply his extensive knowledge of external plant to 
the carrying out of a large programme of works necessitated 
by the last war. He has served on the Regionaa Whitley 
Committee for some years and takes a keen interest in the 
activities of the Regionaa Headquarters Sports Club, of 
which he has been Chairman since its formation in 1941.

His spare-time occupations include an interest in the 
game of bowls and an active participation in planning the 
rebuilding of the Boulevard Congregational Church,

Weston-super-Mare, which was destroyed by fire during 
the last war.

Morrill’s amiable but confident manner, coupled with his 
sympathetic but shrewd handling of staff matters, have 
made his recent promotion to Chiee Regionaa Engineer of 
the South-Western Region welcome news to his colleagues, 
who wish him well in his new post. D. E. B.

I .P.O.E.E, Appointments
We record with pleasure that the Engineer-in-Chief has 

appointed Mr. D. A. Barron, M.Sc., M.I.E.E., AttisSant 
Engineer-in-Chief, to be Chairman of Councci of the Institu- 
tion of Post Office Electricaa Engineers. In addition he has 
been appointed Chairman of the Board of Editors of the 
Journal in sueedision to Co1. J. Reading, M.B.E., E.R.D., 
whose resignation was announced in the las issue of this 
Journal.

To both posts Mr. Barron brings recent experience of the 
Institution’s activities, having served as Treasurer of the 
Institution and Chairman of the Institution’s Library 
Committee from 19151 to 1955 and as a member of the 
Board of Editors of the Journal from 1950 to 1954.

Premiums for Technical Writing
The Radio Industry Council’s scheme for- awarding 

premiums for technical writing is now in its fourth year. 
The objective is to encourage the writing of articles to make 
more Widely known British achievements in radio and 
electronics. Up to six premiums of 25 guineas each will 
be awarded each year to the writers of published articles 
which in the opinion of the Counci^s pane of judges are 
likely to enhance the reputation of the Industry.

Any writer will be eligible who is not paid a saaary 
wholly or mainly for writing and not earning 25 per cent. 
or more of hii income from fees for articles or from book 
royalties'

Writers are invited to submit published articles (five 
copies of the journal, or of the relevant pages, proofs or 
reprints), together with signed declarations of dliiiilb.lii;ty, 
to the Secretory of the Radio Industry Counccl, 59 Russell 
Square, London, W.C.1, requesting eonsidedation for an 
award. Articles will be considered for awards at the close 
of each year and the results announced early in the new 
year; all entries must reach the R.I.C. offices before the 
close of the year.

Articles published in this Journal are eligible for the 
awards; it will not, howeverr be ndeessary for writers of 
articles published in this Journal to submit; copies to the 
Secretary of the Radio Industiy Counccl when rdquesi:ng 
consideration for an award, as copies of each issue of the 
Journal are supplied to the members of the pane of judges.

Journal Binding
This issue of the Journal completes Vo1. 48 and readers 

Wishing to have the volume bound should refer to p. 260 
for details of the facilities available.

Additions to the Library—continued fromp. 246.

2292 Electrons, Atoms, Metals and Alloys. W. Hume-Rothery 
(Brit. 195155. '

Presents the general application of electron theory to 
the structure and properties of metals and alloys, in the 
form of a dialogue.

2293 Automatic Transmissions. Commentai Trades Inst.
(Amer. 1955).

Endeavours to satisfy the demands of the serviceman
and the student, and covers principles and maintenance.

2294 Amplitude-freqztency ClaraCdritt■ict of Ladder Networks.
E. Green (Brit. 1954).

Deals -with the synthesis and analysis of filter-type 
networks by means of modern network theory.

2295 Physics of Lubrication.—British Journal of Applied 
Physics (Brit. 1951).

A sympnsiuIn held in 1950.
2296 Loudspeakers: the H71iy amid How of Good Reproduction.

G. A. Briggs (Brit. 19515).
Intended for those requiring good reproduction, and 

who are therefore interedSed dn the loudspeaker and how 
it works and how results may be improved.

(Continued on-page 260)
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Ree^ional Notes
London Telecommunications Region

DAMAGE RESULTING FROM FRACTURE OF 
WATER MAIN .

Early on the morning of Sunday, 9th October, the S.E. 
Area Maintenance Control received advice that one trunk, 
one junction and two subscribers’ distribution cables showed 
signs of breakdown. This information linked up with a report 
of a water-main burst outside the Oval underground-railway 
station.

Inspection of the site revealed that a 36-in. main carrying 
watier at a pressure of 75 lb./sq. in., 16ft. below the road 
surface, had failed at a point adjacent to two interconnected 
manholes through which some 50 cables are routed. The 
large volume of water released had lifted the heavv reinforced 
concrete road over a large area, flooded adjacent; roads for 
some 200 yd. in all directions and left a crater of a size and 
depth reminiscent of many seen during the war.

Examination of the cables was impossible owing to the 
presence of water and gas from fractured mains. An endeavour 
was made to restrict further damage to the cables by injecting 
carbon-dioxide gas on both sides of the "incident.” After 
12 hours’ exceelent work by the Metropolitan Water Board’s 
contractors and the South Eastern Gas Board, reasonably safe 
access to the manholes was obtained and, after pumping, it 
was found that the deeper manhole contained ballast to a 
depith of approximattiy 4 ft., which had entered via the shaft 
and a spare six-way duct that had been damaged. The 
majority of the cables were buried beneath the ballast but the 
structure of the manhole appeared sound. Several cast-iron 
pipes pasting through the crater were suspended on the 
cables that they contained. The failure of the cables was 
evidently due to their having fractured when displaced by the 
flow of water and it was fortunate that the faults were not in 
the lower manhole, where the conditions would have made 
work impossible.

The renewa! of 240 yd. of 540/20 trunk cable was put in 
hand, the other cables being dried out to restore service 
temporarily. One joint, when dried, required a sleeve 16 ft. in 
length, renewaa of the cable being impracticable. At a later 
stage a 24/40 carrier cable and an additional subscribers’ 
distribution cable failed.

Meanwhile, the contractors had removed debris and prepared 
the excavation for the renewal of the damaged main. This 
revealed damage to 36-in. and 18-in. gas mains and leaks in 
several adjacent water mains. The renewaa of the damaged 
sections was rendered difficult: by the congestion of services 
at this point and in view of the disturbance of the subsoil all 
mains will be supported on pillars erected on a concrete base 
to be put in at approximately' 25 ft. below the road surface.

The removal of ballast from the manhole proved to be a 
tedious job, but eventually some 12 yd. were shifted by bucket 
via the manhole shafts and an opening in the manhole wall, 
made by removing the end section of the damaged six-way

Excavation at Site of Damaged Water Main.

duct. The clearance of stoppages in spare ducts is now in 
hand and will be followed by permanent restoration of the 
affected cables.

The illustration gives some idea of the congestion in part of 
the excavation at the scene of the incident. The water main 
which failed is lower than and to the right; of the manhole shaft, 
the duct route is again lower and beyond the shaft. Other services, 
including drainage and electricity, do not appear in the 
photograph.

R. V. H.

CABLING FOR TELEVISION HOUSE
In April, 1955, the Air Ministry vacated Adastral House, 

their London home for many years, and almost: overnight a 
small army of contractors moved in to convert the building 
into Television House for the Independent Television 
Authority.

The new tenants had agreed to use existing telephone 
switchboards and cabling but it soon became necessary to plan 
new switchboards and scrap the existing block wiring in order 
to ensure satisfactory working under the new conditions.

It was decided to retain and rearrange the old distribution 
frame and provide a 1,400-pair cable to cater for ultimate 
requirements.

The importance of easy access to distribution points was 
quickly recognised to be one of the first considerations for such 
an installation, and after many visits and discussions with the 
architects a suitable plan was evolved.

In addition to cables to serve the subscribers within the 
building, the planning and provision of coaxial cables, in 
conjunction with the E.-in-C.’s Office and the Regionaa group 
of the L.T.R., presented no small problem. Proposed routes 
had to be surveyed quickly and the facilities offered by a 
subway were utilised to accommodate these cables. Eight 4-in. 
steel pipes were used to provide an entry into the building for 
the cables, and over the short distance of 7 ft. two separate 
wayleave consents had to be negotiated with the responsible 
authorities before work could proceed.

At the "lead-in” point it was necessary to break through an 
18-in. brick wall, and a condition was imposed that the cutting 

■of the holes would have to be carried out by drilling through 
the brickwork. A 5-in. rock drill, mounted on a tripod, with 
sights on the barrel and actuated by a compressor, was 
obtained and the contractor erected speaal staging within the 
subway to carry out the job.

After each hole had been cut, a 4-in. stee pipe was set to 
take up its position to form two rows of four pipes inside the 
building. The setting of these steel pipes called for the expert 
use of a Crow-Cramp in order to get the required bend in 
such short lengths of pipe.

The job, which at first appeared to be "'just another lead-in,” 
was satisfactorily completed in about a week.

S. C. C.

North-Eastern Region
U.A.X. No. 12—EXTENDED CAPACITY

Details of a scheme to increase the capacrty of a U.A.X. 
No. 12 on a shared-service common-metering basis were 
published in December, 1954. This was arranged by using 
level 3 as a hypothetical level for the Y subscribers, who were 
given numbers in the 300 group with the same tens and units 
digits as their X partners in the normal 200 group.

By providing an additional A unit, shared service with 
separate metering can be provided for a maximum of 25 
additional subscribers. The traffic carrying capacity of the 
exchange is increased by the four selectors in the unit.

A scheme providing for separate metering was first tried at 
Aberford in the Leeds Area, where the five existing units 
(two A, two B and one C) were moved approximately 9 in. 
along the cable trench to enable a third A uniit to be added 
en suite just inside the door. A11 selectors, including those in 
the added unit, were modified to include an additional relay 
operated by the initial digit 3.

The power panel was suspended on hinges, and provided 
with a castor riding on a curved metal strip fixed to the floor, 
so that the panel could be swung out of the way to give working 
space when required. This scheme was not regarded as satis
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factory as the added unit: blocked egress from behind the 
units at the door end.

At Spofforth, also in the Leeds Area, a more ambitious 
experiment has been, tried. With the agreement of the planning 
authority, a battery hut was erecited on spare land at the rear 
of the building and the battery rack and batteries were moved 
into it. The hut was fitted with a roof light and a 5-A. power 
point. The space vacated was used for the provision of a 
third A unit: located close to, and at right angles to the wall. 
There is adequate space for a third B unit should this be 
required, giving a possible addition of 45 calling equipments. 
The multiple and miscellaneous cables were carried from the 
main suite of units in locally-made rectangular-section metal 
troughing, the roofs of the units being cut to allow entry of 
the cables.

The advantages of the scheme are:—
(1) More rapid clearance of U.A.X. No. 12 order lists.
(2) Deferment of capital expenditure on sites, buildings, 

external work and internal plant. The U.A.X.s No. 12 
concerned will ultimately require to be replaced, but the 
work will be spread over future years, when the impact 
of work to clear order lists is subsiding.

(3) Serviceable U.A.X. No. 12 units are kept in use instead 
of being recovered with no likelihood of re-issue.

(4) Reduction of the demand for U.A.X. No. 13 units.
(5) Better disposition of engineering staff is efifected by the 

reduction in peak provision.
The disadvantages of the scheme are similar to those of the 

common-metering expedient, viz.:—
(1) N.U. tone cannot be applied to numbers in the 300 

range.
(2) If service to one of a pair of sharing subscribers 

ceases, N.U. tone cannot: be given on the ceased number.
(3) An exclusive line in the 200 range can be obtained by 

dialling the equivalent number in the 300 range.
(4) If it is decided that exclusive service can be given to 

a sharing partner his number would have to be 
changed.

In order to exploit: the scheme to the full it is desirable that 
there should be spare multiple in the normal numbering 
range, and/or potential party subscribers existing. Where 
necessary the numbers of existing Y partners can be changed 
into the 300 series, so releasing numbers in the 200 series for 
further pairs of subscribers. At Aberford there were two 
spares but a further eight were obtained by changing existing 
Y subscribers from the 200 to the 300 group, thus providing 
a total of 10 spares in the 200 group available for 20 new 
shared service connections. The number changes were effected 
without compliant from the affected subscribers.

At Spofforth the cost: of providing one additional unit 
(exchuding the cost of the unit itself) approximated t0 the 
annual charge of a U.A.X. No. 13, so in general it may be said 
that the expedient is justified for periods of service in excess 
of one year. In addition, the hut will have a recovery value.

The scheme is rspecially attractive for many U.A.X.s No. 12 
with slow development, because it would defer the expensive 
conversions to U.A.X. No. 13 for worthwhile periods. It is 
also useful for deferring conversions until such problems as 
proposed boundary changes or the posssbiiity of amalgamation 
with other exchanges are resolved.

The Aberford and Spofforth extensions have been in service 
for some months and there have been neither service com - 
plaints nor engineering difficulties.

J. J. P.
Midland Region

36-4VAY OCTAGONAL LEADINGIN DUCTS AT 
BURTON-ON-TRENT EXCHANGE

An interesting method of conssruction has been adopted at 
Burton-on-Trent, exchange to ensure that the octagonal 
leading-in ducts are watertight.

The exchange is situated near the River Trent and the 
tubsoil is gravel. At highiwater periods the ground on which 
the exchange stands becomes waterlogged and it was essential, 
therefore, that the octagonal duct line should be of watertight 
construction. In order to achieve this it was proposed initially 
that the concrete trough should be tanked with asphalt and 
a protective skin of 4%in. brickwork provided. Experience in 
this Region, however, has proved that asphalt tanking is not 

entirely satisfactory, and so it was decided to, construct the 
trough in vibrated concrete and- use patent PVC water barriers 
wherever joints in the concrete were found to be necessary.

The base of the trough and 6 in. of the walls were constructed 
of vibrated concrete 6 in. thick of an approximate mix 
of 8 : 1. A 4-in. PVC water barrier was set in the 6-in. side 
walls with 2in. projecting above the surface. The walls of 
the trough were then brought up in the normal manner and 
vibrated as placed. The concrete trough was taken through 
the cable chamber and manhole walls so that it was continuous 
from the manhole to the inside of the cable chamber. The 
octagonal ducts were then laid in the trough in the normal 
manner and on completion a 6-in. roof of vibrated concrete 
was placed on the trough. Water barriers were not used 
at the junction of the roof and the side walls, but concrete 
construction joints were used instead of rebates. It was 
considered that this point would be above the expected water 
level at high-water periods. In all other respects the con-
struction was normal, except that the %in. diameter steel 
bars in the base were placed longitudinaHy at 6-in. centres 
and transversely at 2-ft. centres. The work was completed in 
June, 1955, and up to the present gives every indication of 
a satisfactory watertight construction.

A poker vibrator operated by a small petrol engine was 
used throughout. The mixing of the concrete was carefully 
carried out, the water content being kepi: to a minimum for 
the mix required, a water/cement ratio of 0-48 being main - 
tained. Test cubes of the concrete were taken as the work 
proceeded and were found to be of a dense nature free from 
voids. The aggregate used was %in. to |-in‘ crushed gravel 
and the sand jagin. down. The conpretsve strength after 
14 days averaged 6,100 lb.

The additional cost over normal consti-uction was approxi
mately 15s. per foot run, which is very much cheaper than 
the asphalt tanking originally: considered. It also avoids the 
additional excavation necessaay to provide the 4%in. brick - 
work protective skin to the asphalt tanking.

Vibrated concrete and PVC water barriers for the concrete 
trough, when octagonaa ducts are to be provided in wet 
situations, appear to be a satisfactory alternative to the 
standard method of construction where heavy water pressure 
is anticipated. J. E. B.

Northern Ireland
U.A.X.s No. 7—MODIFICATIONS TO INCREASE 

CAPACITY OF JUMPER FIELD
Recent equipment extensions at the four U.A.X.s No. 7 in 

the Belfast Telephone Area have produced a problem which 
has always been inherent in the desgn of this type of exchange; 
namely, how to accommodate the large increase in the 
interirack jumpers.

As is well known, the U.A.X. No. 7 does not include an 
I.D.F. Each linefinder group of 100 lines is associated 
with a particular final selector group and the linefinder 
and final selector multiples are terminated tide-by-tide on 
connection strips at the top of the A rack; subscribers 
being connected by strapping adjacent rows of tags. This 
system cannot be fully applied, as to do so would suggest 
a uniform calling rate of subscribers and loading of groups. 
When variation occurs, the traffic can be evenly distributed 
only by the use of jumpers between A racks, and it was to 
accommodate these jumpers that the original intermack 
jumpering facilities, shown in the first illustration, were 
provided. In the exchange shown in that illustrrtion— 
Holywooo—a 4004me extension is in progress, following 
which extensive use will be made of shared service with 
separate metering. A new rack is shown in foreground.

The standard jumpering facilities' might have served the 
present multiples in the three other exchanges (average 1,400 
limes) but for the extensive use of shared service with separate 
metering. It is rarely possible to connect two sharing sub - 
scribers without: the use of at least one external jumper, as 
subscribers are frequently allocated partners in different final 
serector groups. Also, modified line equipments are not always 
available in the group assoccated with either of the partners.

On recent extensions, in view of a proposed further increase 
in the use of shared service, it was decided to enlarge the 
jumper runs. It svas apparent that it would be of little use
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Usual Arrangement of Jumpers in U.A.X. No. 7.

to increase the diameter of the jumper rings fitted between 
racks unless something was doue to enlarge the holes in the 
A-rack end panels through which the jumpers emerge. An 
attempt was made to cut a larger hole at this point but the 
obstruction caused by the existing jumpers and, in some 
cases, the risk of earthing the negative bus-bar with the 
cutting tool caused the idea to be abandoned and the problem 
solved by the simple device of removing the end panels 
altogether. A lead was given in this connection by the fact 
that units used on recent extensions had been supplied without 
covers and end panels. After removing all fixing screws, two 
horizontal cuts were made between the side edge of the pane! 
and bottom and top edges of the jumper hole. With this 
rectangular piece removed, the panel was withdrawn without 
fouling the existing jumpers. A hacksaw and tinsmith’s small 
shears were found adequate for the job. The effective length 
of the shear handles was increased by the use of two short 
lengths of J-in. conduit.

The inter - rack jumper runs were enlarged by substituting 
Jumper Rings No. 9 for the existing small rings, but it was 
necessary to turn the rings through an angle of 90° to their 
fixing flanges and it was found that they could be twisted 
fairly easiiy when cold.

These measures effectively relieved congestion and they 
are considered adequate for up to 1,600 lines capacity. The 
main feature of the work was that existing jumpers did not 
require to be renewed.

Enlarged Inter-Rack Jumper Runs at Dundonald Exchange.

South-Western Region
STEAMING OUT HESSIAN --PROTECTED CABLES

Readers who have travelled between Bournemouth. and 
Southampton along the A35 road will have passed through 
the old priory town of Christchurch. If this were during the 
holiday season they will know what a traffic bottleneck 
Christchurch can be, partly due to the humpbacked bridges 
over the two branches of the River Avon. All east-bound 
M.U. & C.J. cables from Bournemouth pass through this part; 
of Christchurch, which is known as Purewell, in two duct 
lines, a 3-way duct on the north side and a 6-way on the 
south. Over the bridges the pipes are le-in. steel because of 
lack of cover.

The Bournemouth-Southampton N6. 4 and 5 carrier cables 
were installed in one bore of the 6-way duct: line in 1938, and 
are hessian protected. A fault developed on the No. 4 cable 
recently and was proved to be in one of the 184-yd. lengths of 
steel pipe over one of the bridges. It was found impossible 
to rod over more than 30 yd. from either end and the faulty 
cable was substituted in the only remaining spare way of the 
6-way nest.

All attempts from both ends to withdraw the faulty length, 
first by motor winch and then by chaiin puller, failed and 
only resulted in the cable stretching 4 to 5 yd. and ultimately 
breaking outside the cable grips; thus it became obvious that 
something abnormal was holding the cable. It was known 
that the cables were drawn in together and might have 
become twisted, and, from previous experience, posssbly stuck 
together. It was also known that the pipeline deviated con - 
siderabby from a straight line due to the humpbacked bridge, 
passing over or under other plant, and the swing in the road. 
As an alternative to tackling the dlffiCuH job of cutting the 
steel, it was decided to substitute the No. 5 cable and attempt 
to draw out both cables. This, however, met with no greater 
success; neither cable could be moved, either by pulling both 
together from each end in turn, or one cable from each end, 
i.e. in opposite directions at the same time, although, it is 
estimated, a pull exceeding 3 tons was applied to the cables.

There was a road depression on the bridge imme
diately above the steel pipes, at a point where the pipes were 
in flat formation, almost in the centre of the road with only 
2in. of concrete and 1 in. of asphalt as cover. It appeared 
posssble that the steee had been crushed or had sunk due to 
subsidence of the arch of the bridge, but the Divisionaa 
Surveyor’s examination underneath the arches found no sign 
of a collapse. a

It was then decided to open the road at the depression, 
examine the steee pipes, and, if they were in good condition, 
open the steel pipes and cut the cables in the hope that the 
two halves could be withdrawn. The police would only permit: 
this to be done after midnight on Saturday and subject to 
automatic traffic lights being used. Although working at night, 
it did not take long to clear the top of the pipes, and they were 
found to be in perfect condition. It was then necessary to 
decide which pipe to open, and this was done using a wire 
overground between the manholes and the required steee 
pipe. A Skilsaw powered by a compressor was used to cut 
the steel pipe, and it was then prised open sufficiently to 
allow the cables to be out. It was noticed that the cables were 
stuck fast together and to the pipe, and a crowbar was 
necessaay to move them. Attempts to draw out the cut cables 
again failed; and, unfortunately, the ends of both cables in 
both manholes were loss: due to excessive stretching. It was 
now certain that both cables were stuck throughout their 
length.

The opened pipe was closed in and covered by a half-Section 
of 4-in. steel and concrete.

The problem now was how to free the cables. The Post 
Office chemists were consulted and suggested a solution of 
water and paraffin, or steam. Steam had previoussy been 
considered locally and enquiries already made from local 
firms about the possibility of hiring a steam boiler. This was 
obtained and brought to the site on a low-loader, together 
with numerous lengths of screwed g-in. conduit, which were 
used to extend the rubber hose steam outlet from the boiler, 
a suitable connector being made to join them together.

Steam at about 35 lb./sq.in. pressure was raised and the 
conduit pushed up the pipe to a maximum of 35 yds. The

The second illustration shows the completed work at
Dundonald exchange, which has 1,2001ines capacity, including
720 shared-service subscribers with separate metering.

W. G.
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Cutting the Steel Pipe.

The Steam Boiler.

hope that steam would penetrate to the distant manhole 
proved too optimistic, due, it was found later, to pockets of 
water at low-lying points in the pipe.

It was then decided to open the pipe at the eastern approach, 
to the bridge, a distance of 45 yds. from the manhole, and also 
to remove the last section, of pipe entering this manhole in 
order to attach the cable grips. The steam conduut was 
pushed through the 45 yds. and after three hours of heating 
at a pressure varying between 40 and 501b./sq.m. the cables 
were withdrawn with comparative ease and a small mop 
drawn through which brought out a considerable amount of 
bitumen and hessian.

The remaining part of the pipeline was dealt; with by 
reopening on the bridge and by a third opening on the western 
approach to the bridge. Steam was piped overground to 
reach the middle sections and the same operations carried out 
as in the first section. After all cable had been withdrawn the 
pipeline was rodded, but it was found that nothing larger 
than a 2-in. rope could be drawn through. Attempts to clear 
the pipe were made by means of barbed wire threaded through 
a length of chain, but without success. The steam conduits 
were again used by tying them to the 2-in. rope and drawing 
them into the pipe. A full-bore barbed-wire swab, followed by 
another swab soaked in paraffin, was then pulled through 
and brought out more heisian and bitumen which the smaller 
swab had passed over. Finally a 9-in. mandrel was drawn 
through.

It will be appreciated that this work occupied many man - 
hours but, bearinn in mind the cost of laying a new pipe over 
such a difficult: section and the value of the scrap cabbe, it 
was an economic proposition.

“V. C. M./ G. A. W.

Home Counties Region
UNUSUAL UNDERGROUND CABLING WORK

It was necessary recentiy to provide a relief cable at Luton 
and at the same time to make allowance for future cabling and 
jointing work that would become necessaay in a few months’ 
time when the exchange was extended. A 900-pair cable was 
required between two manholes, with approximately 5 yds. 
of “slack” cable left at an intermediate point, which would 
become the new lead-in manhole.

GRIP
Method of Dra\ving-in the Cable, Showing the Loop Left in 

the Centre (Manhole.

The sketch shows the relative poiitions of the manholes and 
also the cabling arrangements. The intermediate manhole 
was non-standard, approximately 10 ft. long, 10 ft. deep and 
3 ft. wide. The duct line was at the bottom of the manhole. 
No anchor irons were fitted. The section lengths on either side 
of the manhole were 96 yds. and 28 yds.

Cabling operations were commenced and the cable was 
pulled into the intermediate manhole. The “end” pulling grip 
was then removed and a second rope passed through a spare 
bore from the pulling-in manhole to the intermediate manhole 
and coupled to a “fleeting” grip which was passed over the 
cable. Pulling-in continued, using the second rope and fleeting 
grip, and as the cable was pulled into the intermediate manhole 
the end w-as turned so as to form a large loop. When sufficient 
cable had been fleeted the end grip was reconnected and 
pulls -were then made alternately on the fleeting grip and the 
end grip. As the cable w-as pulled into the intermediate 
manhole by the fleeting grip the slack w-as pulled out by the 
end grip. The large loop in the intermediate manhole was left 
adequately supported and ready for future use. Greasung 
the cable was considered and the first 30 yds. were lightly 
greased at the feeding-in manhole but were rtIgrtrted 
adequately at the intermediate manhole as the cable entered 
the short section to the pulling-out: manhole.

Two men were employed in the intermediate manhole to 
man-handle the cable so as to maintain the large loop free 
from sharp bends. A third man w-as stationed at this point 
and controlled pulling-in operations. No additional staff w-ere 
necessaay at the other points. The work was carried out in the 
centre of the town where the normal hazards of traffic, 
ptdetirirt and vehicular, had to be contended with.

The method used, which proved entirely satisfactory, had 
not been employed previously but will, no doubt, be remem- 
bered by the staff taking pn-t who would not hesstate to use 
it if faced with a similar cabling problem.

C. W. R.

UNUSUAL USE OF A FORK LIFT TRUCK
A fork lift truck was used recently in the erection of a cable

drum hoist at Aylesbury.
The cable-drum hoist w-as constructed of a 6 in. by 5 in. 

rolltdItttet joist, 12 ft. long, with two “A”’-pole supports (36-It. 
stout poles cut down to 22 ft. 6 in.). The supports were not 
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perpendicular but sloping inwards at an angle, giving stability 
and an adequate distance between the supports for lorries to 
pass between them.

The "'A’” poles were cut, scarfed and the complete hoist 
fitted and assembled on the ground. Pole holes were positioned 
so that when the top of the hoist was raised it would pivot on 
the lower butts. Instead of the conventional method of 
derrick erection it was decided to employ a fork lift truck to 
raise the hoist to such a position that a direct pull from a

Erecting the Cable-Drum Hoi5t with a Fork Lift Truck.

lorry was able to “take over’’ and pull the hoist into a vertical 
position. The lift by the fork truck had to be made in feveeal 
steps; the partly-raised hoist; was held in position by means of 
struts during the repositioning of the fork lift truck; this was 
necessary between each step. F. E. L.

POST OFFICE SCIENTIFIC EXHIBIT
To stimulate local interest in the opportunities which are 

available for interesting careers in industrial and commercial 
undertakings in the Portsmouth district, the City of Ports - 
mouth College of Technology recentty staged an exhibition of 
scientific and industrial interest, representative of local under
takings. The Telephone Manager, Portsmouth, was invited to 
participate.

When first considering what form the Post Office exhibit 
would take, it was decided to try to show the modem trend 
of telecommunications equipment, with an eye to future 
development, by means of a “live” topical exhibit with moving 
parts and having demonstrators, rather than a more usuaa 
static display.

With the kind co-operation and very prrctital help of the 
Research and Radio Branches, Dollis Hill, from whom the 
equipment was borrowed, an interesting stand was provided 
which proved to be one of the most successful on show.

The exhibit comprised, firstly, the working model of a 
quartz-crystal clock, with descriptive notice, together with 
several annotated photographs of quartz cutting and lapping 
machines, and actual specimens of natural uncut quartz 
crystals, partly prepared quartz blocks, and examples of 
different types of quartz ofciilrtors in their final state.

Secondly, a display model showing the principle of 
operation of an electronic exchange, by means of sets of 
coloured lamps and cold cathode tubes, operated manually by 
keys, was used by the demonstrators to explain the pofsible 
development of telephone exchange construction and operation 
in the future. Other items of equipment included a binary
scale counting unit and a dekatron counting unit, connected 
to a dial telephone to illustrate the uses of such counting 
devices in industry.

The exhibition was opened by Sir Henry Tizard, G.C.B., 
M.A., F.R.S., who, with others, showed great interest in the 
Post Office stand.

The exhibition lasted for five days, and visits to three
automatic telephone exchanges, within the Portsmouth City
boundary, were arranged at certain times of the day for any
visitors to the Post: Office stand who were interested.

Other exhibitors included H.M. Dockyard, Portsmouth, the
Admiralty Signaa and Radar Establishment, the Central

Electricity Authority, the Southern Electricity Board, British 
Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and the General Electric Co., Ltd.

D. R. F. D.

Scotland
THE LAST POST OFFICE INLAND MORSE TELEGRAPH 

CIRCUIT
The Outer Hebrides have recently become front-page news 

because of the Government proposals to install a rocket range. 
Opposition to the scheme comes from a section of the 
population who wish to retain the old way of life, but the 
old way of life torltmuef to vanish. Motor cars, tractors, 
aeroplanes and telephones have come to stay, and progress 
and development in these things are inevitable.

There are many on the Long Island who will regret the 
prssing of the last inland morse telegraph circuit operated by the 
Post Office. A decision has been made to recover this circuiit, 
which linked the islands of the Outer Hebrides. Records of its 
early history have been lost, but the linking of Barra to South 
Uist by submarine cable in 1884, and, two years later, the 
laying of the Harris-North Uist submarine cable, probably 
caused as much stir as the proposed rocket range does to-day.

The importance of the circuiit can be judged from the 
traffic carried. Twenty years ago, when Casi:l<eb:ay had a 
flourishing fishing fleet, it was not unusual for the local Post 
Office to handle between four and five hundred messages a day. 
Decline of the herring fishing industry and the introduction 
of the telephone in 1938 caused a gradual reduction in telegraph 
traffic. It became more and more difficult to find staff who 
could be trained as competent telegraphists and, eventuafly, 
in October, 1954, a fault in the Benbecula-South Uist sub
marine cable put the circuit out of use. The faulty cable was 
not repaired, telegrams were passed by telephone, and now 
the apparatus is to be recovered and the lines used for other 
purposes.

The circuiit has been used for various systems, Wheatstone, 
simplex, duplex and A.B.C. The line throughout the length 
of the Long Island consists of 40 miles of very exposed over - 
head route interconnected between the islands by submarine 
cable having a total length of 18 nautical miles. This served 
the’Post Offices at Castlebay, Lochboifdrle, Grogarry, Crea- 
garry and Lochmaddy. A further length of 11 miles of sub
marine cable connects North Uist with the island of Harris.

The old morse telegraph had its advantages. In small 
offices, consisting perhaps of a genera! shop with no space for 
a silence cabinet:, secrecy was ensured, and the telegraphist 
could even attend to other matters while taking a message. 
A transmission standard much lower than that required for 
telephone circuits could be tolerated. The nests of hooded 
crows, salt spray from the Atlantic, and other maintenance 
hazards were not as harmful to simplex telegraph as they would 
be to a complex country satellite. There is perhaps something 
to be said for the old way of life.

J. S. G.

THE TRANSATLANTIC CABLE LANDED
On the 5th and 6th September, the shore ends of the receive 

and transmit transatlantic telephone cables were taken ashore, 
and buoyed two miles out at sea, ready to be picked up by 
H.M.T.S. Monaroh. The operation was carried out by 
H.M.T.S. Iris and Scotland West Area staff.

As it had proved impracticable to excavate a trench under 
water to a point where the cables would be free from exposure, 
the novel expedient of two 6-in. sted pipes was employed. 
These were laid from above high-water mark into the sea, 
fixed in poshtion with concrete, and then covered with several 
feet of broken rock. The cables- were thus protected from 
wave action on the beach.

The shore ends consisted of the central core with three 
different types of protection, the overaU diameter varying 
from 1-84 in. at the seaward end to 2-26 in. at the anchor.

The central copper conductor, 0-1318 in. diameter, surrounded 
by three copper tapes, 0-148 in. X 0-0145 in., was covered with 
a solid layer of polythene 0-23 in. thick. Over this were wound 
the six return copper tapes, 0-32 in. X 0-016 in., covered with 
an overlapping winding of teredo copper tape, i~75it. X 
0.003 in., and then covered with a 0-1 in. thick layer of 
polythene.
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The 1% nautical miles of cable at the seaward end were 
served with jute and armoured with 12 X 0-3 in. mild-steel 
wires, protected with two servings of impregnated jute. 
The 1,218 yds. at the landward end were protected with an 
overlapped cotton tape over the polythene, and a 0-18 in. 
thick lead-alloy sheath. The armouring over this was increased 
to 16 X 0-3 in. mild-steel wires. The last: 165 yds. at the 
landward end included an outer polythene sheath, 0-1 in. 
thick, over the lead. This served as the final outer covering 
when the armouring had been stripped from the end of the 
cable as far as the anchor- point.

The actual landing was carried out: with the Clyde “puffer” 
Glen Amy, to which the cable was transferred from H.M.T.S. 
Iris, and coiled in the hold. The armoured cables were drawn 
ashore from the puffer through the steel pipes, by Area staff 
using a winch. When a sufficient length was ashore to reach 
the power-feeding cabinet; without a joint, the cable was laid 
out on the shore and the armour stripped as far as the 
anchoring point. A clamp, speciaffy made to a Bell System 
design, was fastened to the armouring _ remaining on the 
seaward portion of the cable to anchor the cable to the shore.

The stripped end was drawn through the duct into the 
station by men working in a passage without windows. Their 
work was very satisfactorily controlled with the aid of a 
public address system, the microphone being located at the 
point where the cable entered the duct. As the stiff coaxial 
cable was covered with polythene and a lead sheath, extreme 
care was gncessary in handling the loop laid out on the shore 
where it entered the duct. A number of liglht two-wheeled 
“skates" were used to carry the cable along the passage 
floor and proved very' handy.

H.M.T.S. .Monarch, after laying the last section from 
RockaH Bank,* picked up the buoyed end of the receive 
cable and.made the final splice on 26th September. Power 

was turned on at 19.08 hours the same day, and speech from 
Newfoundland was heard. Transmission nraaurements com
menced immediately.

The end of the transmit cable lies in the sea, ready to be 
picked up and spliced to the main length of cable to be laid 
by Monmch.

J. H. R.

Landing the Cable from the “Glen Aray”

’“Described in “Completion of the First Transatlantic Telephone 
Cable," p. 239 of this journal. ‘

Associate Section Notes
Darlington Centre

The officers and committee for the present urssion are: 
Cliaiwnan: L. M. Airey; Vicr-Chaiemnn: A. Snowden; 
Treasurer and Librarian: B. Midcalf. Committee: R. W. Cowen 
(Senior), D. E. Dodds, G. A. Garry, T. L. M. Hebron, S. Little, 
J. McMrnnneu. R. Moore, H. Milburn, S. Pumford and 
J. Ronaldson. Auditors: P. Dodds and A. S. Hyatt. Local 
Sncreltlre>|■. C. N. Hutchinson.

It is hoped that the following programme, which has been 
arranged for the 1955/56 session, will appeal to our Centre 
members and ensure good attendances at the meetings:—

8th Novrmber.—“E1rctricity in the Chemical IgdgsUrey” 
G. A. Whitton, A.M.I.E.E. (I.C.L, Ltd.).

29th November.—“The New's in the Newspapers,” “7. A. 
Myers (Chief Reporter, North of England Newspaper 
Co., Ltd.),

144:11 December (at Middlesbrough).—“Electronicu in Tele
phone Exchange!?,,” J. Lawrence, M.LE.E.

10th Jrnuard.—“The New' Broadcasting System.” B. V.
Northall, A.M.Brit.I.R.E. _

7th Febrerard.—'Some Pecuhar Maintenance Problems I 
have Encountered," G. B. G. Hart, A.M.I.E.E.

13-th March.—"Motor Sports,” with Film Illustrations, 
R. Lawson.

10th April.—*'Frigidaire," E. J. Naylor (H. C. Teuldahl 
Ltd.).

More of our Centre members have been promoted, including 
our Chairman for the 1953/55 snssionu, Mr. N. V. Allinsug, and 
in consequence are now' members of the Senior Section. We 
congratulate them and appreciate the fact that they will still 
follow the Centre's activities. C. N. H.

Newcastle Centre
A meeting was held in June to determine whether sufficient

interest in the Associate Section existed to enable the Centre,
dormant for several years, to be restarted.. The response was
far beyond expectation and, striking while the iron was hot,
officials and a committee were elected before the meeting
closed.

Membership to date is 124, almost three times greater 
than ever it was as the 01d Junior Section.

Four local visits were arranged: one in August to a cable 
factory; two in September to a dadio-relay and television 
establishment and also to a large power station; and lastly one 
in October to a well-known electrical engineering firm on 
Tyneside. Other visits will be arranged for the future and it 
is hoped that they will prove as enjoyable as those in the past.

The shaping of the programme has not been easy', but with 
some helpful assistance from the local liaison officer our 
difficulties are almost solved.

Our first meeting had for its main feature an informal talk 
on “The Duties, Responsibilitiru, etc., of an Area Engigeen.” 
given jointly by our own Area Engineers, Mr. J. E. Collins 
and Mr. A. E. Twycrouu, B.E.M. An interesting diucussion 
followed on various points covering discipline, efficiency'', 
works units, finance, co-operation with other agthoei'tinu, etc., 
and all queries were answered simply and yet fully enough to 
leave no doubts in the mind of the qgrsticltreu.

Further papers to be given this session will include subjects 
such as U.A.X. principles, high-voltage grid scheme control, 
frequency modulation, and mrchaniicat aids in telecommunica
tions practice.

Now that we have got the wheels to turn, it is up to the 
members to keep them turning and this can best be done by 
attending the meetings and visits arranged for membere’ 
benefit;. G. D. C.

Bishop's Stortford Centre
The Bishop's Stortford Centre of the Associate Section 

commenced its activities for the year 1954-55 with a visit, 
on the lst September, to the National Radio Exhibition 
at Earls Court. Despite a very hot day a full coachload was 
mustered and a very enjoyable afternoon and evening were 
spent at this ever-popular show.

On the 28t:h September a visit was paid to the Post Office 
wireless telegraphy transmitting station at Ongar. This was 
an nvntigg visit: and a good number of our members were 
scheduled to attend, but unfortunately, late in the afternoon, 
a cable fault; developed in the Area which prevented several 
members making the trip.
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In October a member of the plastics industry came along 
to our meeting place in South Street: and gave us what proved 
to be an extremely interesting and informative talk on modern 
plastics. The speaker and his asssstant manufactured two 
forms of plastic material at the meeting. Several of us 
accepted a challenge to break these, but were unsucceersfiU !

In December a film show of a non-teehnical nature was 
held at South Street.

Several of the visits planned did not, for various reasons, 
materialise, and so it was not until April that the next 
meeting was held. This was a talk given by Mr. E. A. Mayne, 
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., Telephone Manager, Guildford. His 
subject was “Telephony in the U.S.A..” a very enlightening 
talk on the telephone administration of that country.

The following items were arranged for the first half of the 
1955/56 sessson:—

21st November.—A visit by 16 members to the Vauxhall 
Motor Works, Luton.

6th December.—A talk by Mr. S. J. Edwards, A.M.I.E.E., 
Telephone Manager, Cambridge, on “‘The T.M.’s Office 
and Its Organisation.” J. S. R.

London Centre
During October our Librarian, Mr. F. E. Baker, had to 

resign due to pressure of work. He had held the post for 
2% years and done an excellent job in supplying members with 
periodicals; his work is even more meritorious when one 
considers that for the majority of that time he had no assistance 
yet managed to maintain the circulation. Mr. Baker may be 
very pleased with his achievements, as a record number of 
periodicals were circulated during the 1954/55 sessson. The 
London Centre is very unfortunate and sorry to lose 
Mr. Baker.

The new Librarian, who has been co-opted to the committee, 
is Mr. S. Chailoner; his address is Balham A.T.E., 49 Upper 
Tooting Road, Tooting, SW.17, and the telephone number 
is BALham 1112.

The attendances at Centre meetings are again lower than 
the organisers would like, and to date the average attendance 
at 1955/56 meetings is the lowest yet. The subject-matter 
of the papers, automobile engineering, information theory-, 
radar, rocket propulsion, and American telephone exchanges, 
■was chosen to attract those who wanted a subject not akin 
to their everyday- work, and yet satisfy the regular supporters.

The meetings arranged for the next three months are as 
folloovs:—

31st January.—dolour Television,” by Mr. Jcsty, of 
Marconi Research. Laboratoiry.

20th March.—"Applications of Electronics on British 
Railways,” by Mr. D. R. Turner.

11th. April.—“Mathematics—a Realistic Approach,” by 
Mr. R. New.

Make a note of these dates, as your support is needed. It is 
not fair to expect the speakers to give up valuable time to 
talk to a handful of people, and it is rmbrrrrssing for both 
speaker and organisers.

The London Centre Committee extend their congratulations 
to Messrs. Fronde, Smith and Vaughan for their success in 
receiving Senior Section Awards for Papers read at Centre 
meetings, recorded on p. 246 of this Journal.

The L.P. Reg. Section have added further laurels to their 
achievements with the Papers by Messrs. Froude and Smith, 
while the Test Section have collected their second award in 
two years with Mr. Vaughan's Paper.

If any Associate Section member feels that he would like 
to make the venture into presenting a paper, either at a Local 
or a Centre meeting, would he please contact: P. Sayers on 
LTK 6932 for further information. This applies particularly 
to members in the L.T. Reg., whose papers during the last 
five years total one! P. S.

Aylesbury (late Chiltern) Centre
Two interesting and popular visits have been made this 

sessson, one to G.E.C.’s Telephone Works at Coventry and one 
to “Air Trainers” local factory.

A full programme of talks has not been possible, but 
members’ interest has been sustained by two film shows, one 
on motor-car testing and travel, and one on “Bees,’” with a 
talk by Mr. J. M. Hurn.

Two outstanding talks (both well attended) were “‘Planning 
for the next 5-7 years,” by Mr. R. C. Such, our Area Engineer, 
and “Development of the Telephone” by Mr. C. Hartwell. 
In November Mr. A. D. V. Knowers, Telephone Manager, 
gave a talk on “Area Policy.”

The programme for 1956 is shaping well, and we hope 
complete details will be available at the annual general meeting 
in December, together with particulars of our summer visit, 
which we hope will include a visit to the factory of Standard 
Telephones and Cables, Ltd. H. J. T.

Edinburgh Centre
At the opening meeting of thie Centre, Mir. J. Fergusson gave 

an excellent: talk on the “Electrical Side of the Motor Car,” 
and thereby set a high standard for the rest of our meetings 
this year. The October meeting took the form of a film show, 
when a grand programme of interesting films was shown by 
our Centre “movie-expeer” Mr. D. Plenderieith. Mr. R. J. 
Hines, C.R.E., and Mr. Hi. Stevenson, Area Engineer, were 
guests of the Centre that evening, and during a break in the 
programme the C.R.E. presented Mr. J. R. Haggart with an 
I.P.O.E.E. Certificate of Merit., •

Two very successful visits were made during the past month 
to the B.B.C. Transmitting Station, WesSerglen, and to the 
engineering works of Bruce Peebles, Ltd. Visits are very 
popular in the Edinburgh Centre, and quite a few equally 
interesting trips have been arranged for the near future.

J. R. H.
Glasgow and Scotland West Centre

The programme for 1955-56 is now under way and the 
sessson promises to be a very successSul one.

“Elements of Electronic Switching,” by Mr. J. J. Loughlin, 
A.M.I.E.E., S.E.E., Edinburgh, and “'Law and Order,” by 
Detective Superintendent George MacLean, of the Identifica- 
tion Bureau of the City of Glasgow Police, have both taken 
place and were very well received.

The remainder of the programme is as follows:—
18th Novembee.—“Post Office Finance,” by Miss V. 

Smithies, S.E.O., Edinburgh.
8th Decembeer—“Across Canada by Canadian Pacific.'” 

A colour film.
10th January.—Theatre Night.
201th Januarr.—“Heredity,” by Dr. A. “V. M. Coombs, 

Post Office Research Station.
14th Febbuaay.—‘‘RadioLinks,” by Mr. T. Moxon, S.E.E., 

Edinburgh.
16th March.—"Practical TV,” by Mr. R. H. Garner, B.Sc., 

A.M.I.E.E., Principal, School of Engineering, Burnbank.
19th April.—“Plasticf,’' by I.C.I.
The Committee feel that the remainder of the programme 

still to be delivered will be as interesting and enjoyable as 
the items now past, and that the mixture of social events, 
non-technical lectures and technical lectures will result in 
large attendances and enjoyable evenings. J. F.

Dundee Centre
The 1955/56 SessSon commenced with a visit to the S.H.F. 

Radio Link (television) Station at Craigowl Hill, and two 
very interesting lectures on Transistors and Photography.

If the remaining items in the programme attain the high 
standard already set we shaH have a most successSul sessson, 
espenaHy as our membership has risen to appiroximattiy 120.

J. o. P.
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Staff Changes
Promotions

Name Region Date Name Region Date

C.R.E. t0 Asst. Eng-ineee-în Chiee Tech. Offr. to Ass/. Engr.-—omit-wmed.
\Va-ren, A. C. . . . . SAV. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. -.9.55 George, G. .. .. WIBSC. . . -2.4.55

Wadsworth, P. H. . . AV.B.C. .. -2.4.55
Regioncd Engr. to C.R.E. Hayward, A. . . . .

Smith, D. L. .. ..
W.B.C. ..
Scoot. . .

2.4.55
-4.9.55

Monili, A. E................... SAV. Reg.................. .. 22.9.55 Tolmie, R. G...................
Warrington, T. N. ..

Scoot. ..
N.W. Reg. ..

20.9.55
81.-0.55

Asst. Staff Engr. -o Staff Engr.
Taylor, F. J. D. . . E.-in-C.O. . . . . .. -7.-0.55 Tech. Ofr. to Inspector

Lewington, H. W. .. H.C. Reg. .. 29.-2.55
Snr. Exec. Engr. to Asst. Staff Engr. Hedges, R. J. P. . . H.C. Reg. .. 2.8.55
Piggott. J........................ E.-in-C.O.................. .. -2.9.55 MacDonald, W. F. .. Scot. . . -.8.55

Adams, T. . . . . Scoot. .. -.8.55
Sw. Exec. Engr. fa Prioxipaa Wallis, E. A. . . . .

McHarg, J. T..................
Mid. Reg. . .
Scot. . .

-5.8.55
5.9.55

Goldsmith, F. H. .. E.-tn-C.O. t0 P.D... .. 7.--.55 Walker, J....................... Scot:. .. -9.9.55
1 , Forster, H. . . . . N.E. Reg. . . -.5.55

Exec. Engy. to Sam Exec. Engr. Hirst, K. W.................... N.W. Reg. . . 5.-0.55
Loughlin, J. J................. Scot. . . . . .. 5.S.55 Keys, P. H...................... S.W. Reg. . . -2.9.55
Aucott, A. T. . . . . L.P. Reg. to Mid. Reg. .. 22.9.55 ’ Bowden, M. A. H. . . S.W. Reg. . . -0.9.55
Birss, R. R................ N.E. Reg. to Scoi:. .. 29.8.55 Pasco, M. J. .. .. S.W. Reg. .. -9.9.55
Frtom, R.F. . . . . E.-in-C.O. . . . . .. 5.S.55 Johnson, W. H. . . N.W. Reg. . . 27.-0.55
Berge, M. .. . . L.T. Reg................... .. 2-.6.55
Bennett, R. O. . . . . E.-in-C.O. . . . . .. 8.S.55 Tech. I. 1o Inspector
Carnson, L.B. . . . . L.T. Reg. to N.i. . . .. 22-8-55 Reynolds, V. J. .. H.C. Reg. . . -.5.55
Gerry, P. R . C................ H.C. Reg. . . . . .. 4-5-5? Holliday, F. . . . . L.P. Reg. .. 28.5.55
Hix, K. W....................... E.-in-C.O.................. .. 2-9-00 Adams, G. L. .. . . L.P. Reg. .. 20.8.55McDowell, D. . . . . E.-tn-C.O.................. .. 29-S-55 Orchaad, c. J. .. .. H.C. Reg. . . 22.7.55

Day J.............................. H.C. Reg. . . 22.7.55
Asst. Engr. Io Exec. Engr. Shorrock, H. . . .. NAV. Reg. . . 5.8.55
Glover, “7. A. . . . . S.W. Reg. to L.P. Reg. .. -8.8.55 Duncan, D. W.. . .. StOt: . . -.8.55
Long, J.H...................... E.-in-C.O. to L.T. Reg. .. 2.8.55 Evans, B. H.1V. .. L.T. Reg. .. 2.7.55
Lowne, H. R.B. .. E.-in-C.O.................. .. -5.8.55 Birchmore, A. L. .. L.T. Reg. .. --.7.55
Farmei-, K. C. D. . . E. -in-C.O.................. .. 5.8.55 Musker, H. J.................. W.B.C. .. -5.6.55
Akester, K. M................. E. -in-C. O.................. .. -.9.55 Williams, D. R. . . W.B.C. .. 6.6.55
Crump, S. G. .. .. H.C. Reg................... .. 8L5.55 Wood, E. T..................... W.B.C. .. -5.6.55
Childe, P. F..................... N.W. Reg. toE.-in-C.O. -. 5.9.55 Alderson, W. .. . . W.B.C. .. -5.6.55
Toomer, R. A. . . . . H. C. Reg................... .. 5.8.55 Mills, R. G. L................ W.B.C. .. 8.6.55
Bird, J. R........................ H.C. Reg................... .. -.8.55 Henry, W. L.................. Scot. .. -.8.55

Gordon, J. E. M. . . Scot. .. -.9.55
Inspector to Asst. Engr. Ingram, A. . . . .

Devlin, F. J...................
George, P. H. . . . .

SCOtt . .
N.I. ..
N.E. Reg. . .

-.8.55
2.6.55
-.5.55Pleasants, L. H. . . H.C. Reg................... .. 22-7-55

Griffiths, H...................... AV.B.C....................... .. --4-55 Cooper, C. . . . . N.E. Reg. .. -.-0.55
Thomass, J.L. . . . . AV.B.C....................... .. 9-5-55 Bowers, c. E. .. . . N.W. Reg. .. -9.9.55
Long, E. .. . . N.E. Reg.................. .. 8-8-55 Coulthard, H. B. . . N.W. Reg. . . -9.9.55
Myers, S. . . . . N.W. Reg................. .. 24-9-55 Spiers, B. N. . . . . N.W. Reg. . . 29.9.55
Jota, G.L....................... W.B.C....................... .. --10.55 Moggeridge, A. . . . . L.T. Reg. .. 23.-0.55

XViiliams, C. H. . . W.B.C. .. 22.2.55
Tech. 0/77. 1 Asst. Engr. Bayle;/, H. R. . . .. AV.B.C. .. 4.7.55
Barber, J. .. ..
Clarke, W. R...................

H.C. Reg...................
E.-in-C.O. . . . .

.. 30.6.55

.. 8.8.55
Lloyd, C. . . . .
Prichard, W...................

W.B.C. . .
W.B.C. ..

9.7.55
8.8.55

Bond, A.H.....................
Gillett. D.S....................

H.C. Reg................... .. 22.7.55
H.C. Reg. . . . . .. 22.7.55

Henderson, G. G. . . Scot. . . . . .. -.8.55
Parsons, S. E. . . .. Mid. Reg. . . . . .. -5.8.55 Sm. So. Offr. (Open Com-petntion)
Beastall, W. A.. . . . Mid. Reg. . . . . .. 22.8.55 Ellis, A. S........................ E.-in-C.O. . . -7.8.55
Peake, W....................... Mid. Reg. . . . . .. 23.5.55
Hull, A. E........................ Mid. Reg. . . . . .. ZL.6.55 Sc. Off'-. to Siw. 50. Ofr.Smith, P. E.....................
Evans.M.P. J. ..

Mid. Reg. . . . . .. 22.5.55
.. -3.8.55 Ha—rison, J. C. .. . . E.-in-C.O. .. -9.7.55

Dungworth, E. . . . . N.E. Reg.................. .. -9.9.55 Hastie, R. A................... E.-in-C.O. .. -9.7.55
Hill, J. D......................... N.E. Reg.................. .. 28.8.55
Fish, H.W...................... N.E. Reg.................. .. 4.5.55 Exptl. Offi'. -o Sm-. Exptl. Offr.
Sefton, R. C.................... N.E. Reg.................. .. -9.9.55 Child, M. R....................... E.-in-C.O. .. -7.8.55
Scrivener, L. W. . . E.T.E........................ .. -8.6.55
Sheldrake, R. P. G. . .
Crowther, J. L. . . . .

E.T.E........................
E.T.E........................

.. 8.6.25

.. 18.6.55
Exptl. Offr. (Open Com-petiition)

Faulkner, H. N . . . E.T.E. .. -8.6.55 Jo-dan, K.. A. . . . . E.-in-C.O. . . 26.9.55
Parrish, T. R.................. AV.B.C....................... .. 2.8.55 T-afïo-d, D. J. .. . . E.-in-C.O. .. 7.-0.55
Mathias, H. . . . . AV.B.C....................... .. -0.6.55
Sutherland, N.R. .. Scot. . . . . .. 4.9.55 Asst. Exptl. 0-7-. to Exptl. Offr.
Holdway, A. . . . . Mid. Reg. . . . . .. -.-0.55 Ellioott, C. R.................... E.-in-C.O. . . -9.7.55
Hewitt, H. S.................. L.T. Reg................... .. -2.4.55
Wilson, J.........................
Dell, A. G........................
Jackson, T. A. . . . .

L.T. Reg...................
L.T. Reg...................
AV.B.C.......................

.. 84.2.55

.. 25.4.55

.. 9.5.25

Asst. Exptl. Off-. (Open ColnpeOi■iton)
Hilton, V. M. (Miss) . . E.-in-C.O. . . 7.-0.55

Milne, J.L...................... Scot. . . . . .. 8.8.55
Irvine, W. F. .. . . Scot. . . . . .. -3.8.55 Asst. Exptl. Off-. (L■XmXiod Comp^txXt.on')
Bowley, J.L. . . .. Mid. Reg. . . . . .. 80.9.55 Parker, A. E................... E.-in-C.O. .. -6.6.55
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Retirements and Resignations

Name Region Date Name Region Date

Asst. Engi-lerr-in-Chief Asst. Engr.—continued.
Reading, J. . . . . E.-in-C.O. (Resigned) 31.8.55 Barton, A. L. . . . . N.E. Reg............................... 30.8.55

Evans, W. H.................. W.B.C.................................... 30.9.55
Asst. Staff Engr. Gooch, J. V. L. . . L.T. Reg................................ 1.10.55
Gill, O. W........................ E.-in-C.O................. 11.9.55 Easthill, C F. . . . . L.T. Reg................................ 3.1C.55

Collins, W. J................... L.T. Reg................................ 29.1C.55
5W- Exec- Engr- Mitchell, H. B................ L.T. Reg................................ 31.10.55
Hedges, E. W................. E.T.E....................... 31.8.55 Loader, S. F. . . . . L.T. Reg................................ 31.10.55
Phillips, S. A................. E.-in-C.O. (Resigned) 31.8.55 Lindsay, H. L. . . . . Scot. . . . . . . 31.10.55
Parker, J. D.................... On loan to Control Com- Marsland, J. P. . . N.E. Reg............................... 4.11.55

mission in Germany. Blackhall, W. A. C . . E.-in-C.O................................. 11.11.55
(Resigned) 31.8.55

InspectorExec. Engr.
Brandrum, W. H. . . L.P. Reg................... 17.8.55 Wa.tson, H....................... NjE' Reg............................... 9.8.55
Diggle, A. . . . . N.E. Reg................. 31.8.55 Hoasp. J. T................ Md- Reg................................ 29'8'55
Smallwood, W. K. . . E.T.E..................... 30.9.55 Fraser. J.......................... Scot, . . . . . . 81.8.55
Davidson, W. BK . . Scoo. . . . . 12.10.55 Joiner, W. J............... Mid. Reg................................ 30.9.50
Tudor-Owen, R. L. 1.. . E.-in-C.O. (Resigned) . . 21.10.55 à1!“«’ E-r ’ ’ "

Adams, W. .. . .
N-W- Reg..............................
L.T. Refe.................. . .

30.9.55
30.9.55

Asst. Eugr. Briscoe, H. R. . . . . N.E. Reg............................... 3.10.55
Barnes, H. . . . . S.W. Reg.................. 12.3.55 Storey, H. W............... H.C. Reg............................... 7.1C.55
Wrenn,' H. G................... Mid. Reg................... 15.8.55 White, A. W.................. H.C. Reg............................... 8.1C.55
Forty, S. C_ . . . . H.C. Reg................. 31.8.55 Campbell, T. M. . . Scot. . . . . . . 31.10.55
Appleby, W. J. H. . . E.-in-C.O. (Resigned) . . 13.8.55

Exptl. Offr.Taylor, E. R. . . . . H.C. Reg. (Resigned) . ■ 26.8.55
E.-in-C.O. (Resigned) . .Griffiths, G, G................ Rßd. ReR. (Resigned) . . 31.8.55 Butterworth, J. . . 31.10.55

Williams, H.................... L.T. Reg. . . . . . . 4.8.55
Assi. Exptl. Oflr.Wright, CW.................. L.T. Reg................... .. 19.8.55
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SENIOR INSTRUCTOR required 
for the POST & TELECOMMUNI - 
CATIONS DEPT., GOLD COAST 
LOCAL CIVIL SERVICE for two 
tours of 18 to 24 months in the first 
instance. Consolidated salary scale 
£1,330 rising to £1,680 a year. 
Gratuity at the rate of £150 a year. 
Outfit allowance. Liberal leave on 
full saDry. Free passages. Candi
dates must have sound geiwndknow- 
ledge of overhead and underground 
distribution, subscribers installations, 
manual and automatic telephone 
exchanges, carrier systems and tele
printers and have practical experience 
in at least two of these subjects. 
Write to the Crown Agents, 4 Mill - 
bank, London, S.W.l. State age, 
name in block letters, full qualifica
tions and experience and quote 
M2C/41190/PAA.

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS 
and ALLIED EQUIPMENT by 

dDCOLEE 
(Rd e )

TRADITIONAL BRITISH QUALITY
British, U.S.A.. Canadian 8 Foreign Pits.

Rcgissered Designs, etc.

Reg. Design 

PROTECTIVE
SHELD

List 68

3^6" Dia. 
DETACHiABLE

BIT
INSTRUMENT

List 64
As illustrated

SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLTAGES. 
DESIGNED FOR FACTORY BENCH LINE 
ASSEMBLY RADIO, TV, DEAF A/D, ETC.

—--------------------Write for Catalogues—

HEAD OFFICE, SERVICE AND SALES

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD
GAUDEN RD.. CLAPHAM HIGH ST., LONDON, SW.4 

Pione: MACaulay 3101,4272



। Farmers 50inEtimes grumble, it’s said, about quite a number of things. g

Butyounever heard afarmer say ‘Trouble with the land, is work-shy men’. You never will—-while 
his men are countrymen. Nobody stands at the countryman’s elbow to see that he sticks to the 
job. Nobody needs remind him that tins job or that will call for patience and skill. Nobody had 
to persuade him to welcome the Machine. All he has said of each new box-of-tricks is fshow me 
how to work it’. Alton, where Alton batteries are made, is a country town where men are country
men. Men who haven’’; yet learnt to believe that what’s near enough right is well enough done.

J Men who are happy to marry the old hand sklls to the use of modern machines. Men whose per
- sond standards of workmanship have helped to build a world-wide reputation for Alton Batteries.

| ALTON Batteries ofMerit |
H Alton stationary batteries: 10 to 15,000 ah. Also in regUorpmducC¡iou, J
■ renews platesfor al makes of battery, British and Continental. g

B THE ALTON BATTERYCOMPANY LIMITED, ALTON, HANTS ′ Telepho ’A LTON 2267 and22e8 • Telegrams: BATTERY, ALTON B
E v A.30 55
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This cable carries weight

CABLES

¿to'

BICC AREAL WAYS PREPARED TO DEMGIN AND MANU
FACTURECABLES TO MEETSPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

BICC Combined Camera Cable and Lifting Rope 
for underwater use.

Street ■ LONDON ■ WC1

This speccal multicoreT/V camera cable is also used as a rope. 
It contains all the necessary electrical circuits and supports the 
full weight of the underwater T/V Camera by means of an 
overall hemp loom braid. It was designed and manufactured by 
BICC to meet; the requirements of Messrs. Pye Ltd.

During recent trials the camera was repeatedly lowered and 
operated by this cable. Depths of 83 fathoms were reached and 
clear pictures obtained. Throughout the trials the cable was 
subjected to many severe tests^ALL CIRCUITS REMAINED 
INTACT.

lit withstand a 2% 

cW. shack drop of 20 ft. 
out of water; towed the 
camera at speeds up to 
12 knots; raised and 
lowered the camera at 
250 ft. per minute over 
narrow diameter pulleys 
and capstan.

Subsequent examina- 
tionprovedthe cable and 
coupling ta be completeey 
waterproof, resistant to 
twisting and eleccricaUy 
intact.

i,r ,

/ I

BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDER'S GABLES LIMIKBO 2i Bloomsbury
___________________ O
-^iw-?^wfim$gfifig$$$;^^

O

T/V ^MERABICC

F



Here’s the most interesting telephone news for years! A new, lightweight, 
one-piece head telephone set moulded in nylon plastic and weighing 
only 4 oz!
Av^aHe in black or ivory finish, this revolutionary instrument, designed, 
developed and manufactured by Standard Telephones (8 Cables, Limited, 
for telephone switchboard operators, introduces an entirely new concept 
in comfort, elegance, economy and operational efficiency.
No other operator’3 head telephone set available to-day has all these 
additional advantages:—

Ask for brochure T.D.I6 
which fully describes the

Brandard Deaepthbaes and Cables Limited
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, W.C.2

TELEPHONE DIVISION



-• ■

avoid

another advance by

Standard

4406 PÜ
Telephone Head Set

/■ al

breakage at transmitter horn junction.
*1 Agjustable head grip with resilient

b and.
9 Moulded frameforopera-

tor’s identification label. ‘

Seei-contained nylon moulding 
incorporating high - quality, 

super-sunsftive transmitter and 
receivee.

9 Weight only 4 ozl (compare this
with the l5-oz weight of the I 

conventional head and breast:- \
typo operator-’ set).

4: Attractive appearance.
9: Only one instrument cord required.

9: Fne/y balanced tto rnsurr comfort
and sttl¡>itlt:^y.

-k\ Mechaniical shock absorber to

OAKLEIGH ROAD ° NEW SOUTHGATE • LONDON N.ll.



‘OPTIMUM som omœ0

HEAD OFFICE: 22, LINCOLNS INN FIELDS, LONDON W.C.2 WORKS: BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM & SUNDERLAND
viii

formula for quality J

OD ENOUGH’ is our standard, established as firmly today, as it has been 
throughout the past. For over half a century, Telecommunication 
Equipment by ERICSSON has always borne the seal of high quality. 
Throughout the whole of our Works, appreciation of this has 
become an endowment that sets a background to every phase of 
design and production. Modern Plant allied to the highest 
technical resources is the ‘sine qua non’ for the exacting standards 
imposed by modern conditions.

An outstanding example of the unity of these essential ingredients 
becomes apparent in the finish of all our products. Electro 
depositions and organic surface coatings are formulated and 
controlled directly by an extensive PROCESS LABORATORY so 
that at every stage expert knowledge is applied to ensure the 
superfine finishes which stand up to the most arduous conditions 
of service and climate.

What better FORMULA FOR QUALITY ?



50 Cells. BSSDW. 25. 
1200 ah. at the 9-hour rate. 

Instdledfor the 
Geneeal Post Office

DESIGNED to meei
G.P.0. speeiiicalion

Overseas customers are invited to cable or
Visitors to London are welcome at our offices.

write their enquiries for batteries or parts. 
(Just off Fleet Street:.)

OPEN TYPE CELLS
Similar to the illustration here, these are avail
able in glass and/or lead lined wooden boxes in 
capacities from D0 a.h. to 5000 a.h.

PORTABLE TYPE BATTERIES
A range of portable type Batteries is in regular 
production, made to G.P.O. specifications, for 

ancillary duties.

ENCLOSED TYPE CELLS

As illustrated below, these are in moulded glass 

boxes with sealed-in lid. Capacity range from 
10a.h. to 200 a.h.

REPLATALS
We are in a position to supply plates for the 
replating of existing Planté Batteries.

TUNGSTONE PLANTE CELLS are being regularly supplied to the British Post; 
Office and Post and Telegraph Departments in many countries overseas. They 
coniform fully to G.P.O. Standard spécifications.

MH

BATTERIES
TUNGSTONE PRODUCTS LTD., 10 SALISBURY SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4, ENGLAND. CABLES: “DILUTUM” LONDON TCI.

TUNGSTONE
REG? nRUDE MARK

ix



Britain’s microwave leaders announce

The New 60/120-CCRCUIT II.H.F.
TELEPHONY SYSTEM SPO 55--

This frequency-modulated system, 

conveying either 60 or 120 circuits, 
operaties in the 1700-23-0 Mc/s 
band. Long systems show a minimum 
of modulation distortion since non - 
demodulating repeater stations are 
used. The system handlies two super 
groups of 60 circuits each, with a 
total signal/noise performance in 
the worst channel only 6 db. below 
that recommended for C.C.LF.

international coaxia! cable networks.
The most modern construction 

practice permits all panels to slide 
into place on guides, being connected 
into service by plug-in sockets. Wiring 
is not disconnected for the removal 
of a pane.

Each rack has a meter pane, 
giving readings of anode and grid 
currents, crystal currents, RF ampli
fier output power and all non-mains

voltages.
No voltage higher than 300V is 

encountered in the equipment.
The use of coaxial cable for feeders 

eliminates the expense of wave-guides.
A rack complete with transmitter 

and receiver is single-sided, so that 
two. racks may be mounted side-by
side or back-to-back. They are 
economical of floor space, occupying 
only 20% in. X 8% in.

-H

-
O SPUR ROUTE 0R LOCAL 

BASEBAND TRAFFIC

Signals injected or 
extracted at 
Intermediate Frequency

KEY
One end of the Slstem or R°U^e 

r Station

THE C C.I.F. ‘CIRCUIT FICTIF’ 
w™ VPOm o DEMOomnoN .'

________ -2500 Km

One-ninnti of
C.C.I.F. ‘CIRCUIT FICTIF' with five %^N
NON-DEMODULATING REPEATERS'

EVEN ft* f.

►3 1>g HÖ

The cost of the radio equipment is about half
that of copper wire alone to provide 60 circuits
by lZ-circuit carrier systems on open-wire routes.



TERMINAL PANEL

*^ In addition, the channel 
spacing, intermediatefrequency 
and transfer levels comply with 
the standards laid down in the 
C.C.I.R. Documen/s 66 and69.

RECTIFIER PANEL-

STABILISER PANEL

TRANS, FILTER __
PANEL

UHF AMPLIFIER 
PANEL

t.i.f.a. a mxen 
PANEL

FREO. CHANGER 
PANEL

MODULATOR & 
A.F.C. PANEL

O6MODULATQR 
PANEL

LOCAL OSC, FILTER 
PANEL

LOCAL OSCILLATOR & 
AUTO, FREQ. CONTROL 

PANEL

METER PANEL

MOTOR SUPPLIES 
PANEL

-2I0V SUPPLY _ 
PANEL

POWER PANEL —

POWER PANEL »

MAINS DISTRIBUTION 
PANEL

REC FILTER PANEL

MIXER a LP 
amplifier panel

OUTPUT MONITOR 
PANEL

Conveying one super-group 
of 60 circuits, the SPO 5500 
system achieves, in afi respects, 
the performance laid down by 
C.C.I.F. for international co
axial cable networks.

★ Spur routes and local base
band traffic are catered for in 
the design of the system, since 
at repeater stations any signaa 
from the baseband is injected 
or extracted without demodu
lation of the “through traffic.’”

lead the march of progress in the microwave radio field.
In addition to telephony, G.E.C. television links are playing vital roles in 
many national and international networks, and are in continuous manu
facture both at home and abroad. Up-to-date equipment design promotes 
economy of space, acceesibility of components, and ease of maintenance 
in all G.E.C. telephone and television transmission equipment.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED OF ENGLAND Telephone, Radio and Television Works, Coventry



ANOTHER STROWGER EXCHANGE

Telephone Bhavan is the new telecommunications centre in the heart of Calcutta 

built to accommodate two automatic exchanges and a trunk exchange. Its opening 

marks the completion of stage two in the conversion programme of the Calcutta 

area from manual to automatic working. The system chosen is Strowger 

two-digit Director working and will ultimately comprise 15 automatic exchanges 

serving an initial total of 60,000 subscribers.

The installaaion of the five, exchanges in stages one and two of the scheme 

was carried out by A.T. 1% E. Co. Ltd. who also supplied the bulk of the automatic 

switching equipment This Company is actively associated 

with Indian Telephone Industries Ltd. who will be responsible for 

the future manufacturing programme to the requirements of the J

Indian Posts 8 Tee:graphs DepartmentThe Type 32A Mark II 

setector is the basic serecting mechanism. Its maintenance 

requirements are limited to regular lubrication and fji

the performance of simple operational tests. Its performance ^■|||

and cajpabiitieis are more than adequate for all modern 

requirements. It is reliable. Tliese are the factors upon 

which the administration and the subscriber both depend

for economic service and continuous operation.

© 
waaM

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & EIEEC.

LONDON - LIVERPOOL
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SIEMENS
TELEPHONE BRANCH,

CARRIER CHANNELS
RADIO LINKS 

LONG D.C. JUNCTIONS 
D.C. ISOLATED LINES
TELEPHONE PHANTOMS

CIRCUIT
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SIGNALLING & DIALLING 
SYSTEM
Siemens Brothers Single Voice Frequency (1 V.F.) System has been designed 
to provide signaling and dialling facilities over commercial speech channels 
and possesses the following major advantages :—

* < The system can be applied to any speech channel.

* C The overall loss on single or tandem links can be ignored provided 
speech is acceptable.

* ; The system is basically simple and does not; complicate the line ter
minal or channelling equipment.

The system conforms to C.C.LF. performance recommendations.

The standard design is suitable for trunk or Junction operation.

* C The system can be arranged for unidirectional or both way signalling 
and dialling.

* C The equipment is relay-set mounted in accordance With latest telephone 
exchange practice.

* < The voice frequency receiver is incorporated in the terminal relay set.

* i The equipment can be installed with the telephone equipment and 
served from exchange power supplies.

* C The latest standard components are used throughout.

* < The system requires negligible maintenance attention.

* < The system is designed to provide the required facilities on a strictly 
economic basis.

BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18. Telephone: Woolwich 2020

Member of the A.EJ. Group of Companies.

'XV



SKILLMAY
Short Distance. «i.Carrier

_^ith UAX/RAX Signaaiing:
*- Extra Channels for new or existing Rur^ Automatic Exchanges with all 
signalling facilities necessary for parent and dependent exchange working.

*6 Ruraa exchanges may be converted to dial working- without increasing 
the number of line pairs required for junctions.

9k Steady-state signals for the basic line signals with ancillary signals by 
V.F. tones. Complete voice immunity on all signals with no elaborate timing 
or guard circuits.

916 For use on cable or open-wire with 4 or Skc/s channel sparing, giving 
circuits of zero transmission 1o55.

916 Systems supphed complete with relay sets giving the normal junction 
signalling conditions of the Unit Automatic Exchange 12, 13 or 14, for connection 
to the normal junction equipment at parent exchange and U.A.X.

The small panel on the left is the same 

as that on the right and replaces the 

entire bap shown behind.

T. S. SKILLMAN & €0. LTD., 199 UiIbidge Boa(dHanweH,Londoii, W.7

T. S. SKILLMAN & C0. PTY. LTD., Ccmmeeay, S^pdHeiP N.S.W.
SKILLMAN CARRIER EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN SUPPLIED TO ENGLAND FOR OTHER THAN G.?.O. 
APPLICATIONS, TO AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, BELGIUM AND EGYPT, AND ENQUIRIES ARE INVITED 

FOR REPRESENTATIVES ELSEWHERE

xvi



Full signaHing facilities for:

Bothway Dialling

Coin CoHecting Box 
Discrimination

Routing to outo or Manuaa 
Equipment at the Parent 
Exchange

Manua! Hold on calls to the
Parent Exchange

Trunk Offering to the UAX 
subscriber

Dependent Exchange Working

Five new lines with 
aH^ditcriEinatexg 
facilities and superior 
transmission. Con
nections at each end 
are identicaa with 
connections for D.C. 
Junction.

Normal line from 
U.A.X. to parent 
exchange. This is 
cut a “X” and 
reconnected as shown

l_____

AH the equipment within the 

dotted line is mounted on the 
panH shown bdow»

xvii

SKILLMAN’S are world pioneers of 
short haul or “junction” carrier systems. 
Over £500,000 worth of the old style equipment: 
indicated opposite is in service, much of it for 
over 4 years.

The miniaturised form is now available, on 
a 21” panel with 60 channel ends plus power 
supply on one 19" rack. Installation involves 
connecting only new junction relay groups, 
power (A.C)_ and carrier supply and (Hoading 
the junctions.



SE50 Selector

Local technician at work on 
the new exchange at Kuching 
— the first exchange to use 
SE50 Selectors in $.E. Asia.



. .now cutting maintenance 
costs in South-East Asia!

The new automatic exchange at Kuching, Sarawak, in the Island of Borneo, is the first man 
exchange using SE50 Selectors to be commissioned in South-East Asia. The initial capacity of 
the exchange is 800 subscribers, but it is designed to have a capacity of 2,000 subscribers.
SE50 Seeectors have been life-tested to five times the British Post Office requirements for two-motion
selectors, and their remarkable life, extraordinary
reliability and ease of maintenance render them 
particularly suitable for an installation of this kind. 
The SE50 sets new standards in automatic exchange 
equipment. The mechanism is robust and simple; 
all adjustments are independent; and can be made 
without disturbing those previously carried out. 
These characteristics mean that the SE50 can be 
maintained by less-skilled stiff—providing yet 
another saving in maintenance costs.

* ^ Each unit can be removed from the frame for
adjustment and replaced without affecting its own 
or other settings.

* C Drift adjustments are eliminated and all adjustments
are independent.

* k Auxiliary contact spring/sets are identical with those
used in G.E.C. P.10 type relays (British Posit Office 
600 type). No speccal adjustment technique is 
required.

pr

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC co. LTD. OF ENGLAND
TELEPHONE, RADIO AND TELEVISION WORKS, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.



i^h 
LAMPS 
Miré

COLD CATHODE DIODES

5'5 m ms 
, MAX

First of a new range of miniature Cold 
Cathode Diodes, the Siemens 2NIa 

is applicable to a variety of electronic 
functions including :—

Simple relaxation oscillators

Simple Pulse generating 
circuits

23mm3 
MAX

Gating circuits

DC. level changers (for use in di’reci 
coupled amplifiers, etc.)

Information storage

Test Probes

Radio Frequency Indicators

30 mm» 
MAX

Coupling Devices

Low current stabilizers

Blown Fuse indicators

CHARACTERISTICS
"1J;

Maximum Striking Voltage = 85 V
Maximum Maintaining Voltage at 0.5mA = 65 V
Maximum Continuous Current = 1 mA
Nominal Ionisation Time = 50 us
Nominal Deionisation Time = 150 us

Details of application and further information from :— 

SIEMENS ELECTRIC LAMPS & SUPPLIES LIMITED 
38-39 UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Member of the A.E.I. Group of Companies.

XX



PAINTON

P A O D U CT S

OPERATING TEMPERATURE/WATTAGE

AMB.IENT.TÇM,

WATTS PISS, PATEO

5 7

MIDGET mntwouND vitreous resistors

MINIATURE EQUIPMENTS
DEMAND MIDGET RESISTORS

Dimensioriaaiy
Painton MIDGET resistors
offer the MAXIMUM 

MAXIMUM 
ÌMAXIMUM

5506

WATTAGE DISSIPATION
OHMIC RANGE 
SAFETY FACTOR

In the Heavy Duty MIDGET Range, the extremely 
high wattage dissipation is achieved by:
(a) the use ofa sintered alumina ceramic former, with 
thermal conductivity approximating steel (Patent 
626128), in conjunction with a Painton glaze developed 
to match the thermal and mechanical properties of 
sintered alumina.
(b) the exceptional strength and conductivity of the 
Painton “Intermediate Wire Process” of resistance 
termination (Paaent 575297). MV I

Range Ty
Resistance

Range Ohms
Tol.

Raatng 
Watts Max. 

Working 
Temp.

Temperature 
Coefficient

DIMENSIONS

Length Diam.
Lead

Min. Max. Normal
20 °C.

t iop¡a 
70 C. Length Material

S“Dd"d MVI
1
10

9.99
4700

10#
5% 4 3 300 C. 

°

BELOW 100"- 
OEGLIGIBLE

ABOVE 100"—
0.01%/?

¿s" 
32

13
64

II
Ii 20

■S .W.G. 
Silver
Clad 

Copper 
Wire

Heavy 
Duty 5101 1

10
999
4700

I0# 
5% 55 4 350 °C.

BELOW 1000— 
NwUGI?E

ABOVE 1OQ0-
0.01%/C.

M* 
32

12" 
64

11" 
1 4

Heavy 
Du ty 5306 10 I5000 5% 8.5 7 350°C.

BELOW 2OQ0—
NEGLIGIBLE

ABOVEGggn—
0.01%/C.

1216
j," 
32 Ii"

ATTENUATORS AND FADERS ' STUD SWITCHES • TOGGLE SWITCHES • PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES 
FIXED AND ADJUSTABLE WIREWOUND RESISTORS • HIGH STABILITY CARBON RESISTORS
“■METLOHM" STABILITY RESISTORS - WIREWOUND POTENTIOMETERS • MIDGET R.F. CHOKES 

- KNOBS, DIALS 8 POINTERS • TERMINALS - PLUGS AND SOCKETS

xxi
G



MARCONI-SIEMENS

Radio Telephone Terminal
TYPE B 

. (HW2l)

The type B (HW 21) terminal provides a satis- 
factoryjunction of HF radio with line or cable tele
phone and telegraph circuits. Its primary function 
is to eliminate the unstable conditions due to the 
inherently high gain in the radio link by ensuring 
that the radio circuit is operative in one direction 
only at any one instant. It also provides facilities 
for conitrolling the signal levels to the line or to 
the radio transmittiers for discriminating against 
line and radio noises, and for simple privacy 
working. Its features include semi-automatic 
operation, two or four-wire line connection, 
electronic VF switching, radio calling facilities, 
and centralised test and monitoring facilities. 
It is self-contained for AC mains supply.

THE LINK BETWEEN RADIO AND LINE GOMMUNIGATIONS

Full details of this and other Marconi-Siemens equipment,
which provides completely integrated radio and line telegraph 

and telephone systems may be obtained from eiiher—

MARCONI’S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

OR SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LIMITED, WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18
MS I

xxii



prove

with Ferroxcube pot cores

1 High performance combined with smaU size and light weight.

2 Designed and built to customers’ individual requirements.

3 Long term stabi.ity, even under conditions of temperature variation.

M ullard IH

MULLARD LTD - COMPONENTS DIVISION - CENTURY HOUSE - SHAFTESBURY AVENUE • WCn 
(«146630

xxiii

High quality electrical filter units built around Ferroxcube cores can now 
be supplied to communications equipment; designerr’ individual specifications. 
These filter units have significant; advantages over comparable types 

designed without the use of Ferroxcube, particularly in the frequency range . 
300 e/s to 500 kc/s. For audio frequencies the use'of Ferroxcube cores permits 
the winding of compact coils with very high inductances. This results 
in a considerable reduction in the size and cost of the assoccated condensers 
and hence of the filter unit as a whole. The high Q values obtained 
for a given volume, especíally above 10 kc/s, enable sharp cut off 
characteristics and low pass-band losses to be achieved, while negligible 
stray flux facilitates the production of compact and mechamcaHy robust filters. 
Electrical filter units are among a number of high quality components 
now being made available by Mullard. Full details of the complete series 
of components will be gladly supplied upon request.

‘Ticonaf alloy permanent magnets 
Magnadur permanent ceramic magneti 
Ferroxcube fenro-mannetic cores.



25 NEW INSTRUMENTS INCLUDED
The publication of a new edition 06 the Com
plete Catalogue of Marconi Instruments is an 
annual event which is eagerly awaited by every
one in the world of dectronics. The 1956 
edition, now being distributed. once again 
brings the record of developments in the radio 
communicatton and industriaa fields up to date, 
and provides a comprehensive survey of all 
Marconi measuring and test equipment, includ
ing twenty-five new instruments.
The demand for the catalogue is greater- than 

ever, and reflects the confidence of users of 
Marconi instruments everywhere. The reason 
for this confidence in our products is not hard 
to find: we believe in paying meticulous 
attention to detail in all phases of design, de
velopment and manufacture, ensuring that 
Marconi instruments combine supreme relia
bility with outstanding technical meat, plus 
that little extra in the way of operational 
convenience. Our new catalogue has been 
produced in the same spirit.

-----------------------------

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

AM & FM SIGNAL GENERATORS - OSCILLATORS - VALVE 

VOLTMETERS - POWER METERS • Q METERS - BRIDGES 

WAVE ANALYSERS - FREQUENCY STANDARDS - WAVEMETERS 

TELEVISION AND RADAR TEST EQUIPMENT - AND SPECIAL 

TYPES FOR THE ARMED FORCES

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD., ST. 'ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE. TELEPHONE: ST. ALBANS 6I60/9 
30 Albion Street, Kingston-upon-Hull, Telephone: Hull Central 16144. [9 The Parade. Leamington Spa. Telephone: I408

Managing Agents in Exporr: MARCONI’S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. LTD., MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.2.
TC73
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MODEL 112 Speed rangg: 
13-250 words per minute

A MORSE
I TRANSMITTERS

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH WORKS
DIVISION OF THE GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH CO. LTD.

Absolutely constant speed at 

all settings notwithstanding 
large voltage variations.

Noted for easy maintenance 

and quick adjustment.

4. SYDHAVNS PLADS 
COPENHAGEN SV. DENMARK

LONDON OFFICE: 5. ST. HELEN’S PLACE 
LONDON E. C. 3.



Automatic Generating Plant

Karoo

15th October, 1954

Frederick J. Harlow, Esq 
AuuSinnite Ltd., 
Lighthouse Wooks, 
Smethwick 40, 
England.

De ear Fred,

I am writing to you in the hope that your people will 
be able to help us with a very tricky problem we have run 
into out here in conneetion with standby generating plant 
for a new telecommuuioation scheme. We cannot afford even 
a momunieay interruption of supply, yet we cannot provide 
attendance or maintenance except, possibly, at monthly____  
interval^-— _—------------- ------ - ' ’

The more tricky the problem, the more arduous the conditions
under which the equipment must; operate, the better we like it. Difficult,

unusual generating plant is our metier. It does not matter how long- it must run without 

attention. It does not matter whether there is a mains supply or not. Nor if the supppy 
is erratic and unreliable. Even if the requirements do not come within our standard 
range Austinlite plant can be designed which will ensure continuous, steady and 

extremely reliable snpp!y.

During the past 25 years Austinlite plant has been'steadiiy developed, always with the 

emphasis on quality and dependability. We can now provide automatic generating plant

of many types in sizes from 1.4 to 250kVA, for continuous unattended operation, or for 

mains standby work — to the strictest no break specification where necessary. However

difficult a particular problem may be, we have good reason for the confidence with which 

we affirm that Austinlite can tackle it.

In this country uur plant is esed by thh 
G.P.O., thfMiniw of Civil Aviation ann 
British Railways. It is installed in many 
Pa-t of the world in lighthouses where reH- 
Z)zzyisvits. ltuslopfllXonmSouU 
Africa, Australia. Denmark, the U.S.S.R.. 
Malta, Syria, New Zealand and Norway; as 
well as a number of tropical countries includ- 
ing Nigeria, Malaya and Borneo.

AUTOMUilU GENERATING

PLANT Tailor-made by STONE-CHANGE LTD.

(The makers of Sumo Pumps and Stone-Chance Lighthouses)

28 ST. JAMES’S SQUARE, LONDON, S.W.i. Telephone: TRAFALGAR 1954
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There's much io he said for O O ♦
CONSTRUCTION: Toroidally wound auto-transformers, with tracks formed on 
one face of the windings.
core: Wound from a continuous strip of low loss eleccrical sted in a similar 
manner to the well-loiown Ccoeeconstfucuon.
INSULATION: Specially proces_ed plastic mouldings ensure minimum 
shrinkage due eo heat and continuous use, and prevent any possibility of 
the turns slackening.
winding: Of high conductivity copper, insulated with a synthetic enamel 
of the polyvinal aC6ial-bhenai formaldehyde resm type, giving good space 
factor, exceptionally high abrasion resistance and prolonged heating resistance. 
frame : Of die cast aluminium, incorporating long spindle bearings and 
mounting feet to enure accuracy and rigidity of the mechanism in relation 
to the fixing holes.
beusheS} The grshes «eaf aip-?i-l carbgn chncenfor ita contact rslSrsnci 
chersireriltiis, shaped to give minimum loss, maximum strength and longest 
life.
There are 4 models of the Berco Rotary RegavoB available c—

Modee
Max. Input 

Vol'y at 
50/60 cycles

Max Outmt 
Voltate Range 

at no load
R ated 

current Weight PRICE 
L s.

4IA

4IB

250

II5

0-250

O-I35

0.8

2.25
4J lbs. 6 I2

42A

42B

250

II5

0-270

0-I35

2.0

5.0
6% lbs. 1 I8 _

The Berco Rotary Regavolt provides 3 
highly economical, comma“ and reliable 
means of obtaining a continuously variable 
output voltage, without the heat: losses 
associated with resistances. Its outstanding 
advantage over resistance eontrol i- that any 
alternating current load within normal 
rating can be controlled from zero to full 
v^tage fun the necessity if sperial 
designing for individual applications- Thus 
one rotary Regavok can be used in place of 
a number of adjustable resistances. In 
addition, an increase in voltage, above the 
main supppy, can be obtained with three °f 
the four Regavok models. This is an 
esperiafiy valuable feature when the supply 
voltage is low.

BERCO ROTARY REGAVOLT

a quicker, cheaper. better way to 
protect bunched wires 
and cable connections

JUST ZIP IT ON AND OFF

PYPEKOVER

This new patented covering was originally 
developed for covering pipes and ducts and 
is now used extensively for covering 
bunched wires and cable connections to 
switchboards in the Radio, Television, 
Telephone and Telegraph industries. 
Pypekover has many outstanding advan
tages over the conventional methods of 
protection.

Pypekover consists of Poly-Vinyl 
Chloride Sheet with a longitudinal air
tight and waterproof Flexigrip slide 
fastener. It is supplied in lengths up to 
bCCft. and in widths up to 75 in. Pype- 
Rover can be fitted in a fraction of the 
time necessary to protect bunched cables 
by the old method. Suitable for tem
peratures from — 60°F to +eCC°F. Non
inflammable and will not support com- 
bussion. Insulation resistance bOO.iOOlO 
megohms, Can be removed and replaced 
without damage to cover or cables 
JUST ZIP IT ON AND OFF.

LOCKS IN PLACE

SAMPLE LENGTH 
with technical details 
and prices on request
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Specialists in the cnnrnl of current and voltagefor more than 25 years
BR1258-AH

★ For full details and prices write to:—

THE BRITISH ELECTRIC RESISTANCE CO. LTD.,

Queensway, Ponders End, Middksex. Telephone: HOWard 2411. Telegrams: Vitrohm, Enfield

DENSO
Industry’:; protection 
against CORROSION

Full information from

WINN & COALES LTD.
DENSO HOUSE • CHAPEL ROAD • LONDON, S.E.27

§T Tlli|lotlztla DENS-o/S/SX Telegrams:
GlPsy HSIC4247 ‘ ~ I Denseke, Westnor,

PM vSlZ/ PRODUHS London.

Sole Licensees: VICKERYS LIMITED

4 LAMBETH PALACE ROAD, LONDON, S.E.1
Telephone: Waterloo 7041/2
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The unit illustrated is a 
single receiver converter; dual 

or triple-diversity converters 
can also be supplied. All 

can be worked on bandwidths
from id to 200 cps. In 

addition, plug-in discriminators 
have been developed, which 
enable the equipment to be 

used on orthodox wide
Pilot Carrier j

shift F.S. circuits.

Telephone: TEMple Bar 9262

Cablegrams: STROWGEREX * LONDON AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE



9E Reduces errors by a ratio of 4: I

9l6/s unaffeczed by fading of as much as 8ydb

91(15 unaffected by receiver frequency drift
Working on an exceptionally narrow bandwidth of only 50 cps, instead of 
the conventional 850 cps, the new P.C.F.S. equipment operates 
with unprecedented efficiency desppte high noise and interference 
levels. On live circuit operation, errors are 
reduced by a ratio of 4 : I, whilst fading of as much as 85 db 
has no efect on reception.

NARROW BAND
Frequency Shift Equipment

RADIO AND TRANSMISSION DIVISION, 

STROWGER HOUSE, ARUNDEL STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.& ELECTRIC CO. LTD



INLAND
CABLE-LAYING 

EQUIPMENT 
BY

•@u^mE
Patent Application 20496/49 

(U.K. and Abroad)

‘PILOT’ CABLE 
DRUM TRAILER

Always, the large type of cable drum has piesented a handling 
problem. The drums are heavy, and awkward things to 
transport and manoeuvre. By mean:; of the ‘PILOT’ cable 
drum trailer cable drums from l4 cwt. to 4 tons in weight 
can be lifted, mounted on the trailer, transported and 
manoeuvred into the position from which the cable is to be 
paid out, quickly and uasiiy, without manual effort, and 
without the aid of lifting gear.
The trailer can accommodate drums of 3' to 7’ 6” diameter 
and up to 3' 8 ” in width, A cable drum is raised from the 
ground and mounted in position by means of ratchet-operated 
jacks which are an integral component of the trailer chassis. 
(The photographs reproduced here are by courtesy of the Possmaster General.)

'PILOT’ POWER 
PULLING WINCH

‘PILOT’ POWER
PULLING WINCH

CABLE DRUM 
jACKS

This winch provides power-assisted haulage and its capacity, 
operating through a warping bollard is at low speed 2% tons 
and at high speed % ton. Fuel consumption is 4% pints/hr. alt 
full load. The dessgn takes into account the heavy usage to 
which such equipment is generally subjected.

Despite the advent of the ‘FILOT’ cable drum trailer, a set 
ofijacks should always be carried in inland cable--aymg, repair 
or maintenance operations. We suppiy screw-type jacks to 
lift up to 20 tons and ratchet-types to lift up to 5 tons.
We also supply Pole Jacks, another esseetial item in a cable 
laying contractor's kit, which exert a pul of 5 tons.

CABLE DRUM 
JACKS

Illustrated literature is available for these various items of inland cabbe-laying equipment 
and will be sent to you on request.

P/ceseoedress’eqsiriesto:—RICHARD C. GIBBINS & Co. Ltd.
43 Berkley Street, BIRMINGHAM, I 
Telephone: Midland 6I83/4

SAVES LABOUR LIFTING

X X X
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COIL WlNDSAt

The large illustration depicts the 
improved “‘Douglas’” Fully Automatic 
Multi-Winder, specially developed for 
the high speed production of large quan- 
tities ofcoils with or without paper inter
leaving. It will produce round, square 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers
THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER 8. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

-Avocet House, 92-96 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.1 VICtoria 3404 (9 lines)

or rectangular coils up to 6 in. each in 
length and up to 4; in. diameter. As 
many as 12 smaller coils can be wound 
simultaneously within the total available 
winding length of 15 in. at headstock 
speeds of between 600 and 2,000 r.p.m.

A copy of our 
complete catalogue 
will be sent to 
interested execu
tives on application

OSCCLLATOR Type 858
30 kc/s - 30 Mc/s

THE OscUlator Type 858 is 
a general purpose CW 

osciilator with special charac
teristics of very low harmonic 
distortion, high frequency 
stabiiity and constant output 
level. These features make it 
particularly suitable for use as 
a calibrating oscillator.

Three standard output 
levels are available from 
separate sockets, and the in
corporation of a variable 
control enables any output 
between 05 mV and 0-5 volts 
to be obtained.

FREQUENCY RANGE:
30 kc/s-30 Mc/s in 7 ranges 

FREQUENCY STABILITY:
Considerably better than 0-05 
per cent. with mains change from 
200-250 V

HARMONIC DISTORTION:
In general, less than 1 per cent. 

OUTPUT LEVEL:
Remains constant within ± idb 
over complete frequency range

OUTPUTS:
500 mV, 100 mV and 10mV 
standard. A slidewire attenuator 
enables a continuous output 
coverage to be obtained from 
500 iN to 500 mV

DIMENSIONS:
The instrument which is suitable 
for both bench use and forward 
rack mounting is 19 in. wide, 
7 in. high and 10 in. deep (over 
projections)

Full details of this or any other Airmec instrument will be forwarded gladly upon request

^UlEflll«'
L T M I T E D

IHGHWYCONHE BUCKHflHFRMSIDRE ENGLAND

Telephone: High Wycombe 2060. Cables: Airmec, High Wycombe.
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[carpenter pOlflR|ZED RELAYS|
have these outstanding features

HIGH OPERATTONAL SPEED . HIGH SENSITTVVTY 
FREEDOM FROM CONTACT REBOUND

NO POSITTONAL ERROR 0 HIGH CONTACT PRESSURES 
ACCURACY OF SIGNAL REPEETTION

EASE OF ADJUSTMENT
The Carpenter Polarized Relay will respond to weak, ill-defined or short
duration impulses of differing polarity, or it will follow weak alternating 
current inputs of high frequencies and so provide a continuously operating 
symmetrical changeover switch between two different sources.

Dimensionally the Type 4 relay illustrated is interchangeable with the 
type “ 3000 ” Relay and can be supplied to fit directly to the drilling norm - 
ally provided for the “ 3000 ” Relay.

Manufactured by the xole licensees

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO. LTD
Contractors to Governments of the British Commonwealth and other Nations

HOLLINGSWORTH WORKS, DULWICH, LONDON, SE2I
Telephone GIPsy Hill 2211

IMPROVEMENT IN THE ACCURACY OF DECADE RESISTANCES

We have pleasure to announce 
that the well-known and 
novel . SULLIVAN and GRIFFITHS

DUAL DIALDECADE RESISTANCE BOXES
FOR ALL FREQUENCIES

Moreovei-r the windings are now of Manganin in order 
to reduce the temperature coefficienn; more important 
still, to improve the long period of stabblity and make 
them as suitable for all direct-current purposes. a 
they are for alternating currents of all frequencies.

Screened Resistances of guaranteed accuracy exactly 
similar to our well-known Decade Resistances but specially 
arranged so that one box of a given number of dials gives 
many diferent values of maximum resistance. Thus a three- 
dial box (as illustrated) may be used for instance for

three decades of Thousands, Hundreds and Tens
or three decades of Hundreds, Tens 
or three decades of Tens, Units
or three decades of Units, Tenths

have now been improved 
in accuracy to

0.05 PER CENT 
’■•-.

a total of 10,000 ohms.
3 total of 1,000 ohms. 
a total of 100 ohms. 
a total of 10 ohms.

and Units 
and Tenths 
and Hundredths,

Ho W. SULLIVAN
LIMITED 

LONDON- S.E.15 
Telephone: New Cross 3225 (P.B.X.)

The advantages of such a system will be obvious, for in addition to 
the economy involved much space is saved and the residual 
resistance and inductance is much reduced.

The resistances are available in 3-dial, 4-dial and 5-dial types 
with subdivision of 0-001% down to 00)01 ohm if necesssry, 
depending of course on the number of dials incorporated.

xxxii
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THESCIENTÏFÏC

VALVE
BRITISH T==< MADE

BARRETTER XBI
The Hivac miniature BARRETTER XBI maintains

a steady current of 0-3 Amps over a range of 9 to 16 

Volts. It is intended to stabilize the heater circuits

of valves under conditions of fluctuating supply

voltages.

STONEFIELD WAY, VICTORIA ROAD, SOUTH RUISLIP, MIDDLESEX
Telephone: Ruislip 3366

DC Voltage limits ;£ 1% despite: —

fié
916

9*

Typical Transbooster

The above are typical limits of our range of constant DC voltage equipments. Electronic, 
magnetic or mechanically regulated equipments are available and can also be designed 
to meet customers’ specific requirements. Consult us for the most satisfactory solution 
to your problems—take full advantage of the WESTINGHOUSE SERVICE.

CONSTANT POTENTIAL RECTIFIERS
Write for details to:—
Dept. P.o.l, WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE&SIGNALCO. LTD., 82 York Way, King'sCross, London, NJ 

Telephone;— TERminu: 6432

AC voltage fluctuations of — [0 to + 6%.
Frequency variations of 48 to 52 cps.
Load variations of 5% to I00% 
and self-protecting on overload.

9 ESTALI6E
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Pye Telecommunncations announce a

NEW TWO-WAY
RADIO EQUIPMENT

Demonstrations of a new equipment, designed in Cambridge, 
have been given in London recently to representatives of 
Police and Fire Services, Local Authorities and Industrial 
Organisations. This equipment has been designed to defeat 

the chronic shortage of two-way radio channels.

Known as the Pye “‘Ranger1’” it is the solution 
to the frequency shortage which is ham - 
stringing mobile radio users in Great: Britain!

The new equipment operates on a channel spacing of only 
25KC//—a quarter of the customary spaamn—thus poten
tially quadrupling the number of mobile radio channels. 
Robust construction, excellent performance and carefully 
selected components make it capable of operating under 

,, arduous conditions and in any weather.

This mobile radio is designed for fitting in the dashboard of 
ordinary cars and vehicles. The price of the equipment, not
withstanding its many-times improved speciicaton, is 
approximately the same as that of eadier equipments which 

it now replaces.

Please write for full details

flfl
Telecommunications

CAMBRIDGE I I ENGLAND 
/■>

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD. NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE. TELEPHONE: TEVERSHAM 313"
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Connractors to the
G.P.O. —NATIONAL COAL BOARD — BRITISH RAILWAYS.
C.E.A. and BRITISH & DOMINION GOVERNMENT DEPTS.

HACKBRIDGE CABLE CO. LTD. 
KELVIN WORKS — HACKBBIDGE — SUBBEY 

In Assoc i a ti on with BRYCE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LTD. 

| TELEPHONE DISTRIBUTION I
I EQUIPMENT I

I ENGINEERS WHO ARE INTERESTED I
I IN TELEPHONE DISTRIBUTION EQUIP- I
I MENT ARE INVITED TO REQUEST I
I SECTION T.C.13 OF OUR TELECOM- I
I MUNIC.ATION CABLES CATALOGUE. I

TELEPHONE: I I TELEGRAMS

SOUTHAMPTON y * I . “PIGEKAYBEL823U5%sB I IRRT.T.T JENERA 1/ SOUTHAMPTON”
CABLE WORKS, Ltd., SOUTHAMPTON
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PRECISION MONITOR
Photograph 
by cfurtesyûf 
the B.B.C.

FEATURES
*C Builg to an exacting specification as a precision video 

monitor and designed for either studio or field use.
★ Extra bright pictures are produced on a i4-inch (36 cm.) 

straight gun cathode ray tube speccaUy designed for 
high quality pictures.

★ Wide frequency response to enable the monitor to be 
used for picture quaaity checks.

* V Will operate on either a composite signa or sojp:arate video and 
synchronising waveforms.

* ^ Separate heater and power transformers with duaa primary windings 
to cover wide range of am. power input voltages.

* ^ Design incorporates stabilised B+ supply and a 14 kV regulated 
high voltage system for the cathode ray tube.

* f Optional use of either a d.c. restorer or a black level clamp by means 
of interna plug and socket sdector switch.

★ All picture controls are arranged on the front recessed pand.
★ Front pan! controls for d.c. operated vertical and horizonta picture 

shift circuits.
★ Provided with eassly removable top, bottom and side panels to 

fadlitate maintenance.
★ Silent: extractor fan on rear panee ensures stable temperatures during 

long periods of operation.
* ^ Mobile adjustable stand, waterproof hood, and rack mounting 

attachment available as accessories.

PYE are supplying 200 of 
these Monitors to the B.B.C.
Other customers include:

Ministry of Works

The G.P.O.

High Definition Films Ltd.

Bristol Aeroplane Co.

U.K. Atomic Energy Authority 

Associated Broadcasting Co. 

Associated Rediffusion Ltd.

Granada TV Network Ltd.

Independem Television Authority

PYE LIMITED . CAMBRIDGE - ENG LAND
Pye (New Zealand) Ltd., 

Auckland CJ.. New Zealand.

PyeRadio&Television (Pty)Ltd., 
Johannesburg, 

S. Africa.
Cables: Pyetalacon Cambridge

Pye Canada Ltd.. 
Ajac, Canada.

Mye Limiteid, 
Mexico City.

Pye Pty. Ltd., 
Melbourne, Australia.

Pye Limited, 
Tucuman62é, 
Buenos Aires.

Argentina

Pye (Irelénd) Ltd., 
Dublin, Eire.

Pye Corporatiox of America, 
270‘NarkYvenue, 

New York.

Telephone: Teversham 3131
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The

DETECTOR No. 4 Mk. 10
—a TURNER instrument produced for Post 

Office engineers and combining a high level 

of sennitivity with accuracy and robust design

for work in the field.

ERNEST TURNER ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS Ltd.
HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS ENGLAND

Telephone: HIGH WYCOMBE 1301-2-3 Telegrams: GORGEOUS, HIGH WYCOMBE

FREDERICK SMITH 8k COMPANY
ANACONDA WORKS, SALFORD, 3, LANCS.

If you lack qualifications which 
would get you a better job, more 
pay and faster progress; if you 
really want to succeed in your 
studies for the City & Guilds 
Certificates . . . send now for this 
recently published, important book 
—“TrainyourMind to SUCCESS.”

“l GUARANTEE TUITION 
UNTIL YOU HAVE PASSED ”

Preliminary Course 
Telecommunications

Principles l - V 
Radiol - IV

Telegraphy l & II 
Line Transmission I 8 II 

Mathematics for Telecommunications 
Radio Servicing Certificate

HERE is the amazzng story of 
The Famous Bennett College, 
its awards, scholarships, medals. 
Read what eminent educa
tionists have to say about 
Persona Postal Tuititn—The 
Bennett College way!
READ actual cases taken from 
its half a million success stories 
—from Bricklayer to Assistant 
Manager, from Draughtsman to 
Director—and many others!
SEE how you will lean when 
you entd—how your own 
personal tutor watches over 
every step of your progress— 
how your success is guaranteed. 
POST THIS COUPON NOW!

Incorporated in The London Electric Wire Company and Smith: Limited.
Associated with The Liverpool Eleun'c Cable Co. Ltd. andVrctiie Wire Co. Ltd.
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EDISWAN
Telephone Line Protectors

Surge currents induced on telephone lines by electit’ic 
storms or breakdowns on neighbouring power lines may be 

effectively controlled by Ediswan telephone line protectors.

These special electrode gas discharge tubes have been 
developed in collaboration with G.P.O. Engineers to provide. 

economical and effective protection for telephone systems 

without impairing the service.
\ Full details of these protectors and their application is

given in the Ediswan publication C. 1581 which is available 
on application.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.” {LTD
155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2 (

Member of the A.E[t Group of Companies r

"tEW

THIS INTERESTING QUARTERLY

WILL BE MAILED FREE TO ANY
PART OF THE WORLD

For almost: a century Muirhead & Co. Limited 
have manufactured precision electrical instruments, 
and to-day the range of products include measur
ing instruments for education and industry. 
synchros and remote control systems and facsimile 
transmitters and recorders.

Each issueof “Technique contains details of the 
newest Muirhead products and of scientific de
velopments in which Muirhead instruments have 
played an important part. If you think this putoll- 
cation would interest you, we shall be pleased to 
place your name on our maiing list. Write under 
your business letterhead to the address given below.

MUI RHEAD

PRECISION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
136

MUIRHEAD & CO. LIMITED ° BECKENHAM ° KENT ° ENGLAND

Printed by SANDERS PHILLIPS & CO., LTD., The Baynard Press, Chryssell Road, London, S.W.9, and 
Published by BIRCH & WHITTINGTON (Prop.Dorling&Ca. (Epsom). LtJ\ Epsom, Surrey.
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